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rUnder the sand at low tide
aare wtrisBers, hisees, long slithers,
bubbles, tlre suck of lngestion' a soft
snap: nysteries and exclusions.l
Fleur Adco,c,ls, rSea-Livesr r
The, Inrrer lXarbour. Oxford Unirrcrslty Pressl 1979.
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ABSTRACT
Macrofaunal polychaete densities across a stable' fine-
sand, intertidal flat in Pauatahanui Inlet were exanined from a
set of seasonal sanples, 5OO pm sieve processed, from a stratified
transect pair. Density Patterns had shore-nomal trends' despite
apparently weak tidal-cycle environ:nental gradients. Zones of
high a-bund.ance of common species persisted unchanged, but seasonal
increase ald decline occurled witfuin tltem, with also sorne popula-
tj-on redistribution attributable to differential nortality/recruj-t-
ment, or possibly to nigration. Correlation analysis did not
detect interspecies relationships linked to Lhe abundance and
zonation of the common polychaetes, all dePosit-feeders-
rtre population dlmaurics of six species was investigated
from the transect-pair seasonal samples, supplemented by subseguent
more finely-sieved santples during dense recruitment 5nriods. The
naldanid AsiotheLLa sewxba had three identifiable age grouPs'
O, I, and If+, with I plus II+ density to about 550 m-2. The
new O group began to aPpear in October-November, as agglegates below
3 crn sediment depth, believed to rePresent lecithotropic, direct-
developing, siblings from egg masses of the I1+ grouP. Juvenile
setiger-total frequencies indicated slmchronous adult spawning
occurred at varying intervals during an aPproximate six month
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period. Peak density of dispersed, near-surface recruits
reached 29 thousand m-2. Setiger-total was the most sensitive
indicator of size and age in juveniles of up to about 15 setigers.
Zonation patterns $rere age specific.
The predourinantly lower-shore capiteLlLd, Hete"omastltg
fi.Lifornns had a short sumner spawning period with settlenent
ending before May, when population density v/as up to lO thousand
m-2. Merger of O group into the adult size range occurred in
about one year, and probably first spawning was at the end of the
second year, with life span of three years or more.
, The nereidid Nieon aestunrtensis had I+ and older age
groups at barely detectable densities. Spawning was probably in
late sr:nner arthough an o group, at about 5oo m-2, was not detected
untiJ. l,lay. Ttre spionid Scoleeolepides benhoni had apparently
unchanging size strancture and density (about 400 nr-2 transect-wide);
new settlement was not detected. High density occurred onry in a
narrortr near-shore strip. Nieon aesh&?iensis also declined down-
shore, but more gradually.
The spionid, Mierospio sp. and capitellid Cqitella sp.
tere short-lived, near-surface species, w'ith apparently continu-
ous recruitment from planktotrophic and direct-developnent
respectively. A spring recruitment increase created at first a
separate modal group of, juveniles, and ra:ised MLerospio sp.
density to 45 thousand m-2 and Cqitella sp. to 7 thousand m-2.
Cqitella sp. declined in d,ensity downshore, but Mi.e ospio sp.
was only weakly zoned.
lDhe c'cninon Folyelaetes harct large.ly esacordant densipg
cyclee with Eetelenenf (ar pe,ak settlenea.t) gpqj.srg-sr@Ff
orie'atatedl alttrough 5oo r& rerslt proce,ssing detected the Eeak
of sunziving adu.lts in autrmr-winter. pauatahanut polychaetes
aa aU assembX.agp, life history traits., linhs beGrdEen populaGion
stGlretUre and aona,tion, and prroblens in polychaete pOBUlatl,qn
studiee aae'{i.seqtF.seCl..
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
fn marine sedirnentary environments polychaetes eire an import-
ant anl often dominant component of the benthos (Knox L977). Ecological
investigations of benthos have conrmonly been directed towards describing
and comparing couurunities, usually in relation to sedinent character-
istics, and latterly often initiated, and subsequently constrained by,
requirerents for environmental impact assessment. Alttrough regarded as
Iess meaningful than other approaches in terms of ecological theory and
practical application (Mills 1975), tlris research orientation may form a
useful foundation for subsequent studies. Much attention is now being
directed towards understanding how benthic comrunity structure is devel-
oped and rnaintained. This approach has led to ttre study of interactions
occurring at the sSrecies level and between functional groups (trophic,
behavioural, spatial etc.), and study of the effects of envirormrental
perturbation and nodification. Increased understanding is intended to
lead to generalisationsr and ulti.urately to reliable predictive models
of benthic coumunities. Ilowever, the population dlmanics of individ-
ual species and their contribution to comnunity variability has tended
to be little eurphasised or understood, Iargely because insuf,ficient
detailed infomation has been avaiLable. Such information is as
fundarnental to predictions as is knowledge of interactions, and also
indi.cates the magnitude of variation t)pically undetected by 'one-off'
baseline suryeys.
lltre comparative lack of population studies is understandable
as ideally they require intensive, rigorously-designed sanpling pro-
granmes and long-te:rr ccnrmitruent of effort and, resources. The nunber
of benthic species to be investigated is very large, but in some hab-
-2-
itats, especially in intertidal and estuarine areas, there may be onry
a small nr:mber of nrlrerically important species, and conrnonly they in-
clude porychaete worms. Despite this, surprisingly little is known
of popuration stnrcture and pattern of seasonal- change in this group.
For widespread, cormon polychaete species this information can be of
value beyond the local area from which it derived.
Population ecology is here defined as the study of the
structure, abundance, and distribution of a population, an6 the infru-
ences on it of temporal and spatiar variations in the environnent.
lhe aiur of this thesis is to make a contribution to aspects of trnpula-
t'ion ecorogy of an integrated asscrnh,lage of intertidal polychaetes.
such study has rarely been attenpted previously and certainl.y not in
New Zealand- Existing knowledge of intertidal ecology of New Zealand
polychaete fauna is sparse (see Section l), and population analyses are
limited to those on Nieon aestuaz"tensis Knox, peetinsta o%st;ralis
Ehlers, and AgLanpharus uerriLli (Mclntosh) (Estcourt \966, Lg74, 1975).
This study of porychaete populations was part of a multi-
disciplinary study of pauatahanui rnlet and its catchment. rn the
early 1970's large housing developments began on the southern and north-
western hills of the catchment as the first stages of a proposed major
urban and industrial complex. However, pauatahanui rnlet still re-
tained a natural shoreline and a rnainly rural catchment, unlike the
more human*rodified porirua rnret that adjoins it (Fig. 1). public
concern for the continuation of scenic and recreational_ values in
Pauatahanui rnlet was aroused when clay and, si1t, eroded from cut and
fill earthworks, built, up spectacularly in one bay (see Kennedy 19g0,
curry 1981). rn response the Pauatahanui Envirormental progrartrme was
commenced in 1975 'with the objectives of understanding the present en-
vironment or ecosysten, defining its sensitive features, producing data
of assistance to planners to enable wise managrement of this natr:ral
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resource as a viable entity, and establishing baselines for noni-toring
changes resulting from d,evelotrment, (Healy L980, p.g) . The present
study is a contribution to the first objective, and hopefulry may also
have some relevance to the remainder.
Pauatahanui rnlet, the eastern arsn of the eustatically-
drowned valley system that is porirua Harbour, is shallow, and almost
enclosed, but is largely marinedominated in water quality. The
4.5 kn2 area is morphologically stable with 1.r kn2 of sandy or silty-
sand intertidal flats and banks (tndn 1976, McDougall 1978). Total
average freshwater input during a tidar cycle is ress than 5t of the
tidal compartnent, and only during a few days per year of heavy rain-
fall are the rnlet waters greatly below marine sal-inity (Healy 1980,
Curry l98t). Tsto stre:ms at the eastern end, the pauatahanui and the
Horokiwi, contribute 75t of ttre annual freshwater infrow.
An intertidal area was chosen for ttre trnpuJ.ation study because
such habitat has naturally-defined linitsr and seasonal change w:ithin it
was thought rikely to be of greater range than subtidarly. other con-
siderations rere that the shore zone lras more likety to be nodified by
planned developments, and its accessibility readily all.orred collection
of a large nr:urber of sanpling units, alr from known coordinates. The
area selected (Fig. l) had advantages in that its physiography was con_
parativery r:nifor"m without najor changes in sediment tlpe in the near
vicinity. Earlier sanpling had shown that all coumon polychaete species
of the Inlet intertidal were present.
This thesis comprises five sectj-ons. Section I describes ttre
physical environment' reports on the relative abundance and trophic
groupinq of all rnacrofaunal species, then analyses zonation or shore-
no:nal trends occurring in the more abundant polychaetes, the seasonaL
changes therein, and also correlations between species. possible in-
fluences on patterns are discussed. population structure and its
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seasonal variation are analysed for Ar|otheLLa sernata Kudenov and Read
in Section 2, for MLcrospio sp. and Cqitella sp. in section 3, and for
Heteromastzts fi,Liformis (claparEad , Nicon aestuayiensis, and Seoleeo-
Lepides benhani Ehlers in Section 4. The population structure of less
abundant species could not be studied, but density changes of sone of
them are briefly analysed i-n Section 4. Section 5 takes an ovenriew
of the infomation gained, wittr d,iscussions of the Pauatatranuj. polychaetes
as Ern assemblage, relevant studies elsev*rere, and. problems in polychaete
population dlmanics. Some taxono,ic considerations are dealt with as
an appendix.
Sections 1 to 4, presenting results, are'in the format of
self-contained papers, but environrnent and zonation info:mation in
Section I is relevant to following sections. The style of biblio-
graphies is the current system of New Zealand DSIR journals.
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SECTION
PERSISTENCE OF INFAI]NAt POLYCITAETE ZONATION PATTERNS
ON A SHELIERED, IT{TERTIDAI. SAND FT,AT
ABSTRACT
Macrofaunal polychaete densities across a fine-sard,
intertidal fLat in Pauatahanui In1et were e*amined seasonally from
a pair of adjacent transects. Density patterns had shore-nornal
trends, despite apparently weak tidal-cycle environmental gradients.
Abundances frequently corresporded between transects separated by 15 m.
Capitella spt., Nicon aestuniensis, and Seolecolepides benltani declined
in density downshore, whereas Hetenomasfus filifonnis Lncreased. Micro-
spio sp. and, AsiothelLa sercata tacked strong trenris. Boecedia acue
density was affected by size as well as nuubers of the bivalve Chi'one
strftchbutgi,, its substratum. zones of abundance of species persisted
unchanged over a t!',o-year period. within those zones seasonal cycles
of increase and decline occurred, and also some population redistribu-
tion attributable to differential mortality,/recruitment (Micnospio sP.,
Heteromastus filifonnLs, AsLotheLla serz,ata)" or possibly ro migration
(Nieon aestuwi,ensis" Seoleeolepides benhqryi). correration analysis
did not detect interspecies relationships linked to the abr:nd,ance and
zonation of the conmon polychaetes, a1l deposit-feeders.
II{TRODUCTION
On a sedimentary beach there are invariably shore-normal
gradients in environmental factors whieh may influence the abundance
of infar:na. The extrncted result of these influences is some form of
zonati-on, a species-specific pattern of density trend wittr upper shore
Iimits for the marine fauna, and often loler shore limits for specialist
intertidal strncies. Zonation in intertidal infar.ura has often been
described (see e.g., Eltringhan Lg7L, Newell l9z9 reviews) . However,
study of relationships with ttre environrnental factors in the complex
threedimensional habitat, the interactions occurring amongst the biota,
and the extent and causes of seasonal variation in zonation, is less
advanced than for the more readily obsenred hard shore situation.
This section re;rorts on the zonation patterns of the poly-
chaetes of an intertidal sand flat within the sheltered waters of paua-
tahanui rnlet (rig. l), and analyses the consistency of pattern over a
short along-shore distance, the extent of seasonal variation and the oc-
currence of overt species interaction effects. It is the first part of
an investigation of the trnpulation structure of an intertidal poly-
chaete assembrage on an apparently uniform, morphorogically stable,
sand flat. Emphasis is on estar'lishing how well-defined and how
variable zonation is, altttough the role of t.J:e physico-chemical regine
in influencing zonation is discussed; in particular the importance of
effects due to tidar cycle and sediment grade, two primary influences
-8-
determi'ning or related to most other factors (Newell 1979, and
references therein) - continuous environmentar monitoring of selected
sites, or comprehensive measurements of the multitude of physico-
chemical variables at the sanpling unit level were beyond the technical
resources available. Analysis concentrates on the nunerically dom_
inant polychaetes, but, in order to place this assemb.lage in ecological
perspectj-ve, the reJative densities of all nacrofaundr BDd the overall
trophic structure are analysed in brief.
As yet little guantitatlve information is available on the
intertidal occurrence of New zealand infaunal polychaetes. Sedi-nentary
shore fauna descriptions which have some information relevant to poly-
chaete zonation include those of Estcourt (1967arb), Morgans (l967arb),
Wood (1968), Morton and Miller 0973), Knox and Kil.ner (1923), Voice
et al. (f975), Knox et al. (L977), Knox and Fenwick (L97g), Kilner and
Akroyd (1978).
Two important species in the present study unfortunately have
as yet no published narne. The spionid Mierospio sp. wiII be described
by Dr J-A- B1ake, Batelle Nelt England Marine Laboratory. The status of
capiteLla sp. is uncertain, but it is a member of the species compren
formerly characterised as d. capitata (Fabricius) (see apperd.ix).
METTTODS
SAI{PLING A}ID PROCESSING
-
The sampring strategy airned to assess population d.ensities
while also detecting zonation and within-site along-shore variation.
Two parallel transects were used, no:mnl to the spring tide low water
Ievel and separated by l-5 metres. Each vras a continuous 2 m wide strip,
-9-
Pig. J. Sj-te maps.
a) Porirua Harboutr (= Porirua and Pauatahanui Inlets),
showing sa'rrd flats exposed at approxinate mean low water
(adapted fron Irwin 1978). D = Duck Creek, P = Pauatahanui
Strean. Pauatahanui wind rose sompiled by N.Z. Meteoro-
Iogical Service frm 19?6-78 hourly obser:zatione.
Inset: N.Z. locality nap.
b) DetaiL of transect site norphology, 1979. Left
and right transect strips are to scale. fhe approximate
location of Zostera cqrteor.nzl uede in 197? is outlined.
Right tratrsect origin metric arid reference 2570068,
500958N; transect-Iine bearing 32?0f. Map courpi,led from
plane table napping and aerial photographs.
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divided into 20 m zones, a subdivision of the shore sufficient to
reveal pattern. For the left transect (facing downshore) eight zones
covered the intertidal flat (160 m), and for the right transect an
e:<tra zone I m long was included at the shore end (zone ra) because of
the angle of the shoreline (fig. 1b). Zones I to I were at the same
tide levels for both transects.
For stratified random saurpling each zone of the transects
was considered divided by a 20 cn grid into 1o0o squares (400 for g sr
zone ra). Random nr:mber tables were used to generate unique co-
ordinates for the position of each sa:npring unit. proportional
allocation of unj-ts (Cochran 1977 ) was used when zone la was included
in the sa.mple (i.e.r D = 5 for zones l-g, n = 2 for zone Ia). Saurpling
coordinates were located accurately on site from pemanent marker posts
at each end of the transects, using surveyors' tape and a metre nrle.
Undisturbed cylindrical core sanples of surface area
50.30 crn2 were taken to 15 cm depth. The deepest tmrrowing specj.es,
AndothelT'a senrata and the bivaLve TeLLina Liliana, were adeguateJ.y
sa'nFled by that depth. The series of samples was collected at 3-
nonthly intervals over a 12 nonth period, and each comprised g2 core
sanples. sanpring dates were 14 Nov€mber L977, g February, 22 l4ay,
21 August, 15 Nove$ber L978. More frequent sampling vras not possible
because copious fine eel-grrass litter mad.e fauna srtraction from each
set of 82 cores a lengthy process. cores were sieved through a 500 un
Endecott test sieve and the residue nas fixed in 1ot, bufferedr S€a-
water formalin containing 20 mg/Litre rose bengal stain. A further
sanple of 24 cores ( 3 per zone) was taken 19 Novcmber 1979 on the left
transect only and processed through both 5oo and 250 un sieves. This
sample perzritted some assesment of zonation persistence over the two
-L2-
year period and indicated juvenile zonati.on of species with spring
settlement.
The far:na and plant litter in each core were separated. from
the she1l and sediment by repeated, washing and decantation (using a
125 l.tn sieve to prevent attrition losses). The shell-sedinent residue
was sorted under a d,issecting uicroscope to extract remaining fauna,
wtrich were added to the organic fraction (mollusc spat in the shell
residue passing a 6 run mesh were not enumerated). After any large
eel-grass rhizomes were removed and examined, the organic fraction lras
further sieved and stirred for a half-minute in a 1 nrnr sieve to divide
it into coarse and fine fractions before fauna extraction under the
m:lcroscope. Because of the large amount of fine litter present, it
eras necessary to subsanrple the <1 rnn fraction. A 1,/5th random sub_
santple was taken using a turntableqor:nted one litre bowl divided into
r0 segrments (modified from Kottrs (1953) whirling sr:bsanpler, and in
tests giving distributions not sigrnificantly different from the poisson
series, P >0.05). After rotation and settling two l/loth sr:bsanples
chosen by random number were removed wittr a large-mouthed pilntte. An
application of binonial distribution theory predlcts that zone means
should remai-n unaffected by this sr:bsanpling nrethod but that zone
variances should increase (S. pledger, pers. com.). Lj_tter settled
voh:me and shell dry weight per core were recorded for most sa.mples.
The spionid, Boce@dta acus boring on the cockle chi.one stutehburyi
ldas assessed by count5-ng U-tubes present.
STATISTICAI, TREATMENT
within- and between-transect data-groupings were tested for
sigmificant differences by Mann-wtritney u-tests and Kruskal-wallis
tests' and correLations exarnined using spearmanr" r". These non-
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par;rmetric rank tests ltere corrected for ties and their significance
d.etermined using two-tailed probabilities (Cibbons Lg7L, Lehmann 1975).
All tests stated as significant without specified probability levels
refer to o = 0.05. For other than left transect to right transect
comparisons the trdo transects, or the zone pairs, were together treated
as a single sanple, for test purposes regarded as a random sample taken
from one statisticar population of unknown distribution. This pro-
cedure was appropriate sj-nce the pairs rarely differed (see Table 4;
significant tests fewer than the expected number of type r errors).
Paranetric tests on salr sanples and overall analysis of variance
were not used, because optinun transfornations derived by the procedures
of Holt et aI. (1980) and Downing (1979) vrere poorer than the original
data when tested for nornrality (12 goodness-of-fit test). The
suggested transformations within species were not consistent between
samples, and were not i-mproved by orcluding subsanrpled data.
The central-li-nit theorem, rarge sample, nomal approxi-na-
tion pomitted paranetric comparisons of overall means between seasonal,
sanpres and between transect pairs. For stratified semFles with pro-
trnrtional allocation
OveraLl SE = !
n
(Cochran, L9771
sampling units in zone,SE
s2
z
= standard error of mean, n = nurnber of
z
= zone variance
Differences between means were tested for significance by t-test after
F-test of variances, or approxirnate t-test (sokar and Rohlf 1969) for
significantly different variances. Degrees of freedom for t varues
for each species (possible range between ," 
- I and E (r" - 1),
depending on zone variances) were approximated by the method of Cochran
(L977, p.95) 
.
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PTfYSICAT ENVIRONMENT
Beach profiles were surveyed (+ I rur per 100 m), and the
heights detsmined rerative to orthometric mean sea level, using a
Zeiss Ni2 autonatic level. Mean tide levels are inlet mouth records
(tt.z. Navy Hydrographic Office Chart 4632, 1975 print). Some tidal
observations were made at the saurple site with tide lnles to deternine
local conditions.
Salinity data are from measurenents taken half-hourly over
spring and neap tide cycres, from a lS-day neap to neap period of
measurements at row tide, and from approxj-urately monthly low water
spring t.ide obsenrations (1976-78). Salinities (t 0.5 t.) were
measured by hydroneter or refractometer. Interstitial sanples r,rere
extracted from cores in the field by suction through a sintered glass
filter.
Sedi-ment teurperature range at
fron buried naximun-rninimum themorneters
in zone 5 and zone 1. Wind records are
station, located at 3O m elevation and a
sarnple site.
12 cm depth was recorded monthly
(accuracy on test t O.soC)
from the Pauatahanui clinate
few hundred metres from the
Sediment sanples were tuo random cores combined (35 rnn di-
ameter to L5 crr depth) taken in each zone of each transect. Data
presented are from a July L980 sarrple set. sanpres colrected in
Augrust 1976 from zone I and midshore rrete also available for compar-
ison. samples were prepared by settling and siphoning repeatedly
with distilred water to renove sart,s, then dried and weighed. They
were then dispersed with sodir:n hexanetaphosphate, wet-sieved through
62 Un sieves, then dried and dry-sieved for 15 minutes in a mechanical
shaker (sieves at I Q intervals, o.5 0 for Lhe 2-4 S ranqe). cumu-
lative percentage
and Folk and Ward
skewness (Sk ) and
T
-r5-
freguency curves were plotted on probability paper,
(1957) statistics of mean size (lt_ 0l , sorting (o 0),Z - 'r' '
kurtosis (K ) calculated.
fv
EIWIRONMENT
SITE LOCATION PROFILE A}ID SEA LE\TEI
The transects were sited in the southern seqment of the wide,
eastern inlet, intertidal flats, mid,way between the tidal channels of
the Pauatahanui strean and Duck creek (rig. la), with origins at the
edge of the cobble slope bordering the sand flat (Fig. 1b).
Tidal sea level change within the inlet is senj-diurnal and
near slErmetrical, with mean spring range 1.25 nr and mean neap range
0.4 ut (Fig. 2'l . The profile curve and emersion cu:lres show that the
sand beach (overall slope 1:2LO) begiins about IMN level , has a low
gradient upper slope (about 1:500, zones L-2), which is rapidry covered
and uncovered, and a steeper 1ower slope (about 1:160, zones 4-g).
Obsanzations showed that meteorologically-influenced fluctuation in
loca1 sea level and tidal range was i-nportant in frequency and nagni-
tude. Precise linking of zonation to mean levels, or use of the
critical tide level concept advocated by Swinbanks (f9S2) was therefore
inappropriate.
TEMPER.ATURE ATiID SAI.INITY
The range of monthly
ternperatures (Novecrber 
-L977 to
with a winter lowest maxi-nrun of
of 17.ooc (Fig.3). The upper
extreme maximun and minimum sedi-nent
February 1979) was 6.70c to 25.80c,
ll.goc and a suflrner highest minimr:n
transect zone 1 usually cooled and
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heated more than zone 5 year round, as would be expected due to its
more frequent exposure to air temperatures, but the difference between
the sites was slight. The sedirnent maximum temperatures were com-
parable to mean extreure naxirnum air tenperatures during the sr:mer
and lower than these in winter, whereas the minjrna rsnined, about lOoc
above air minima (Fig. 3).
sarinities at spring tide low water had a nean of 25 r.
(n = 31, SD 8.9), ranging between 3.0 and 34.0 t. The interstitial
salinities measured at zone 5 level at the same ti-me \rere more constant
at mean 28 c.(n = 18, SD 2.2) and range 24 - 3O.O t,(a rrixo-polyhaline
regi:ne, Renare and Schlieper 19ZI). The no:mally urixo_euhaline (i.e.,
30 
- 35 t ) salinities of the main inlet water mass fell substantially
below 35 *.onry after infrequent heavy rainfall periods (Healy Lggo).
At the transect site after one such an event overlying water salinity
was 2*., whereas interstitial salinity was 15g.. Observations during
both neap and spring tidal cycles showed, however, that the sharrow
tidal frat waters had an erratic sarinity regi-me arso in dry weather.
unpredictable large decreases (>lo gy, unrerated to tide state, occurred
in overlying water, especi.alry near-surface, persisting for periods of
Iess than one hour to several hours. These fluctuations are attributed
to the intemittent presence over the site of low salinity water from
the adjacent strean discharges.
rnterstitial salinities at 5 cm depth took many hours to
equilibrate with overlyi.ng lilater and were thus more constant. rnter-
stitial salinities did not have an intertidal gradient, although
lower-shore sal_inities were less variable (see Table l, Fig. 4).
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Fig. 2 Right transect profile and tr,vo observed caln-
weather emersion curves. Left transect levels differed
by less than 1 cm on average (ltarch L9791. Emersion
curves I and 2 are plots of distance d,ovmshore against
emersion hours (right hand scal.e). (Curve l, range
+ 0.37 to - 0,44 m, 3 Oct. L979i curve 2, range
+ O.74 to - 0.35 n, 9 June 1979).
Fig. 3 Extrene naxi-nun and ndnimrn sedi-ment tenperatures
at 12 crr depth, Novenber 1977 to March L979. trhe date of
reading is indicated by the abscissa s1mbol. Zone I
thermometer was lost and replaced in l{ay. Air extremes
also shown are Pauatahanui 10 year means 1968-78 (N.2.
Meteorological Senrice data) .
Fig. 4 Icw tide salinities over a 15 day neap to neap
period. fnterstitial salinities at zones J-, 4 and 7
are plotted, together with the overlying water salinity
at low water. llhe position on the transect of low
tide mark from zone 1 zero is also indicated (Lower).
Catclsnent rainfall (daily figrures shown) was negligibLe
during the period except for day one. The neap to
spring increase in tidal compartment had no obvious effect
on salinities.
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cn depth) and
15 day neap
low water salinitv
to neap period (n = 15)
Salinity
Zone 1 Zone 4
interstitial interstitial
Zone 7
interstitial
Surface water
at low water
Mean t.
Range
SD
27
2l-3 0
2.7
27
2L-32
2.8
28
24-3L
1.9
2L
1r-31
7.3
SEDIMENTS
The transectsr site had the longest wind fetch to the
north-westerly prevailing wind direction of all inlet beaches (2.5 lm)
and, probably as a conseguence of the greater vrave exposure, had less
silty sediments than adjacent areas (see McDougall L976, 1978). The
sediments were borderline between fine and very fine sands (125 Un, 3 0)
and moderately well-sorted. Cumulative curves representing the range
of variation dor+nshore are given in Fig. 5a. Sediment statistics show
that zonal trends were generally closely comparabJ.e between left and
right transects (fiq. 5b-e) . The sedj-urents of zones 2-8 had silt-
clay content (rig. 5f) of about 2t (3t zone 6) and showed no trend
in M, values (mean 3.02 0) , but the sorting i.rrproved and skewness and
Isrrtosis decreased dow::shore. In the lowest zone the sedirnents were
well-sorted with a ne€rr synrrnetrical nor:maL distribution.
Sedjments within 20-30 m of the cobble shore (Mz 3.1-3.25 0l
were finer than those downshore and had silt-clay levels of 3-61.
The mixed distribution of right zone Ia (Fig. 5a) indicates a suhrode
of coarse sand and was probably related to the proxi-rrity of the
cobble shore.
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The higher coarse skew occurring in zones 1-4 was due to
shell content, which decreased downshore, rnarkedly so from zone 5
(fig. 6c). Plant litter content in the sediment (particles >0.5 uun)
increased downshore to peak in zone 7 (Fig. 6c). The redox potential
discontinuity level as indicated by an olive grey to dark grey colour
change (Snith and McColl 1978) vras an irregrular nottled layer 2-4 cllrt
deep, without consistent zone or seasonal changes.
At low tide the water table recnained at or very near the
sediment surface, which rarely dried. For er<anple, in spring temper-
atures water content at 5 cm depth (as weight loss on clrying) did not
change during emersion under overcast conditions, and clropped up to 8t
from saturation in upper and uriddLe zones 1 and 4 in clear weather
(zone 7 no change).
LONG-TERM SITE CI{ANGES
Before sanpling began an eel-grass decline occurred during
L976-77 on the Pauatahanui Stream fl-ats. Live Zostena eaprieofwi,
which was formerly present as intemj.ttent lenses associated with low
negaripples from about zone 4 level downshore, was absent during
sarnpling. The upper shore sediments had become less muddy (see
rig. 5b,f), and the beach had flattened from the 1976 negarippled
profile retrrcrted in Pickrill (1979), possibly as a conseguence of the
loss of the protective eel-grass. During most of the sarnpling period
the beach was featureless and no obvious surface chanqe occurred. In
early 1979 a solitary shell-covered sand wave grew at zone 4 level and
slowly migrated towards the shore (Fig. lb).
-2J-
RESULTS
MACROFAT]NAT DENSITY AI{D TROPHIC STRUCTURE
As an introductory summary of the faunal asses&lage all
speeies are ranked in Table 2 according to mean overall density over
the intertidal strip, zones la to 8, and to percentage occurrence in
cores. Forty-seven species were collected, including 22 polychaetes.
The 14 species in more than lOt of cores included 9 polychaetes.
Seventeen species had less than lt occurrence.
The sral1 spionid polychaete Mierospio sp. was the most
freguent and ahrndant species present, with 20t higher occurrence
than the next ranked species CapitelLa sp. (cf. also Table 3, Fig. 6
and see also Fig. e-I2). species with wide distributions generally
had occurrence rankings above density rank (e.g. , AaiotheLla sercata,
the bivalve Chi,one stu.tchbu.ryd, nenertean sp. 1), whereas the converse
applied for some species with more localised distributions (e.9. 
'
Eeteromash,ts f i.Lifonnis, Cirratulus sp.). some srall, low density
species, occurring only in <1 mt subsanples, gained raised density
rankings compared to their occutrence rank (e.g. , Desdanorlt sp. 
'
Arnphipoda spp. r SphaerosgLlis sp.) .
The higher of the two densities given for AsiotheLla
serrata in Table 2 takes account of the dense aggreqations of juven-
iles occurring in alt three November sarrples in a very stall number
of cores (maximr:m 4 out of 82). These aggregations are believed to
be undispersed siblings from egg rnasses in the tube of the female
(Section 2), and have been excluded from the subsequent analyses.
In order to outline the trophic structure of the assenblage,
the species \.rere also classified by feeding tlpe in Table 2 (after
TABLE 2. Mean overall
type of all macrofauna in
Novsrber L979.
_23_
density, percentage
500 Um sieve sample
occurrence, and feeding
series November L977 to
Species
Density Occurrence Feeding
Rank i m-2 Rank I
type
Mie ospio sg.
CapiteLla sp.
Heteromastus filifonhis (ClaparEde)
rAsiothella serrata Kudenov and Read
November juveniles included
Novd*nher juveniles encluded
Boeeardia aatts (Rainer)
(M) Chione (Austrouerarc) shttchbtrui
(Wood)
SeoLecolqides benlwnti Eh1er s
Nicon aeshtoniezsis Knox
(I,t) TeLLirw (Macomora) Liliara rredale
(R) Neurertean sp, 2
Parad,onei.s sp.
Boceudia syrtis (Rainer)
Oligochaete sp. I
(R) Neurertean sp. 1
Ci,rnatztlus sp.
Orbinia papillosa (Ehters)
(c) 2enpnilnda sp. I and 2
(C) MacrophtlnLmts hirtipee (Jacquinor)
(c) Colurostylis zpsa,tdoetma calman
(M) Com{ne1,La UosepTd gLandiforni,s
(Reeve)
Maetpa (CyeLomaetrd ouata (Gray)
Desdanora sp.
Perineneis ualtata (Grube)
Seoloplos (Scoloplos) eylirdtifez,
Ehlers
Hali.cateira$ uariua Dana
Cetatonereis sp.
Prioraspio (Aqtilaspio ) a,rekland.iea
Augener
1
2
3
4
4
5
6
7
I
9
10
I1
L2
13
I4
I5
15
L7
l-8
19
20
2L=
2L=
23
24
25=
25=
27
4L26
1939
L777
1316
7L9
588
388
386
227
107
86
86
66
59
36
28
20
15
15
L2
4
7
I
9
10
L2
13
14
11
18
I5
2t
15
19
1 97.5 Df+S
2 77.6 Df
5 55.1 Db
3 76.5 Db
3 76.0 il
6 47.4 Df+S
66.6 s
47 .3 Db+s
45.0 DHC
44.5 Db
22.9 c
13.6 Df
L2.7 Df+S
11.8 Df
r4.0 c
4.L6 Db
8.78 Db
2.77 Df+S?
7 .37 Db
3.70 Df
5.07 c
3.69 s
0.92 S+Df?
2.54 c+Db?
L.62 Db
2.O7 C
1.39 Db
1.15 Df+S
(M)
IO L7
7.3 20
7 -3 28=
5.5 22
5.1 24
4.L 23
4.I 25
2.8 26=
(c)
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TABLE 2. (contd. )
Species
Density
Rank i rn-z Rank
Occurrence Feeding
EYPC
(M) Zeacttnanhts Lutulenkts (Kiener)
Sphaerosyllis sp-
Aonides tnifiln Estcourr
Glycena Lanellifo:rzis Mcrntosh
M i, er o pht Tnlmt s p ar ab epp ans
Hartnann-schriider
(M) Arnphibola erenata (Grelin)
(c) scastrosaeeus sp.
Goninda sp.
(C) Heterosquilla fuieatinata (Ctaus)
lcnl E&tardsia, LelrconteLos parry
GLyeittd,e dorsalis Ehlers
Oligochaete sp. 2
Pontophi\ue aletyaLis (Thourson)
Xymene plebeius (Hurton)
Dilqna Eractaytnilld su.b?ostrata
(GraY)
3 T enag omy si s npu aez elandiae
(Thomson)
3f 
. maeropeis rattersall
Mucula Twtuigiaru. pfi,effer not
Notoaemea (Paruaaned helmsi
(Snith)
(c)
(c)
(M)
(M)
(c)
(M)
(M)
28 2.7
29 2.3
30 1.8
31= L.4
31= 1.4
31= 1.4
31= 1.4
35= O.92
35= O.92
35= O.92
38= 0.46
38= O.46
38= O.46
38= 0.46
38= 0.46
38= 0.46
38= 0.46
quantitative
26= 1.15
37= 0.23
28= 0.92
30= 0.69
3G 0.69
30= 0.69
33= 0.46
33= O.46
33= O.46
33= 0.46
37= 0.23
37= O.23
37= O.23
37= O.23
3'l= 0. 23
3'l= O.23
37= 0.23
Db
Df
Df
c
Df
Db
Df?+s?
c
c
c
c
Df
c+D?
c
Df+H
Df?+S?
Df?+S?
Db
Df+H
47 spp. in total
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TABLE 2. Footnotes
Species ranked by nean overall density and percentage
occurlence in 434 cores (Boccardi.a aeus 27O coreE, n€metrteans 393).
Non-annelids annotated as follows: Mollusca M, Crustacea C,
Rhlmchocoela R, Cnidaria Cn. Molluscs <6rsn not quantitativeLy
recorded (Nu.anla hafti:igi-ata, Notoaantea hel,nsi, and spat).
Feeding tlpes as follows: bulk deposit-feeding Db,
fractional deposit-feeding Df, carnivorous C, suspension-feeding S,
herbivorous H, unconfi:cned mode ?. See text for further enplana-
tion.
L Asiothella Be?rata November juveniles occurred in
aggregations but individually rrould not be retained by a 500 pn
sieve (see text).
2 Mostly tysianassidae sp. but Peaconophiwt
egeavahttn Thonson a1so.
3 Opibenthis mysids norurally absent at low tide.
-26-
gut. and faeces exanination, supplenented by published information
and aguaria observations). Secondary feeding modes are given for
some species and probable mod,es indicated by question marks. Deposit-
feeders here include all the microphagous species feeding on the
organic matter associated with the sedinent, including possible
specialists on micro-algae. Forrowing Fauchard and Junars (1979)
only macrophagous feeders were designated as carnivores and herbivores.
The deposit-feeders were subdivided into 'bulkr deposit-feeders,
ingesting rarge volusres of minerar sediment (Asiothella senrata,
Heteromasfus fiLifornia, TeLLirw Liliana., etc.), and the ,fractionay
deposit-feeders, browsing between and on the sand grains, or also in-
gesting individual grains at times (most of the spionid p,olychaetes,
pi:us Patadoneis sp., Capitella sp., anphipods, etc.).
The assstblage was dominated by deposit-feeders as 32 species
(68.L8), including I of the 9 most comron species, were prinarily
deposit-feeders. Three speeies were suspension-feeders (6.4t) and
L2 (25.5t) were carnivores. Deposit-feeding \,ras presured a second-
ary feeding nethod for three specj.es, and 13 dep,osit-feeders could
potentially feed by other means, rnainly suspension-feeding, includ-
ing bed-load feeding (feeding on bottom-drifting material).
Fractional deposit-feeding species (19) outnumbered buLk deposit-
feeders (13). Deposit-feeders comprised 95t of the individuals
present (inclusive of 64t'fractionail deposit-feeders), suspension-
feeders 4t, and the renaining lt rrere carnivores.
ZONATION
(najor)
Fig. 6
The average zonation patterns for each of the seven common
polychaetes and for minor speeies conbined are presented in
and Table 3. The most strongly zoned species were
Hetenomasfus fiLifornis and. Scoleeolepi.des benhsni, concentrated on
the lower and upper shore respectively. Capitella sp. dropped
steadiry in density below mid-shore zone 4, Nieon aeshayiensis
peaked in upper zone 2 then d,ecreased downshore, and Boceardia aqts
increased dovrnshore to a peak in zone 6, but had very low zone 7
density- Mierospi-o sp. ard,A.riothella serrata were distributed across
the flat without pronounced pattern. Mierospio sp. was the numeri-
cally dominant species (Fig. 6b, Table 3) in all zones except six and
eight' where Hetevomasfus ftlifoz'rnis was more dense. The minor
polychaete species nainly occurred on the rower shore, especialry
in zone 8 (Fig. 6).
The seasonal changes in overarl density of each of the
major species are shorrn in Fig. 7, and the changes in zone density
for each Left and right transect separately are shown in Fignrres g-12.
High densities mostly occurred in autumn-winter sanrples (!tay and
Augrust) .
coMpARStON BET!{EEN LEFT AIID RIGHT TRANSECTS
For each species the siroir.arity of densities between
equivarent zones in the two transects 15 n apart showed whether
apparent trends or zonation patterns were of wider srtent than the
2 n strip of one transect; thus indicating the importance of shore-
noranal trends compared to random density variations. significant
positive correration enisted between the left and right transect
seasonar zone means for all the najor species except Boeeatdia aqts
(Table 4), confi:ming the general correspondence between transect pairs
apparent in rigs- 8-12. Correlation of the B. aanzs substratuar, the
cockle Chione stutehburyi, was significant (p <O.OOI).
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Fig. 6 Orverall means Per zone (conbined data for all
transects, Novenbex L977 io 1978 sarnpJ-es).
a) Zonation of major species and sumted minor
species (densities as thousands per m21.
b) Percentage composition within zones of major
species and sr:umed minor species (percentage of total
individuals) .
c) Tota1 number of polychaete species per zone'
and zone means of litter volune and shell weight per
core (?54 nl ori.ginal volume) .
PLot labels are: u = Mi.enosPio s9., C =
cqiteLla sp., H = Hetenomastus filifortnis., A= Astothella
sefrata, B = Baee@dia aarc (May to Nov.), S = Seolecolepides
benlwri, N = Nicon aestu@iensis' m = ninor species.
Fig. ? seasonal variation of rnajor species in overalL neans
per transect pair. a) thousands per t2, b) hundreds pe" t2 ) -
Plot Labels as ln rig- 6-
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-
The left and right transect pair neans, freguency d.is-
tributions, and zone distributions were also similar, not often
differing significant.Iy (Table 4). The most strongly zoned species,
Heteromasa'ts fiLiformis, had no significant variation between equiv-
alent left and right transect zones, atfr. Microspio sp., a much less
zoned species, the nost variation. Mierospio sp. hras the only
species to have more than two of the total 40 zone pairs differing
significantly. However, there was no overarl left- to right-zone
inequality (sign test). It was also one of three epecies in whj-ch
zone to zone trends (increases or decreases, regardless of uragnitude
or statistical significance) synchronised between left and right
transects to a significant level; the others being Heteronasa).s
filifornis and Ni.eon aestuatiensis (Table 4).
ZONATION PATTERNS A}ID SEASONAI CHANGES
The signifieance of zonation within each seasonal sa.nple
was tested for the seven major species (Table 5). l{ithin the zones
of atxrndance the densities were further tested for significant
correlation (at sanpling unit level) with distance downshore and
litter volume (Table 5). Correlation with downshore d.istance would
suggest a possible tide-level related density trend, and with litter,
a possible trophic rerationship. The statisticalry siqnificant
changes within zones between the seasonar sampres are listed in
Table 7.
Mierospilo sp. density appeared Lo be mostly unaffected by
intertidal environmental- gradients within the intertidal strip
sanpled (Fig- 8a), but between left and right transects some con-
cordant density changes occurred (e.g., high densities in zones 3 and
7 in Novesrbex L977, zone I in August, row d,ensity in zone 5 in Nov-
-38-
esber 1978), and there was correlatj-on between zone pairs (Table 4).
compared to other speci-es Microspio sp. had a large nunber of sig-
nifi.cant seasonal changes within zones (Table 7). The changes all
followed the overall population trends. Ehe significant density
increases in zone 1 in May and Augrust suggest denser recruitment/
superior survival at that tiure. Significant unevenness in overall
zonation occurred in Augrust and Novesrber rgzg . Microspzlo sp. was
negatively correlated to distance downshore, especiarly in autunn-
winter samples when there lrere high upper shore densit,ies (Table 6).
Microspio sp. had almost no correlation to the asrount of buried plant
litter present which increased downshore to a zone 7 peak (rig. &,
Table 6). The distribution of the 250-5OO Um sieve fraction 'juven-
iles' in Novenber 1979 (fig. Ba) was very similar to the >500 Um
fraction.
Capitella sp. declined in density from mid shore (Fig. gb).
The upper shore was significantly denser in all samples (Table 5)
and very few individuars occurred in zone g. Density variation
within zones 1-5 was significant in November L977 arfr, L97g (zone 3
high densities, zones 3 and 5 low densities respectively). within
zones of abundance (zones 1-5) Capitella sp. was negrativeLy correlated
with distance downshore, especiarry in autr:mn-winter sanpres, and
negatively correlated with plant litter (Table 6). Within individual
zones significant seasonar density changes followed the overalr popu-
lation changes (Table 7). Zones 7 and g densities dropped signif-
icantly between Novenber and February sanples and renained at row
levels subsequently. As for Mienospio sp., the 250-5oo pm ,juven-
iles' of Noveurber 1979 did not differ in distribution from the radults'.
Heteromaetus filiforrnis was uncornmon above zone 4 and had
significantry uneven zonation on the lower shore (rig. 9a, Table 5).
-39-
Fig. 8 Seasonal zonation of a) Mie ospi.o sp.,
b) Capitella sp., as zone neans (thousands) per m2.
Left (top) and right (botton) transects plotted
separatelyr and variation of, zone means indicated as
vertical lines 2SE in length (for clarity arising frour
inner side of the nean only, or froo the baseLlne rchen
greater than the mean). E'or November 1979 the additi.onal
250 Un sieve densj.ty is indicated.
Fig. 9 Seasonal zonation of a) fletetomashl,s fi,Li.fomi,s,
bl Asiothella eewta. zone neans as thousands per m2,
and other conventions as in fig. 8. 250 pn sieve density
for E. fil,Lfonr{.s lras zero.
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The dense populations in zone 8 in Novembex L977 and zone 6 in May,
August and November 1978 are of interest. The zone 8 density sig-
nificantly declined from November to May, and the February to May
decline was against the overall population trend (Table 7). Thus
in zone I below average survivalr/recruitment occurred, while in zone
6 the converse was the case, and the latter replaced zone 8 as the
densest population.
within zones of abundance Heteromashts fi,Lifornis was sig-
nificantly trpsitiveJ-y correlated with downshore distance in the
November samples, but was negatively correlated in the llay and August
sarnples (attributable to zones 5 ard I density changes), It was
significantly positively correlated with plant litter (Table 6).
A.riotheLla se"rata did not show consistent zonation patterns
occept that the zone 8 densities were low (fig. 9b, Table 5). Zone
to zone changes within seasonal sanples were otherwise erratic, and
left-right zone pairs, although rarely signif,icantly different (Table 4)
were not closely si-nilar. As previousJ-y mentioned, there was
highly significant overall correlation. The seasonal within-zone
changes followed the overall density changes (Table 7). The appear-
ance of a new age group was the reason for the large pattern change
between November and February (Section 2). Aoiothella seruata hard,
significant positive correlation with downshore distance over zones
1-7, and negative correlation when low density zone I was included.
Correlation with litter was positive (all zones), ht became non-
significant without zone 8 d,ensities (Table 5). The November L979
250-500 !m fraction contained large nuurbers of early juveniles from
a recent spawning of A. 9e??atat and these were denser on the lower
shore (Section 2).
Zone-specific influences on the density of A. se?rata and
Mierospio sp. have been denonstrated (Ieft and right transect corre-
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lation) r but correspondence in zone to zone trends between these two
species abundant across the whole transect was not apparent. In-
creases and decreases between zones agreed in less than half the
possiJcle number of occasions (24 of 60 excluding zone 8, 33 of 70 all
zones). Thus there is no evidence that the factors operating zone-
wide against survival were the sarne for both species (sanp1ing-unit-
level correlation is discussed later).
Boeear&ta acus is a facultative epizoon of the cockle Chione
stutchhuryzl, boring into the shell buried just below surface, and con-
structing a short sand-grain tube-extension near the siphons. Boecardia
ac.Lls was significantly zoned, increasing gradually in density downshore
to a zone 6 peak before decreasing (rig. 10, Table 5), whereas Chione
stl*ehbu.ryi was densest in zones 3 and 4. The nr:rrbe r of Boceatdia aeus
per cockle lras highest in zone 6. No significant overalL density
changes occurred bet$reen the three seasonal santples (Table 7). B. aeus
density p.t *2 was highly correlated with cockle density (P <0.OOO1'
correlation excluding cockle zero occurrences), but was also likely to
have been inflgenced by the size distribution of cockles and hence Lhe
actual total area of habitat available for colonisation. t}:re B. aeus
per cockle link with cockle size rrras apparent in a large collection of
cockles available from June-,July 1975 random sarnples between zones 3-6.
For all cockles over 5 urn length cockl.e-size (in I um classes) vtas
noted together with B. aczts counts. Cockles of length up to 11 rm had
no B. aeus, and all size classes to 28 rnn (maxinum size 32 mt) had some
individuals free of B. asut. Altogether 42.0* were free of B. aclls
(32.21 of >1I run, total n = 628), including 2.21 with old boring sc€lts.
B. acas density per cockle was highty correlated with increasing cockle
size (r"0.44, P (0.0001, n = 550), as rdas also apparent from the steady
increase in mean density per cockle size group (Tabte 8).
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Fig, l0 Boeeardi.a aeus vaxi,ation in zonation and the
B. acas relationship to Chione sttftelburgi. Conven-
tions as in Fig. 8.
a) B. aeus zone meEuls as thousands per n2 for
May, Aug. and Nov.
b) overall zone means for 6. skttclthutgi. (hundreds
per m2), and B. aa8 (nuarbers per coekle) , using srmred
data of, all. transects.
Fig. 11 Zonation of Seoleeolepi.des benltoni, Conven-
tions as in Fig. 8.
a) Seasonal zonation as zone neans (tlrousands)
per n2
b) Density trends within zones la 
- 
3 of 8. benlnni
compared to Mteroepio sp. Mean densitles are thousand,s
per m2 within subzones 4 m long, using sr:n of all data.
-42a-
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density within Chione stutchbtsgi sizeTABLE 8.
classes (3
Boeeardia acus
nm groups).
Cockle size (nm)
Mean B. aeus
per cockle
Variance
Cockle no.
11-13
0. 54
0. 958
68
14-16
1.05
L.944
76
t7-L9
1.48
2.706
I20
20-22
1.83
3 .400
136
23-25
2.62
5. 330
89
26-28 29-3L
4.11 5.50
10.173 L2 .70
556
Scolecolepides benhoTti occurred in a band of high density at
the upper edge of the sand flat, with few individuals below zone 4
(rig. 11a). The density increased to a peak within four metres of the
cobble zone at the edge of the sand flat, whereas densities of Mi,erospio
sP., presented for comparison, were highest 12-20 m downshore (rig. lrb) .
Comparisons of SeoLeeolepides benVtoni density between transects did not
often show significant d,ifferences (Table 4) because the band of high
density was so narrolr. overarl population densities did not change
significantly during sampring, but s. benhanri did have a significant
density increase between Augrust and Novenber sarrples in zone 2 (Table 7),
occurring against the trend of a sright overall decrease.
Nieon aest?tariensis was significantry more dense on the upper
shore with very few individuals in zone g (FiS. 12, Table 5). The
substantiar !!ay population increase was of juvenire recruj-ts which
appeared densely in zones 2-4, but by august beca-ne more evenly dis-
tributed with a significant increase in zone r against the trend
overall of slight decline (Table 7). The remaining significant
within-zone changes follow-ed the overall density changes. Left to
right transect correspondence was good; only the February zone 3
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pairs differing significantly (Tab1e 4). !{ithin its zones of
abundance (1-6), tr. aestuariensis was negatively correlated with
downshore distance and with litter (Table 6).
Zonation of the four conunonest minor species is shown in
Fig. 12b. Patad.oneis sp. and, cirz,aktlus sp. occurred predomin-
antly in zone I but extended upshore to zones G and z respectively.
Boceatdia syrtis was present from zones 2-g and was significantly
more ahundant on the lower shore (Mhru, p <0.0I). 2rbinia papillosa
occurred nainly on the middle to lower shore.
species restricted to zone g were pt[,onospio atcklandiea,
splneroeyllis sp., Goniada sp., Glyainde dnrsalis, Glycera Lane7,Li.-
formis. Anongst the remaining ninor species Desdanona, sp. and
Mierophthalrrus pmabevrans occured. in zones 6-8, Aonides tmfida
occurred only in zones 5 and 6, SeoLoplos eylitdrtfer Ln zones 3 and 4,
ceratoneneis sp. in I and la, generally crose to the cobbre shore, and
Pepinereis uallata in every zone.
I}ITER-SPECIES CORREI"ATION
As interactions anongst species uray be one factor affecting
abundances and zonation pattern, it was of interest to detemine whether,
within their coinciding zonation, the major species were associated in any
vtay. Results of Spea:cnnnrs correlations at the sampling-unit Level are
sumarized in Table 9. Less abundant species were not included because
of the high nunber of zero occurrences, and Boceatdia aeLts was repre-
sented in the correlation series only indirectly through the occurrences
of its sr:bstratr:m, the najor non-polychaete, chione stutehburyi. To
minimise effects due to coinciding or opposing zonation patterns, only
occurrences within the overlapping zones of abundance rdere correlated,
(see Table 9). For exa.urple, tt,le CapiteLla sp. and, Heteromaskts
filifomis correlation was examined. over zones 5 and 6.
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b) Pwadaneis sp. , Ciyraktlus sp., Boceotdia syntis
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This approach assessed the association when both species were present
in numbers. Over the whole shore H. filifornis, the only abundant
species concentrated on the lower shore, will have negative correlation
with the species abundant upshore, and similarly those upper shore
species will tend towards negative correlation with a species abundant
over the whole intertidal. Correlation assessnents less influenced
by the establ-ished zonation were sought.
Correlations potentially indicating interaction arongst
species were few. For all samplings conbined 15 species pairs gave 4
signifj-cant positive correlations and I negative, and for each sanrpling
time separately 60 pairs gave 3 negative and 4 positive correlations
(Table 9). Microspio sp. had significant positive correlation with
Capitell,a sp. (conbined sanples and for Novenber 1979), and with
Aniothella se"rata (combined sarnples and November L977). However,
between Capitella sp. and Asiothella se??ata correlations were not
significantly positive except for November L977, and there was sig-
nificant negative correlation in Novenber 1978. Correlation of these
three species wj-tJt Heteromastus fi.Li,fonris !{as not sigmificant except
for Capitella sp. in one sanple (negative in Novenber 19?9) . Nieon
aestuartensis, tested when most of the population nere O group indi-
vid,uals, had a significant (negative) correlation with Hetenomastus
filifornis on1y. Chione sktteltburgi naa significant positive
correlations with Capitella sp. (combined sanples, also November 1978)
and Eeteronastus fiLi.forni.s (conbined sanples and May 1978), and negli-
gible correlation to other species. Scoleeolepides benhsni, with its
significant numbers occurring only in zone 1, was not tested except
wLttr Mierospto sp., with which a negligible positive correlation
occurred (r" 0.06r zone I combined samples).
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Mierospio sp. , Capi,tella sp., Heteromastus filiforrni€i, and
ArtothelLa seryata had no apparent correlation with the nemerteans
which were possible predators of them. The method used to test the
association of the two low density nemerteans with the conunon species
lras to compare means of the latter, compiled for the alternatives of
uncornnon species present or absent (Greig-Smith 1954). Differences
between means were very small. The nemerteans did not significantly
reduce worm density in the cores in which they occurred, and were not
Iocated anongst aggregations of potential prey.
DISCUSSTON
ZONATION PATTERN
Mierospio sp., Ariothella seyrata and the low density
Per[neteis oalLata were the only polychaetes with no strong zonation
trend over the tidal range sampled. The upper distribution Limj-ts
of the first two species elsewhere in the inlet lie at an elevation
about 30 cur above the truncated upper shore of the transect site.
Microspio sp. density distribution at some beach levels showed good
correspondence at times between transect pairs, possibly indicating
sufficient environnental heterogeneity linked to beach leve1 to
affect settlement/mortality rates. Alternatively, favourable hydro-
dynamic factors at a time when nrsrerous larvae rdere settling from
the plankton may have caused heavier settlement at one beach level.
Asiothella serz,ata showed the least structured distri-
bution pattern of all the major polychaetes. Correlation with
distance downshore indicated higher densities occurred in toto
downshore to zone 7. However, it had low densities in the near
-50-
constant ismersion conditions of zone 8. continued ismersion in
itself was not the likeLy cause as .4. serrata tolerates this for many
months in laboratory conditions, and increasing predation by fish
seems unlikely to have caused such a clear drop. plant litter
content of the sediment similarry dropped sharply in zone g, but may
not have been an important ,influence on A. seruata distribution as
correlati.on over zones L-7 was much weaker than over zones 1-8.
Zonation of Heteyomastus fili,forni.s, and of many of the
minor polychaete species occurring only on the lower shore, may be
restricted by the longer emersion times and probable greater varia-
bility of the upper shore conditions. They are subtidal species
whose distributions can extend into the intertidal from the subtidal
shallows. some previous reports of H. fiLifornis in the intertidal
also suggest peak abundance on the lower shore (Estcourt L967bl
Maurer and Aprill 1979). physico-chemical extrenes and disturbance
wourd affect the juveniles near the surface much more than the deep-
burrowing adults, which may have low mortality in the intertidal
(shaffer 1979) . E. filifonnis has wide salinity tolerances, and a
wide range of sediment grades are occupi.ed (Estcourt L?67b, !{olff L973,
Kinner and lilaurer 1978). Therefore, the relatively minor intertidal
changes in salinity regiure and sedi-ment characteristics are unlikely
to have affected its abundance substantially. H. fiLifomis \ras
positivery correlated with litter vorume, and sma11-scale aggrrega-
tions in patches of buried litter were sometimes observed. rts
associ.ation with enriched and anoerobic sediment has often been noted
(Pearson and Rosenberg 1979, Knox and, Fenwick 1981, and references
therein).
ScoleeoLepides benhlfrni, Nieon aestuayiensis and. CqitelLa sp.
were all more alrundant on the upper shore. ScoleeoT,epides benhani
and Nicon aestuaxiensts have been recorded in the upper reaches of
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estuaries and tolerate extremely 1ow salinities (Estcourt L967a,b,
Knox 1976, Knox et al. 1978, Kilner and Akroyd 1978). A possible
linkage of zonation with salinity regime on the Pauatahanui site
was suggested by the occurrence in zone 1 only of Ceratone"eis sp.,
a known upper estuarine species (Smith I97L, Read 1974, as C.
erythnaeensi.s). There was, however, no pronounced intertidal
salinity gradient in the interstitial waters; the data indicate
only that overlying water salinity drops less freguently on the lower
shore of the site, most probably because below the neap tide range
the surface water of lowest salinity contacts sediment surfaces less
frequently.
Scolecolepides benlwni does tolerate fully marine salinities,
occurringr occasionally at low densities on sheltered beaches (Morgans
L967bt personal records). Morgansr (1967a) report of S. benltani,
"whose abundant tubes for:ur a sort of rturf 'below MLWS;. on an open
beach (Ing1es Bay) at Kaikoura may be a misidentification, as 5.
benh,ant'L does not form a tr:be. Its distriSution can also extend to
the highest levels of the shore that are only briefly or even infre-
qnently covered by the tide (Estcourt L967bt and personal observations).
High zone 1 and la densities of S. benhani relate to the proxinity of
the cobble zone rather than to tide leve1 (FiS. 11b).
Nieon aestuariensis does not occur outside estuarine environ-
ments. Much higher adult d,ensities (to 5oOO n-2) have been recorded
elsewhere in oligohaline conditions (Avon-Heathcote Estuary at udd tide
level, Estcourt 1967ab; Westshore Lagoon, Knox et al. 1978), and
Estcourt (1967b) reported a change to low densities in salinities
siltilar to the Pauatahanui regirne. If Pauatahanui conditions are not
optimal, the slightly more saline regi:ne of the lower shore might be
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adversely influencing the success of fl. AeskldrLensis. The density
trend nay also relate to the prolonged imrersions and more homogieneous
sedinents of the lower shore.
Capi,tella spp. are more usually found in the shallow su-b-
tidal, and so there is little infomation available on their intertidal
zonation. However, Dauer and Sirnon (1975) s5milarly report a
CapitelLa sp. zoned in the upper intertidal in a polyhaline sheLtered
environnent (Tanpa Bay, Florida). Withjr New Zealand an Avon-
Ileathcote occurrence was from a polluted low tide site (Estcourt 1957b),
and may not be the sane species as at Pauatahanui, although a morpho-
logically sinilar Capitella does occur in the estuary (personal records).
Capitella sp. had a negatJ-ve correlation with litter volune
and an opposite trend in zonation. In contrast, previous studies
suggest correlation should be positive. Capitella species can be
cultured on macrophyte detritus (Foret L975, Tenore 1975) and adjust
well to organically enriched situations (Reish 1960, Pearson and
Rosenberg 1978). Possibly in the wave-mixed surface layers occupied
by Capitella sp. the fine detritus likely to be ingested by these snall
worms assumes a different distribution than the more deeply buried
litter.
Boeeedia aeus zonation differed from the density zonation of
Chione sh,$ehbtnyi, its only suitable substratr:n at Pauatahanui. Else-
where the wor:m occurs intertidally on sandstone reefs and in borings on
other mol-luscs (neaa 1975). Therefore, Boeeatdia asLts is not necess-
arily closely adapted to environnental conditions optimal for Chione
stutelbwyi. Hovrever, the larger cockles tend to occur low on shore
beyond the zone of peak cockle density (Richardson et al. 1979, and
personal observation). Although size data were not recorded in rela-
tion to transect level, a shift in the cockle size distribution with
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more larger individr:als Present is the rnost likely explanation of
the zone 6 Boeeay&ta acltg density peaks (per m2 and per cockle).
Cockles below I1 rnn length were apParently too small for B. ac'7't8
to settle on successfully, but 32* of the cockLes above that size
escaped infestation and densities per cockle were rarely high,
suggesting B. aarc did not have optimal conditions for colonisation'
ZONATION NiTD ENVIRONMEhWTAI, GRADIENTS
Ttre assruoption underlying single transect rePorts of zona-
tion is that the Patterns revealed EIre rePresentative of a length of
beach. Alongshore consistency of zonation Pattern on €rn apparently
r.rnifom shore has rarely been studied, but Dauer and Simon (1975)
for:nd good correspondence of patterns and densities between three
transects spaced 0.8 and 1.6 kn apart along a unifotm strip of cause-
way beach (Tampa Bay, Florida). !{hen profile and sedj.nent grrade
change alongshore Large differences in zonation nay occur, such as
Fincham (1971) reSnrted for amphiSnds between three transects o\ter a
150 n strip (Port Erin, IsIe of Uan). In a more extreme case Malrer
anil Aprill (1979) did not detect faunal zonation and found large diff-
erences in macrofaunal density and bioroass between tuo transects 30 m
apart in an unstable sand bar and trough environrnent (Ilelaware Bay
nouttr) .
On wide intertidal flats of enclosed shores such as Pauatahanui
Inlet, wtrere wave action is reduced, beaches are relatigely stable with
gentle slopes, grain sizes are fine, and water tables remain neErr sur-
face due to capillary rise, the low tide physico-chemical gradients
are not pronounced. The faunal zonation may not be marked under such
conditions unless associated sediment grade changes also occur (Newell
f979). However, on sheltered tidal flats the hydrodlmanics of water
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rever rise and farr tends to produce a gradient of decreasing grain
size shorewards (Postma 1961, swinbanks and, Murray 19gr), and when
the enclosed shore is estuarine a tide-related sarinity regime may
also act to strengthen shore-normal zonation. concomitant alonq-
shore environnental variation due to rocal physiography, currents
and winds, presence of drainage channers, sherl banks, and freshwater
inflows may also be influencing distributions. When there are environ-
mental gradients in several directions consistent shore-nomal zonation
may break up into mosaic density patterns (e.g., Bassindale and, Clark
le50).
In the pauatahEnui case the site lras apparently unifo:m for
some distance alongshore. Shore-no::tral environnental grad,ients were
probably not pronounced, although variability increased upshore (in
e-9. 
' 
tenFerature and salinity) . over much of the intertidal vari-
ation in sedinrents was undranatic, but the sma1l changes in character-
istj-cs had shore-normal orientation. The faunal density variation
was sjmilarly shore-nor:nal. Species abundances varied between zones
downshore, whereas differences in abundanceu 
"i ts m separation of
transects were minor and species not obviously zoned correlated between
transects. Shore-no:mal environnental effects on the latter species
would not have been detected with a solo transect.
Some possible influences on zonation at the pauatahanui site
have been discussed for each species and speculations nade as to their
importance, but no definite relationships were demonstrated. The
data indicate that the contriJrutory causes of zonation lilrits were
relatively constant in their effects. Noticeable density changes of
Heterantastus filifornis (upshore dectine), and CapiteLla sp.,
SeoLeeolepides benhoni, and Nieon aesknriensis (downshore decline)
occurred at about the same level 0n the shore (around zone 5). The
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most likely comnron influence, directly or indirectly, is the in-
creased rate of change in the durations of emersion,/submersion
around low water neap level.
Most physico-chemical stresses generating zonation operate
at the upper range of a distribution. The species declining d.own-
shore may be specialist intertj-dal. species, but if so, it is only
possible to conjecture on what factors contribute to their success in
this environment and cause them to be less successful below low water.
The accomnodation of several of the species to the intertidal is in-
dicated by continued feeding when enersed. Asiothella sernata,
Nieon aestueiensis, and, SeoleeoLepides benhqni have been observed
with bodies partry exposed foraging on surface sediment at i.ow tide.
Biotic infruences associated with the tidal cycles nay occur. pre-
dation Pressure by sr:btidal predators on the near-surface polychaetes
would increase with longer periods of sr:bmergence. primary pro-
duction of surface microflora utilised as food may increase upshore,
as has been recorded elsewhere (Cad6e and, Hegeman L977).
ZONATION ADID SPECIES INTERACTIONS
Interactions among intertidal organisns, comonly further
compressing zonation inside the physico-cheurical tolerance 1imit,
have long been known fronr roclqr shores (e.g., Lewis 1964) . More
recently croker and Hatfietd (L980) have found competition-derived
zonation contraction occurring seasonally in intertidal anphipods
of a sandy shore. rt is now well established that negative inter-
actions between polychaetes d,o occur, especially in dense infaunal
assemblages. These interactions rErnge from anensalism (includingr
environnent alteration), through competition, to predation
(witte and de wilde L979, weinberg L979, whitlach l9go, wilson l-991,
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1983, Levin 198I, Brenchley. 1981, 1982). No case having direct
zonation effects is known to me, although Dauer and Simon (1976)
have suggested a temporary lack of species interactions explained
the expanded intertidal distributions of some polychaetes in the
fj-rst year of recolonisation of a defaunated habitat.
The studies cited above suggest several ways in which
the abundant Pauatahanui polychaete species might affect the occur-
rence of others. They are all deposit feeders, and overlap between
the spectra of organic material sought by each may result in compe-
tition or Ermensalism. Nicon aestl;oyi.ensis nay also be a predator.
Surface-feeding species , Mierosp'io sp. , A.stotheLla serrata' SeoLe-
eolepides benhanrL" Nicon aestt)syrensis and boeeardia asue may come
in contact, and nright possibly consune or disturb settling larvae.
AsiothelLa se?rata, a depositor of large quantities of sedi.utent taken
uraj.nly from the surface (unpublished data), may disrupt activities of
near surface species.
At pauatahanui negative interactions strong enough to alter
zones-of-abundance vtere, a priori, Iilely to occur only with Heteto-
mastus fiLifornrte" the one urajor species with a directly opposing
zonation pattern to other species; although interactions among
other species could have been influencing their abundances. The
sarnpling-unit size involved was too large to detect lnteractions
behreen neighbouring individuals, but could have been expected to
indicate aggregations of one species correlating with depressed or
raised abund.ances of another. The interspecies correlations did
not, however, detect effects attributable to interactions at the site.
H, fi.Liforrni.s d,id, not have an overall negatj-ve correlation, except
with the juvenile-dominated Nieon aeshlariezsis poPulation. Inter-
action appears unlikely as Hetez'ontastLts fi,Lifor,nns feeds well below
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surface. Despite the sjmilar zonations of some species and the
similar seasonar density patterns of most major species, few signifi-
cant coffelations occurred, and no species pair had consistent positive
or negative rs values for the series of samples. Densities of fauna
may have been insufficient to produce interaction effects on a 1arge
scale. Survivors of species subject to disturbance or predation as
larvae may have been redistributed with time so that the effects of
previous negative interactions were not detectable. Combining these
tvto points, Peterson (1979) has suggested competitive enclusion will
not occur when negative effects on larvae result in adult densities
reduced below carrying capacity. The interacting spionid pair
studied by Wilson (1983) may be an exanple of this.
The weak correlations between Pauatahanui species also in-
dicate the relatively uniforur and favourable environment and weak
gradients. rf the environment had been nore heterogeneous, then
stronger correlations would probably have been found.
SEASONAL ZONATION VARTATION
Environnentally controlled seasonal changes in zonation of
intertidal infauna may occur due to erosion, deposition, and profire
changes (lanseu et al. L972, Moore Lg7e, yeo and Risk 1979), due to
the teurperature regime (Hager and Croker L979, Reading Lg7gl, and to
the salinity regime (Boesch L977). But, as well as those forced
changes, there may be change related to the annual cycle of repro-
duction and recruitrnent within a population; also, following seasonal
recruitnent, a degree of age zonation may be temporarily superimposed
on the distribution pattern. Reported polychaete enarnples include
the distribution of the surf-shore opheliid, ThnraeopheLia flae"orlcrta,
in which young worms were present only low on shore (Dales 1952), and
of the sand-flat lugrworm Arenieola martna, in which young vror:ns always
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concentrated high on the shore, and only later migrated downshore
(Beukena and de Vlas 1979, Farke et al. L979). Ionger-tem age
zonation might arise when a locally dense populati-on of one age
group adversely affects subseguent settlenent (see discussion by
Woodin L976).
At Pauatahanui, srhere seasonal environmental changes were
undranatic, the zones of abundanee of the nrajor species did not
change during the period of sampling (except perhaps for CapiteLLa
sp. with an initial decline in zone 7, and for Nieon aestufiiensis
with less distinct pattern). However, there were significant
seasonal density changes within those abundance zones. These
changes followed the overall density changes of the populations with
three exceptions only: a more even d,istribution of upper shore llieon
aesLu.oriensis Ln August; and of Seoleeolepides benltaryi, in November
1978; and a zone 8 decline of Heteromashts fi.Lifonnis between
February and May. The first two changes rnight indicate movenent of
individuaLs as the zone increases occurred when overall recnritment
lras not occurring.
The overall density changes were mainly caused by increased
recruitnent followj-ng the breeding seasons (see later), and not by
environnentally-mediated, seasonally-increased nortality. Holdever,
significant change or redistribution of density within zones of abund-
ance, attributable to differential mortality or recruitment, did occur
in Mierospio sp., Heteromastus filifornis and ts[otheLla ser?ata. Thus
the density pattern of those species varied within zones of abundance
which were persistent. Such variation in mortality and recruitment be-
tween zones night result from chance factors, or possibly small changes
in the local environment. It rnight also be a consequence of previously
established age zonation and arise from negative adult to juvenile inter-
actions or senescent mortality of an older age group.
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SECTION
POPUI,ATION DYNAI4ICS OF AXIOTflELLA SERRATA (POLYCIIAETA :T{ALDAI.IIDAE)
ON A PAUATAIIAIIUI INLET I!ffIERTIDAI. SATiD FI,AT
ABSTRACT
The population dynanics of the deposit-feeder A tothelLa
serPata Kudenov and Read was investigrated from seasonal sanples,
5OO Um sieve processed, taken frour a stratified transect pair, and
from subsequentrmore frequent, fine-sieved samples during the juvenile
recruitment period.
New O group began to appear in October-Novemberr at first
below 3 cm depth as aggregations of 4- to 7-setiger juveniles. The
aggregations, from 7 to 15 p"r *2 and comprising up to 9OO juveniles,
are believed to represent groups of lecithotrophic sibJ.ings devel-oping
from sub-surface egg masses without a planktonic larval stage. Juven-
iles beca.me surface-dwelling and, despite an aggregated origin, were
dispersed rapidly over the j.ntertidal.
Juvenile setiger-total frequencies indicated synchronised
adult spawning occured at varying intervals during an approxinately
six-monLh spawning period (october to April) in 1978-79. Juvenile
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density peaked at about 29 thousand m'2 in December 1978 (250 Un sieve
estimate), and mortality after recruj.tment ceased was of the order of
O.O2 individual-l.d"y-I, or 95t in 6 weeks.
Three age classes, O, I, and II+, were separable by width
size-frequencies in Novenber and February quarterly samples, with I and
rr+ groups merging in May. Densities in November of r plus rr+ groups
ranged, between 270 and 550 n-2 between Lg77-Lg7g. The density of new
recruits varied from year to year, possiJcly linked to variation in the
size of the spawning lt+ group.
The number of setigers was the most sensit.ive indicator of
size and age in juveniles of up to about 15 setigers. However, the
setiger deveropment rate declined as the total of 22 rdas approached,
hence the relationship of body dimensions to setiger-total had an expo-
nentiar fo:m. Length conrbined with width as a volune had a better
overall relationship to setiger-total than either individual,ly. width
modes indicated grorrth from about lto um to about 550 un in the first
year and to about 1600 Un in the second year.
zonation patterns were variable and age-specific, differing
even between young and old juveniles. Factors and mechanims possibly
responsiJcle for the disSrositions were discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Antothella ee?Tata Kudenov and Read is found on sheltered.
intertidal flats of the northern south rsland and porirua Harbour,
North fsland (Kudenov and Read L977). A large deposit-feeding species
occupying a fragile u- or J-shaped vertical tube, it is an important
tide-flat sediment processor, often generating a characteristic cast
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and pit topography (Plate 1) by bulk sediment ingestion near-surface
and subsequent faecal production-
AsLothella serrata was the most anenable of the Pauatahanui
site polychaetes to the analysis of age structure frcrm size-frequencies
because it, had a large size range during growth fronr benthic juvenile
to adult, and an identifia-ble O group due to a defined breeding season'
The population dlmaurics of this species was explored using ttre 1977-78
palred transect sa.rtples discussed in Section 1 to establish adult
densities and age structure, and additional sanples in 1978-79 and
spring 1981 to clarify juvenile recruitment pattern.
Most naldanid species are subtidaL and ttreir biologry is alnost
unknown. Scme of the few intertidal species have been studied, especi-
ally the North Arnerican ClymeneLla fnrEtata (f,eiay1 . Previous studies
on maldanid life history and reproductive biology include Mead (1897),
Bookhout and Horn (1949) , Newell (1951) , Pilgri-urirseat , Mohamrad (1955) '
Cazaux (L[IZ), Sowe et aL. (1975), but at the tile ot writing ttrere are
no pr:blished investigations of the populatS-on dlnramics of a maldanid
poJ_ychaete. whitlach (1979) reported on work then in progress-
Ehe two comlon intertidal naldanids of New Zealand sandy shores
are A,rtotheLLa sercnta and MacroeLyneneLLa steuarfunsis Augener' !{hile
the former aPpears restricted to central New ZeaLand', M. SteUefuneiS
is wideLy distributed in both Islands (personal records). Honevert M'
steuarfunsis has not been found w'ithin Pauatahanui Inlet, although it
occurs seaward of Porirua Harbour entrance in ttre shallow subtidal'
previous references to AsLotheLla quadrLnaeulaba eugener or A. ansttalis
Augener from New Zealand sandy-shore habitats are nri3identifications
(e.g., Wood 1968, Morton and Miller 1973, Knox et aI.L977, Knox and
Fenwiclc Lg78t stephenson 19?8, Mason and Ritchie 1979, Grange 1982).
AriothelLa quadrimaeulata, which does occur in New Zealand, is a very
small and distinctive maldanid,wtrich I have found to be an associate of
rocky shore algae. Ariothella qustxalia is known only from west Australia'
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METIIODS
SAMPLING A}ID STATISTICS
Sanpling methods and statistical treatments for the 1977-78
paired transects were stated in detail in section r. These sampres
were taken at 3-monthly intervals from Novernber 1977 to Novenrber 1978.
The 500 Un mesh used then for processing retained adults and some of the
juveniles. A further sanrple from the left transect, collected in Nov-
ember L979, was processed through 500, 250, and (in part) 125 yn sieves.
Eowever, it was not practicar to process these large deep cores
(50.3 cm2, to 15 csr) in adequate nunbers for routine analysis through
sj.eves finer than 500 urn. To study juvenile recruj-tment, between
October 1978 and t{ay 1979 smaller cores, 9.63 cm2 and 3 cm depth,
processed through 250 Un mesh, were used in approxinately nonthly left
transect samples (see fable 11), ALso further cores, L.29 cm2 area
and 3 cm deep, were collected from the left transect in spring 1981 and
processed through a 72 pn sieve.
The 3 cn sanpling depth used for small cores was sufficient
to collect juveniles (see later). The transect width was reduced for
small cores (2 sr for large cores) to expedite collection of increased
numbers of cores. A I rn strip was sampred for 9.63 crr2 cores, using
a 10 sr grid for rand,om coordinates (2ooo units per 20 m zone), and a
0.2 m strip for I.29 qrz cores, using
zone). Transects were not paired as
because the overall density variation
significant (Section 1) .
a 2 crn grrid (101000 units per
in L977-78 large-core series,
between transects was usually not
Differences between means of large
t-test (Section l, statistical treatment).
samples were tested by
For small sa.mples (Iess
than 40 cores) an approximation of 958 lfurits was given by 2sE, and
differences between these sampres were tested by Mann-whitney u-test.
Juvenile aggregation leas assessed with Morisita,s index (Morisita
1959; carculated for sampres uniformly restricted to 30 cores by
random numbers), and tested for significant departure from randomness
with 12.
STZE AI{D AGE
-
The indices of size used for Asiothella serrata were length,
width, carculated volume, setiger counts and setae counts. The maj-n
size neasure ltas setiger-one rwidth,, taken as the maxjmr:rr dorso-ventral
depth' measured with an eyepiece micrometer to 25 um classes (adurts)
or 10 pm classes (juveniles, exani-ned under a compound microscope).
Total population si.ze-frequencies were smoothed by grouping in ro0 pn
classes. For the juvenires, rength, totar setiger nunber, and maxinr:m
n'mher of neurosetae were also noted, and a volume carculated, from
length,/width data. To carcurate volune, the juvenile .4. senrata ,",dy
was considered as a unifo:m cyrinder. This is a crose approxi:nation,
arthough the posterior third of the body was srightly tapering partic-
ularly in youngest juveniles. rn setiger counts of juveniles the
criterion used to classify part-developed segments was the develotrment
of setae. The final segment was included when the neuroseta was near
complete in fo::m, arthough it rnay not necessarily have penetrated, the
cuticre' Asiothella senrata develop a fixed totar of 22 setigers with
any variation as adults (e.g., Kudenov and Read Lg77) usually attrib-
utable to regeneration in progress.
Size-frequencies were compiled without bias fron each random
sample by measuring all avairable individuals, and then expressed propor-
tionately for each class as densities per m2, rather than percentages.
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Thus between-sample density changes of each size class could be studied.
confidence linits for the density of the groups of size classes con-
sidered to represent well-defined age classes \.retre calculated from
within-core size data. Note that these limits are valid, irrespective
of how the age classes have been d.efined, (see later).
AGE CLA.SSES: When the relative densities and range of size of
age crasses are sought from size-frequency analysis a basic starting
point is inspection of the pattern of pronounced modes. If modes are
recognisable in sequential samples and show movement along the abscissa
indicating growth, the reasonable interpretation is that such modes sig-
nify age crasses. However, the size range of successive age classes
often overlaps, making density estimation difficult, and when overlap
is pronounced the number of age classes may be unclear. To facj,litate
the anarysis each component age class is often assuured to have a
gaussian distriJrution whose paraneters c€rn then be approximated by
various techniques, ranging from relati-very crude graphical proced-
ures (Cassie 1954) to maxinum-likelihood interactive computer programs
(Macdonald and Pitcher L97g',. Conplete reliance on this approach is
unjustified. Firstly, age crasses nay have non-gaussian, skewed, size-
frequency distri-butions, requiring at least two curves to fit one age
class, or biasing the analysis when undetected; and secondly, 
"poriou"
groups may be generated, unsupported by other evidence if prior know-
ledge of the nr:mber of component age classes is not avairable (e.g.,
warren 1976). These methods are most suitable for cases in which a
prelininary independent esti-nate of the nunber and size range of age
classes is possible (e.g., McNen and Sr:smerfelt I97g). For acceptable
accutacy
about 50
reasonahle sample size is required, with a minimun of
each age class (llacdonard and pitcher LgTg). An artern-
a
in
ative approximation, acceptable when overlaps are not extreme or highly
-tJ-
skerded, is to assume the overlaps are equal either side of distribu-
tion divisions, thus cancelling out.
Analysis of AtdotheLLa sezryata age structure was possible
because an o group could be identified in alr sanples. However,
application of the quasi-objective fitted-clrrve method was inappro-
Priate because of obviously skewed size distributions of age classes
and the smaLl sample size available for older age classes. The
detailed rationale for A. serrata, age classes is discussed in the
results.
SI4 AIID SETIGER DEVELOPIT{ENT
Because the nunber of setigers is a convenient index of
juvenile develoSment (see later), it was desirable to study the link
between body size and setiger-total. The association was such that
exponential or power curve equatj-ons were possibJ-e sfurple nodels.
These were tested, for their fit to the d.ata by regression analysis of
variance (Kleinbaun and Kupper I97B). Exponential curves were superior
and will be discussed further. The rerationship in linear form is
1og"(size) = Bo + 81 (setiger-total)K
where Bo, Brr and K are constants. The natural logarithm transfonn-
tion required in the equation reduced di:nension variances so that they
showed no pattern, although still significantly different by Bartlett.s
test. Models were i-mproved by adjusting exponent K until the mininum
residual sun of squares was found. The signi-ficance of the relation-
ship was assessed by F test of the ratio of regression mean squ€rre/
residual mean square (= regression ratio). The fit of each regression
u-ne was then guantified by the ratio of lack-of-fit mean square,/pur+
error mean square (= lack-of-fit ratio). This ratio is sensitive to
non-linear trends in the data, although it is also increased by remain-
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ing heteroscedasticity and non-normality. The r2 of the regression
shows the strength of association of the variables and is not an indi-
cation of the fit of the line.
For morphometric relationships where prediction of both
variables may be appropriat" (i.e., x fron y, as well as y from x) the
geometric mean regression equatj.on has been given, as advocated by
Ricker (1973).
RESULTS
AXTOTEELLA SENRATA TS]TAL P}PuI.ATI)N, Lg77-79
During the year Novstber 1977 to November L978, according to
estimates usi-ng 500 Utrt mesh, thie AsiotheTla seryata population peaked
at 1150 t 210 r-' in August, and was lowest in Novenber samples
(rig- l3a). Sigmificant density i-ncreases took place between November,
February, and l{ay sanples, and sr:bsequently a fall occurred, between
August and Novenber. Ttre Novenber l97B density of 550 t 90 m-2 was
significantly higher than the previous Novennber (350 t 60 m-21. The
above analysis, however, excludes dense aggregations of very yognlJ vprlls,
which occurred. in a small nrrnber of sampling units in \f6eantrer L977 ,
1978 and 1979 sanpres. since these young (at a-z setigers, and about
110 Un width' 500 Un length) lrere too snall to be retained normally in
any number in a 500 u'm sieve, their possibre origin is d,iscussed below
and their density analysed separately.
JrtvENrr.E AGGREGATTONS: Each aggregation of young (hence-
forth called juveniles as no larval stage is known) is believed to have
been composed of sibrings coming from a part-developed egg mass within,
or attached to, the lower part of the female tube. Losses of juveniles
-77-
Fig. 13 Atiothella serrata seasonal mean densities as
hundreds p*r rt. The li:nits of the means indicated are 95t
confidence intervals (or 2SE for Novenber Lg79r, wtrich for
November Lg77 O group were t 2850 n-2. Dianrond(s) indicate
P <0.05, (P <0.01) significant differences.
a) Total population. November densities onit new O
group appearing then.
b) Adults (L976-77 and prior age classes) and 1977-78
class shown separately. The Noverober L979 density for the
L977-78 class inclrrdes any rennants of prior year classes.
Fig. 14 . Asiottplla sermfa width size-frequencies as tens per
12 (1ogr scale above fOO n-2), wittr suggested age classes labelled
and delineated (see te:rt). The oldest age classes include any
merged remnants of previous years. Estimates are of the total
population from 50O In sieve sa.mp1es.
Inset for November 1979 comp€rres the 500 pn sieve O
group density (hatched portion represents sibling-Dass indi-
viduals) with >250 Un and >150 Un densities (2SE line indicated).
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-
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from the samples must have occurred during the 500 1tm mesh initial
sieving. During later processing of the preserved sarrples, in which
a 125 lrm sieve was used, the fragile sand grain tubes of the adult
would have been further disrupted, releasing juveniles, which were
then retained. In some of the cores young renrained attached together
in sma1l cl:nps of secretion and sand. Aggregations did not occur in
the numerous shallow cores (0-3 cn depth) taken during the breeding
period (see later). In November 1979, when 0-3 qn and 3-15 cm portions
of cores were processed separately, the one aggregation occurred in the
3-15 csr portion.
In Novenber L977 almost all the sibling mass individuals had 6
setigers. In Novenber 1978 five aggregations had approxinately equal
nurnbers of 5- and 6-setiger individuals, and one almost all 4-setiger
individuals. The juveniles of the Noverrher 1979 aggregation were at
the S-setiger stage. Comparison of size and setiger development with
near-surface juveniles indicated that the aggregation individuals were
much yor:nger, with 5 setigers devel-oped compared to 9-11 (Table 10).
TABTE 10. Size of near-surface, dispersed, Asiothella ge?rAta juven-
1979 saqple.iJ-es compared with deep, aggregated juveniles, November
Setiger-I width means are from 10 Ull size-class data.
Location
rsietre
fraction
Setiger-total Setiger- t wiilth
SD Mean SD
near-surface
rt tl
deep
>500
500-250
250-I50
>500
tm
um
um
um
L4
L32
45
19
10.9
9.5
9.2
5.0
t.44
1.54
L.57
0.58
L26.9
L23.7
114.9
r02.3
r0.8
L2.5
LL.2
8.7
rAlJ- near-surface (O-3 crr) portions of 24 ccres
ively through 500, 250, and l5O Um meshes. No
I deep portions (3-15 cnr) passed through 250 tlul
rrere processed success-
juveniles occurred in the
as weII as 500 um mesh.
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Aggregations occurred in 3 of the 82 November L977 cores
(counts of 250, 651 425 respectively, i.e., a mean density of
1.8 t 2.8 thousand juveniles m-2) , 6 of 82 November 1978 cores
(counts of 235, Lgz, l5O, 896, 20, 20, i.e., 3.7 t 5.9 thousand m-2),
and I of 24 November 1979 cores (count of 30, i.e., 0.25 ! A.50 thous-
ana m-21. As an indication of the possible nr:nber of juveniles in an
aggregation the number of near-mature oocytes carried by gravid females
was between three and eight thousand (unpublished data) r but it is not
known if spawning occurs once and is complete, or is episodic and
partial. The number of aggregations per m2 were respectively 7.3 + g.2t
14.5 t LL.9, and 8.3 t 16.5. Chances of finding an egg mass during
casual digging were therefore low, and no egg masses were ever seen in
the field despite extensive collecting of adults during the breeding
seasons.
The aggregated juveniles were only part of the total nr:nber
of juveniles present, but the dispersed older juveniles were at first
only sporadically retained by the 500 Un sieve. The duration and
pattern of recruitnent and densities of near-surface juveniles were
assessed for the L978-79 recruj,tment period (see later). For the
November 1979 sample processed ttrrough several sieves the respective
estinates of total juveni.le densiLy are shown in Fig. 14 inset.
AGE CITA,SSES: Distinct grouPs were Present in size-frequen-
cies using setiger-one width (Fig. 1 ). From inspection it was appar-
ent that a new L977-78 O group began to appear in November L977 (in
fact as aggregateil juveniles). Sirnilarly in uoveurber 1978 and 1979
subsequent new year groups appeared. According to the 500 Um sieve
assessments the O group of November L977 continued to increase in
numbers through February and May sanples to Augirlst, and was Present as
-81-
the major group of individ.uals in the Novernber t97g size frequency
(unshaded in Fig. 14). It was then clear that, at one year old, this
L977-78 age class was the eguivalent of the shaded portion of the Nov-
ember L977 size-frequency. The remaini.ng part of the size-freguency
must represent all the older age classes. Thus in November each year
three age classes, the o group, r group, and the conrbined order groups
(rt+ group) can be identified. siurilarly in I'ebruary L97B these three
groups were apparent, but in !4ay and Augrust the r and rr+ were not sep-
arable. Together they became the new rr+ group in November. Except
when recruitment vras occurrj.ng, age classes declined in density with
tine, which aided interpretation of size-frequencies.
The division between the Lg77-78 age class and older worms was
uneguivocal in November, February, and !,tay (Fig. 14). From ungrouped
data it could reasonably be inferred that the upper size timit of the
L977-78 O group was 1210 tlm in Augrust and 149O pn in Novenber 1979, and
for the L978-79 o grouP 1460 pur in Novenber 1979. These li.nits can also
be justified from the growth in three months ocpected for the largest in-
dividuals in the O group, estimated from the grovrth shown by urode indi-
viduals (rig. 1a). Note that suralr shifts in the position of the
division between grouPs would nake little difference to the respective
densities- By asstming no overlap occurred in August and, November
it was possiJcle to calculate confidence limits for the o group and.
adult Parts of the population separately, and test for significant den-
sity changes in each (Fig. I3b).
Division of the tnvo adult groups was ress clear cut.
of r and rr+ groups undoubtedly occurred. Approximate density
mates were possible onry for November of each year and February
where overlaps \,rere assumed to be equal either side of divisions
see below and Table L2 fot densities).
Overlap
esti-
L978,
(Fig. L4,
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AcE CLASS DENSrrrEs: The total adult poputation (Fig. l3b)
was 352 + 62 m-z in Novenber L977, made up of approximately r70 m-2 of
the 1976-77 class plus 182 m-2 of the older age classes (Fig. 14).
The adults declined significantry to L62 t 43 ar-2 by February L97g
(approxilrately 68 and 94 m-2 of the two groups), and. further srowly
declined during the year to be gO i 30 n-2 by November 1979. In
November 1979 there lvere approximately 157 m-2 of the 1977-79 and
older age crasses, and approximatery log n-2 of the l97g-79 class.
These densities show that L977-7s recruitnent resulted in a large
year class as apparentry also occurred in LgTs-76 (rig. 14), but
Lg76-77 and l97g-79 recruitment was eomparatively poor, so that after
one year the respective age classes were equivarent to, or rower in
density than worms one year or more older.
rn Noventret L977 the o group rdas represented in the 5oo un
sieve by sibling aggregations at a density of lgl0 n-2, with the
wide limits of t 2850 m-2 (rig. 13b). rn February r97g, when no
aggregations nere recorded, the si-eve o group population dropped sig-
nificantly to 540 t 2OO m-2, bot then jncluded older juveniles of 9
to 2r setigers (Fig. 15). The real densj-ty of the o group at the time
is not known and was probabry an ord.er of magmitude higher. rn May
the sfeve o grorrp had increased significantly to g9o t 2lo 
^-2, as &orejuveniles (range L2'22 setigers) became large enough to be held by the
sieve. By August the o group popuration had increased to 1060 t 200 m-2,
and about one-third had the 22-setiger total of the adults (riq. 15).
The true proportion with 22 setigers may be higher because pro5nrtion-
ately fewer large individuals ramain unbroken during processing. rn
August the 500 1.rn sieve probably retained all o group present in the
cores because a considerable proportion (4g*) were retained even in a
I rut sieve during processing. surface casts of the L977-7g o group
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individuals first became large enough to be readily noticeable amongi
those of the adults about August (Plate Ie). By November the O grouP
had declined significantly to 470 + 80 m-2. By November 1979 this
Lg77.-78 year cIass, now trrJo years old, had declined to <15? I 60 m-2
(this estimate includes a small, unknown number of older age class
individuals) .
.AxrorgE .&/ ,SEREA?A o cRoup RECRUTTMENT 1978-79, 1980-81
Lg78-79 O GROUP DENSITIES: The annual spawning of Aniothella
serrata probably began in October or early Noveurber from the evidence of
aggregated young first appearing in a mid-November 1977 sanple. The
recruitment of the 1978-79 age class was studied in detail. Freguent
samples were taken between October 1978 and May 1979 using 9.63 <xr2
cores to 3 cm depth processed through 250 Um mesh. Details of the
sarrpling progralnne and the juvenile density estinates, etc. , are in
Table 11. Densities are also plotted in Fig. L6, and size-frequencies
in Fig. L7.
The first near-surface juveniles were found on 25 october,
whereas none had been detected on 2 and 9 October. Their density was
then about 1800 rn-2 (confidence limj.ts unknown as on thj-s occasion
cores were combined then sr:bsanrpled), and almost all had 5 setigers
(range 6-7 setigers, mean 6.1, sD O.3O' n = 11) - Five days later
(30 October) juvenile density was 1490 t 530 m-2 and individuals were
mainly 7- to 8-setiger stages (rangre 6-10 seti€Jers, mean 7.6, sD 0.61,
n = 114). After a further 9 days the 8 November sanrple indicated a
density of about 4.8 thousand m-2 and a mean setiger-total of 8'8
(range 5-12 setigers, SD I.l, I = 104). This density estimate may not
be representative of the complete transect, as it comes from a non-
random sarnple (consisting of two sets of closely-spaced cores for use in
-84-
Fig. 15 ati.otTplT;a semta setiEer-total percentage
fiequencies for the 1977-78 o gEoutrt in 1978 500 Un
sieve sanrples.
Fig. 16 Astothell'a eevnata L978-79 o grrctup lreall
densities as thousands per m2 (250 Un si€Vel. circled
Beans have 95t confidence linits indlcatedt other
li-raits are t 2SE fron sanples (40 coreg. Sqrares in-
dicate two estinates of, rtnknolrrn varianee, and abscissa
triangles indicate se4rle dates (see text and Table Ll).
-85-
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exanining aggregation), and is for that reason shoqn in Fig. 16 as a
separate point. By 16 Novenber juvenile density (52O ! 3gO n-2)
was significantly lower than on 30 October, but mean setiger-total
had increased to 9.5 (range 5-13 setigers, SD 1.75, n = 23). 11ris
sanple was collected on the sane day as the Noveruber 500 pm sieve
sanple set, with cores taken alongside the larger, deeper cores.
However, as previously mentioned, 4- to 5-setiger juveniles occurred
in aggregations in ttre deeper cores at a mean density of 3.7 thousand
m-2. TIee d.evelotrment stage and density differences between two
sanple depths are more evidence that early develoSnent of ArtothelLa
sewata occrurs in buried egg rnasses.
By 30 November, 14 days later, a sigrificant large population
increase to 13.g ! 2.3 thousand m-2 had occurred in the near-surface
juveniles. itrey were then nainly 9-setiger juveniles (54t with 9
setigers, range 7-14 setieters, mean 9.2, SD 1.06, n = 349). On the
next sa.utpling day (21 Decesrber) ttre density of 28.5 t 5.8 (2SE)
thousand m-2 rras the h5.ghest found in tlte sanple series. In subse-
quent samples from January to April the juvenile density ttren varied
between 19 and 15 thousand m-2 (FiS. L6, Table 11), before a large
drop to 580 t 32O m-2 on 29 ttay. Setiger size-frequencies had two or
more mod.es during this period (Fig. L7, and see analysis below) . By
nid-Novenber 1979 the 1978-79 age group fr:rther declined to reach a
d,ensity of approxinately 108 n-2.
L97S-79 O GROUP SPAVINING GROIPST Setiger-count size-
frequencies as densities per mz (Fig. 17a) show large mod.es of younger
individuals at various tiures. Their occurrence indicates a series of
synchronised spawnings by adults. In Fig. l7a the size-frequencies
htere spaced vertically fron each other according to the ti.me in days
between sanples. Using this scale, lines linkiag rnodes of presumed
'88-
identical spawning groups then indicated their growEh. Seven con-
secutive groups have been identified (labelled alpha.betically), each
declining in d,ensity with tine once fully recruited into the population.
A small mode of lO-setiger individuals on 12 January may represent
another spawning but was not detectabLe in the next sanple. The approx-
imate first appearances of the labelled groups at the 6-setiger stage
(where necessary estimated by extrapolation frcm group B growth) were 25
October, 16 Novenber (+ 22 days), 9 December (+23 days), 12 January
(+ 34 days), 26 January (+ 14 days), 26 February (+ 31 days), 5 April
(+ 37 ilays) . Thus spawning occurred inte:rmittently over about a 16O-
day period.
The tine elapsing from spar*ring to rrtren 6-setiger young
aPPear at the surface is unknown. The dates of appearance of 6-
setiger groups rrere distributed over ttre h:nar nonth, a54rarently
unlinked to the neap-spring tidal cycle. Labelled modes usually
occurred in several zones, as shown in the Fig. 18 exanples of 30 Nov-
ember and 30 January, althor.lgh not invariably as mode F occuned only
in zone 3 (fiS. I8, 6 March and 14 April). Mode D, not detectable in
zone 5 on 6 March, had earlier been present in several zones on 3O Jan-
uary. Thus these modes were widespread and not generated by chance
collections of groups of sibJ.ings.
Setiger-one width frequencies (Fig. l7b) were less infot:ra-
tive than setiger counts, because juvenile width increase was slight at
first (see later), and so successive groups v*Elre not distinct from the
earlier recruits. The width freguencies becane more skewed as the
older individuals in ttre population becane larger. Mean size, also
plotted in the figure, increased little during the period of continuing
recruitment' actually dropping between the t$ro January sanples due to an
influx of new recruits (nodes D and E of setiger-nunber frequencies).
Between t"larch and April ttre increase in mean size and shift of the mode
-89-
Fig. 17 As|otlplla seryata L978-79 O group size-
freguencies as thousands per n2, with distance between
sanrples to ti:ne scale. 4,11 densities to the sarne scale
(except low density May sample x5). Some overlapping
frequencies shaded for clarity. Note ttrat tlre youngest
juvenj.les rrere probably underestinated by the 250 Un
sieve (see p.92).
a) Setiger-total frequencies ll-nked betrseen samples
to show probable identical modal groups (A, B, Cr etc.),
with possible links indicated by dashed Line and query.
b) Width frequencies and nean width. (Note change
from 10 Um to 50 Un classes for larger widths).
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Fig. 18 Zone presence of label1ed mode groups (see Fig. IZ)
within ArtotheLTn sewata Lg7e-7g o group. Four examples of
setiger-tota1 percentage frequencies to show ttre degree of
sfurilarity between zones within each sampJ.e. (Nunber of
individuals measured (n) approximates relative densities between
zones) .
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suggest that, in agreement with setiger-total frequency changres,
recruitment declined greatry during ttrat period; and in May recruit-
ment had ceased.
1981-82 O GROUP: Some further information on A.rLothella
serrata juvenile recruitrnent and depth distriJrution was obtained from
transects in spring 198j.. Cores (usually n = 56/transect) were I.39 cm2
to 3 csr depth, split into o-15 and 15-30 ncn portions, and processed
through 250 and 72 W mesh. The recruitnent of the 1981-82 O group was
first detected on 16 Novenber after transects on 15 Septenber and 13
october revealed no juveniles. Ariothella serrata juvenile density was
approxinately 25 thousand m-2. Hovrever, as a result of weather con-
d.itions little of ttre beach \ilas emersed and only a few cores (n = 1l)
could be corlected. rndividuals had up to 10 setigers so, from the
growth rates shovrn within the 1978-79 age class (Fig. lza), the first
spawning probably occurred at aror:nd the beginning of the month as in
previous years.
A complete transect was taken on 11 Decenber. The surface
15 m contained 98t of juveniles and their density was then 23.73 ! 6.0g
thousand m-2. As 2rt of the totar passed through a 250 um sieve,
when ttre earriest juveniles were prescrt, the previously discussed
L978'79 juvenile densities (250 prn sieve) couLd be und,eresti-mates of the
true totals by about tlrat percentage.
JIT1ZENILE MORPHOI€GY AlttD BEIAVIOUR: l,taldanid LatvaL/javenile
morphology has been described by Bookhout and Horn (1948) and Newe1l
(1951), and juveniles of AriotVtella serrata did not differ substantially
from those accounts. In external norphology 1. serrata juveni-les are
mj-niature adults apart from first lacking a cephalic ri-m and anal frrnnel
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plus cirri, whi-ch begin developing at the 17- to rg-setiger stages.
The prolonged ventral anal cirrus of ttre adult was not present in early
juveniles, but the ventrar pygidium was characteristically prolonged
beyond t}le anal opening.
Four- and five-setiger sibring group juveniles had yolk- and
oil-spheres in the stoglach and intestine, whereas the six-setiger and
larger near-surface juveniles had ingested food particles, indicating
feeding did not begin until the surface sedinent vras reached. Cilia
trochs were not present, but ciliation of the anal and, buccal cavities
could be seen in live juveniles, and isolated sensor!, cilia were present
anteriorly and Posteriorly. The fj-rst setae developed were of the adult
tYPe' and consisted of one to two notosetae and one rostral hook neuro-
seta per fascicle. iluveniles were colourless apart from blood vessels,
a yellowish gut, and sme faint brown pigrmentation on the posterior edge
of niddle seguents. A single pair of rarge red eyespots was present,
each located on the ventro-lateral prostomium (occasionally additional
smaller spots were present), and in older juveniles diffuse red pigrment
spots appeared on the ..it.ti" plaque and pyeidiurr.
Early juveniles constantly fo:med a tube of secretion to drich
sand grains ad,hered as they moved. Juveniles in sanples were alnost
invariably enclosed in such a structure, utrich increased, their bulk.
Juveniles sp,ent part of the time crawling along the sand surface as well
as burrowing wtren kept in the laboratory in dishes of sand,.
JUVENIIA DISPERSION z ArLotheLLa serc&a juveniles have no
ciliary trochs for swimti-ng, but are capable of slow dispersal by crawl-
ing on sr:rface. swi-mning by vigrorous body lashing may be 5nssib1e,
altttough it was not obse:rred. Further passive, more or less accidental,
migration is probable r*tren vigorous wave action stirs up and carries
a$ray material from the surface (see discussion).
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Because juveniles originate in rarge aggregations below
surface, strong ch:mping rdght be expected to persist for some time
after juveniles are on surface. However, the data do not confi::lr
this (see Table 1I). Aggregation was guantified in complete transects
with Morisita's index. sigrnificant aggregation occurred in alr, as is
normal in benthic sanples (see e.g., Dordning l9z9), but highest
Morisita values occurred in low density populations (rnaximr:rn nunber per
core 5, Table 11, 16 November and 29 hy). Sinilarly the SE as a per-
centage of the Dean was highest in these low density samples. system-
atic sanpling on 8 Novenber 1979, where cores !{ere spaced along a line
at 10 sr intenrals, also did not d,etect any abno:mar aggrregation of
surface juveniles (zone 4, range 0-9 per core, */cote 3.5, sD 2.4s,
15 cores; zone 6, rangte 2-J-7 per eore, E/core 6.7, SD 4.69, 9 cores).
I{ORSALITY
Density estimates of successive Agiothella sewata age classes
over a trc-year period are surmarrised in Table 12 together lrittr esti-
mates of rnortarity rate rrtren applicable. l-lortality of adults (i,e.,
the r, rr and order year groups) was apparently higher in the first
part of the year, especially for the rr+ adults. possibry mortality
increased then because of post-spawning deaths dr:ring the breed.ing
season- Adult mortality rates ranged from o.ooo9 to 0.0070
individual-r.day-rr o! a decline of frcm o.og to 1.2 individuals
m-2-day-r. rn the o groups comparable mortau.ty occurred in the
latter half of their firsr year (o.oo47 and 0.0064 individual-l.day-l).
Juvenile nortality could not be estj-nated while recruitment continued,
but by April 1979 recruitment in the L978-79 O group had almost ceased.
The decrine then from more than 15 thousand m-2 to below 600 m-2 in 45
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days is a 96* ross (o.o2l individual-l.day-r), and represents an
average of 328 m-2.day-l.
Note the nortality estimates r.rere for ttre whole transect and,
thus unaffected by upshore/dormshore migration of juveniles (see zona-
tion) . Any alongshore eurigration occurring was assrmed, balanced by a
si-nilar level of immigration.
ZONATION
The zonation of the total Ast,othella serruta population
was examined in Section I and tfie conclusion reached, that, a1-though
there $tas correlation betrreen corresponding transect zones, the dis-
tribution was rerativery unstructured, apart fron consistent row
densities occr.:rring in zone g. Analysis of A. sewata adults and
the 1977-78 O group separately (Fig. 19, Table 13) shovpd that up ro
August adults were sigmificantly more abundant on the upper shore
than the lower shorer.except in Februar? when zones became more uniform
following more substantial upper shore mortality. Ttre recnriting
o group were sigrnificantly eoncentrated towards the nid to lower shore
in Febnrary, when dense populations s,ere apparent in zones 5-7, and
were dense in zones 4-7 in May, but continuatj_on of this pattern was
only weakly apparent during the latter pErrt of the year. rn zone g
adult densities were a.l.most negligible and juvenile densities notice-
abJ-y lower ttran in zone 7.
Note that the 1977-78 O group had no significant correlation
with adult /- serrqta (spea:man'" 
"" 
+ 0.05, p 0.4), or with other abr.rn-
dant polychaete species, wj-th the exception of a Novenber I97g negative
Cqitella sp. corelation (rs O.24, p O.O2).
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Fig. 19 Asi.otheLla aewata zonation
a) Seasonal zonation of A. se?mta adults,
November L977-78 from 500 Um sieve samples. Zone
ne€rns as hundreds per 12, l"ft (top) and right (bottm)
transects are plotted separately, and variation of zone
reans indicated as vertical lines 2SE in lengttr (for
clarity arislng frm the inner side of the rean only, or
fron the baseline when grreater than the nean).
b) seasonal zonation of j-977-79 o group frur 500 um
sieve samSrles (isoLated aggreEates only !rere recorded in
November L977). Conventions as in a).
c) o group zone means as tlrorrsands per m2
on left transect fron 250 |nr sieve samples. LgTg-7g
ftrroup frm october to May, plus l979-go in Novernber 1979
and 1981-82 in December 1981. variation of zone Beans
indicated as in a).
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TABLE 13. Tests of Aniotlplla sercata L977-78 zonation (500 ura
sieve series) using l4ann-Whitney U-test. Sigrnificant tests indi-
cated as * (P <0.05) , *** (P <0.001), with non-sigmificant tests
blank, and no test as - (no data for Novernber 1977 dispersed
juveniles) 
.
Age group Zones Nov.'77 Feb.'78 May r78 Aug.r78 Nov.'78
adults
O group
I-4:5-8
l-4:5-8
***
***
The 1978-79 O group did not at first show a distjlct
zonation pattern (Fig. I9c), but by 30 Novenber there was €Ln uP-
shore j.ncrease (!,ll{U, P <0.05) with the peak in zone 2. By 30
January densities lrere more even, but still showing a lower shore
decline. By May densities were low and, the zonation pattern was
(non-significantly) reversed.
The 1979-80 O group had higher doqrtshore densitYr at least
in Novembex 1979 (fig. 19c, M$lU, P (0.05). However, tbe 1981-82
o group in Decernber 1981 showed a high upshore density (Fig. 19c,
!!ltlu, P <0.001), especially in zones 2 and 3.
AGE ZONATION !{ITIIIN IIIE L978-79 O GROUP: Mean setiger-
totals for zone pairs indicated upper shore juveniles tended to be
younger than further downshore (Table 14), and Fig. 18 suggested
there !'ras €rn increase in ttre percentage of older juveniles downshore.
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TABLE 14. Conparison of ArLothella
setiger-totals between tsro-zone groups,
30 october to 29 May.
setrata L978-79 O group mean
using sun of all samples,
Zone x
rsignificant
differences s2 SE
L+2
3+4
5+6
7+8
3I7
447
44L
136
9 .33
10.54
1r .76
10.39
3.21
10.59
13 .17
L2.20
0 .101
0.154
0.173
0 .300
*t
**
**
It-test of means (** P <0.01)
Zone 7+8 mean is sigrnificantly higher than zone L*2 (P <0.01).
Possibly the high upshore density of early juveniJ.es was
sufficient to give these trends. To test this, densities per core
were compiled for ttre upper and lower shores separately (zones 1-4
and 5-8) for the period dr:ring which older juveniles (13 setigers and
above) were present, the younger juvenile population (6-L2 setigers)
was still receiving nore recruits, and the popul.atj.on was denser on
the upp,er shore (conbined data fror 21 Decenber L978 to 14 April 1979
sanPles). Density of older juveniles was higher on ttre locrer shore
(M$lU, P <0.05i zones L-4 i/cote 4.5r SD 2.96; zones 5-8 *./cote 8.2,
SD 5.85) , whereas younger juveniles rrere denser on tlre upp,er shore
(MhtUr P <0.0L; zones L-4 i./core 12.7, SD 8.37; zones 5-8 *,/coxe 6.5,
SD 5.05). Thus during this period early juveniles yrere concentrated
upshore, possibly by the effect of wave action erosj-on or si-mply nore
successful upshore spavrning (see discrrssion). Hohever, the converse
pattern for older juveniJ-es suggests that upper shore'mortality is
higher than on most of the lower shore (zone 8 an exception noted
earlier) .
shore, to
or Perhaps
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This might be due to greater physico-chemical stress up-
continued erosion and eventual strand^ing on the cobble shore,
to heavier predati-on by other infauna.
GROIMH
The rate of gror.rth in size of Aniothella serrafa juveniles
could not be dete:mined from field samples as recruitment continued over
several months. The rate of addition of setigers towards the adult
compleurent of 22 was indicated by the moveurent of the various modes in
the 1978-79 O qroup setiger-total frequencies (Fig. 17). Because of
the tine intervals, both between successive appearErnces of setigers and
between sanples, only a coarse estimate of the change in rate could be
made. During development the rate declined from 2L days to about 101
days per setiger. Between the 5- and l5-setiger stages the average
rate decrined from 2l to 8 days per setiger. The clearest arul nost
rapid growth was shown by grroup B of Fig. I7a, wtrich took 14 days from
5- to 9-setiger stage, 21 days from 9 to 14 setigersrand a furttrer 22
days to 18 setigers (total 57 days). From their first occurrence in
samples 21- arul 22-setiger intividuals had developed by at nost 97 and
L34 days respectively after 5-setiger individuals first appeared.
Sme info:mation on the growEh of aduLts can be derived from
the movenent of ttre mode in setiger-l width for the L977-79 age group
(rig. 14). During the six months from the first slnnning the width
node of the group remained about 1L0 ttn while recruitment continued,
but individual width increase was in any case sright at first (see
size relationships). Subsequently width increased during the next 18
months to about 1600 pn. Largest adults had a wiclth of about 2600 pm.
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JIIVENII,E SIZE RELATIONSHIPS
SfZE AXID SETIGER-TCIIAL: Juvenile length and widttr relation-
ships to setiger-total were analysed, based on measurenents of 1785
individuals from the 1978-79 O grouP (to 7 months old), the 1977-78
O group (to August 1978 at 10 months, old), and the November siblinq
mass juveniles. Measurement of soft-bodied, variably contracted
,Aniothella sewaf,a juveniles e:rtracted from preserved samPles includes
unavoidable variation. Specimens with the sane number of setigers
could range frm short and thick to lonq and thin. For examPle' for
9-setiger juveniles a negative correlation existed between length and
widttr (Spea:man'= t" 
-O.22, P (0.01, n 2901 , with length tending to in-
crease as width decreased. The range of variation was lessened by the
constraints of the tube preventing excessive contraction, and the tend-
ency of worms to be preserved, in si-niLar states of contraction. To
test if a corbination of length and width was a better index of size
than either alone, volume was calculated. Width' length, artd volume
changes during the first ten rnonthsr grorvEh are shown in Fig. 20.
lfidth had lower variation within each setiger-total gfoun
than length (mean coefficients of variation, V, of 14 and 23t respect-
ivety) . Volne data had the highest variation, with an orreraLl mean V
of 47*, but mean V to seti.ger 17 was only 27*. Mean volune values up
to 1,7 setigers increased in a more consistent Pattern than length and
width means (Fig. 2O). Mean width in particular ilid not increase con-
sistently until about 1L setigers were developed.
irhe above analysis of size with respect to setiger-total
assumes the latter is a reliable correlate of trre size. Si-rnilarly,
setiger-total was earlier used as an index of age (see spawning groups).
However, setigers were added at a decreasing rate as the adult total of
22 was approached, rl*rile width, length, and volurne increased considerably.
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Fig. 20 Lriothella sernata juveniles (to 10 months)
size/setiger-total relationships for width, length, and cal.cu-
lated volume, all on arithmetic scales; volr:ne data have
different scales for the 4-15 and L5-22 setiger ranges. For
each setiger-total the mean size J SD and range is indicated.
The fitted curves, which were derived by least-squares-regression
using all data lnints, are listed in linear forn in Table 15 ancl
discussed in the text. Note that for all three relationships
two curves Elre plotted (5-15, L5-22 setiger ranges) .
Fig. 2L Ariothella eewata juveniles (to 1O months)
lengEh,/width relationship. For the large number of data Points
up to 200 pro wi.dth, mean lengrth, t So aul range, for 10 pn width
classes, is shown. For cmparison mean widttrs (for 400 Im length
classes) over this r:rnge are also shown (large circles) . I-east-
squ€rres-regrression lines of length on width and the converse
(using all data lnints over the :110 Un widttt range) are shown
(r2 = 0.8958) , for which.the geometric mean (GM) regression wast
lcngttr = -165.33 + (1.909 x width)
where length is in m x I02 units, width in Un'.
Inset (displaced ordinate) mean length and width coordinates
for each setiger-total are con;nred with the Qd regression line.
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Thus setiger-total indicated size and age less accurately for older
juveniles, and plots of dimensions against setiger development have
an orrerall exSnnential-like fotm.
Exponential models were used to compare respective relation-
ships of length, width, and voh:me to setiger-total (talte 15' Fig. 20).
The interesting result frorn the regression analysis of variance is that
lack-of-fit ratios (raUte tS) indicated the best fitting relationship
(and highest r2) over the setiger r;rnges 4-22 and' 5-I5 was r,rith cal-
culated volume. Thus, under an exPonential. model, juvenile length and
w:idth corbined did interact to integrate better with setiger-total thart
either alone. However, individual lengths and widths were predicted
from the equations with greater accuracy than volumes (Table 15) because
of the greater variance of voh:rne estj-nates. The equations demonstrate
relationships, and are not advocated for predicting the dimensions of
individuals fro setiger-tota1s.
I-ength and width were highly significantly related (F test of
regression ratio). Ttre narrowest individuals (80, 90, 1O0 Un width
classes) had longer rnean lengths, and the shortest (0-400 Um lengttr class)
had wider mean width than o<pected for pn overall straight-line relation-
ship (Fig . 2Ll. This presr.nably was due to the presence of more highly
expanded or contrasted older individuals, as mean widths per setiger-
total r.rere all above 100 yru (Fig. 21 inset) . The relationship was close
to linearity for the data set of >1I0 Unt widttr worms, and inspection
suggests non-normality in the distribution of lengths of wo:srs below
2OO Ult width, and increasing scatter in the sizes of larger worms both
increased the Lack-of-fit ratio to a sigrnificant level (F = 12-3,
tabulated F = I.4). The coordinates of mean width andl+3r1|f80r0.95
length per setiger-total (Fig. 21 inset) lie close to the geometric mean
regressj-on li-ne. Horirever, ttreir increases vrere erratic r.rntil 11 seti-
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gers were developed, and. snal] untiL 15 setigers viere developed'
Ihis confi::ns setiger-tota! as the most sensitive indicator of
growth and age in jurreniles up to about 15 setigers'
sIzE A!{D IIEUROSETAE NUMBER: Juveniles at first ]rave a
single neurosetal hook per fascicl.e, wittr more developing as size
increases, so that older aduLts have up to about 2O. At earliest
ttre second hook ap5nared in $-setiger juveniles, the third in 16-
setiger juveniLes, and by ttre end of the first year the nrmber on ttre
nid-body setigers, nrhere the ma:ri-srru occurred, was around Lo.
|Lg. 22 shows how ma<inr:m-hook-nr:mber Ber isdividuaL relates to body
sridth for the O group. llhe relationship was highly sigmificant
(F test of regression ratio) and close to linearity (Iack-of-fit ratio
= 4.Ot tabulated 
"rrrr8,O.e, = 1.gg). As a cl0se relationship to
body wiilth has been deuronstrated, in itself ma:rjmum-hook-number
mrst have lntential- as €rn j-ndicator of size and age for older
juveniles.
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ELg. 22 A.rLothella se?Tata O group width,/narimrn-
neurosetal-hook-nrnber re lationship f or rnaximrsu-hook-
ntmber rErnge of 2-11. For clarity tlre ntuerous 2-4
hook data points are represented by ttre nean, t SO and
range (alL data used in regressions).
The Least-squalres regression Lines for wj.dth
on hook nr:urber and the converse are shown (x2 = 0.8899),
for which the geometrie urean regression equation was
setiger-l rridth = -13.10 + (81.66 x hook nr:rrber)
where width is in r.tm.
6
Hook max.
6lto
|.
E
p
=
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DISCUSSION
TheSnpulationStructureandlifehistoryofAgiotheLla
setrata harre been outlined. It lives for three years, perhaps
Ionger, and has a prolonged breeding period with intentittent spalm-
ing during spring and sr:mer. There is no planktonic stage; juvenile
dispersal by means of passive transport mechanisms is localised, but
occurs relatively rapidly. BarLy develoSment occuls within the sedi-
ment, probably in a brooded egg Inass. As cc'mParable inforoation for
otirer members of Family t'laldanidae is sparse, and since the better-known
Arenicolidae are related poJ.ychaetes with a very sj-nilar sediment-
processing and br:rrow-dwelling lifestyle, relevant asPects of arenicolid
biology have been included in the folJ.owing discussion for comparison'
Y-EAR GSOUP REqRUITMBTIT
Artot\ella seryata sPavrlrs first at the end of the second year
(unpnblished data). Therefore, the large L975'76 II+ grouP apparent in
Novenber I9Z7 gave rise to the large Lg77-78 o group, and t'he smarler
1976-77 group gave rise to a similarly small Lg78-79 O group' Note that
Lf A. sewata is monotelic, ttrere is potential for genetic setrSration
between successive year groups (olive and Garr,tood 1981) , although if ' as
is probable, a small proportion of the population survives to breed at
the end of their third year, gene flow between year grrouPs would still
occur. The apparently alternating year class strength in,4. serrata
may be no lllcre than a coincidental event due to ttre influence of
rchance, unknown factors on mortality, or a cycJ.ic situation due to
the relative reproductive output of the year classes' or even the result
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of sigrnificant negative age-group interaction. Long-term study would
be required to establish v*rether the pattern was normtal .
Evidence of negative adult-juvenile interaction was not ob-
tainedr as the Lg77-78 O grouP was posj-tively correlated (non-sigrnifi-
cantLy) to adult ntmbers Per core. Alttrough adult feeding and
burrowing activities (Ptate 1) could contribute to sone juvenile
mortality by smothering or ingestion, the guestion is whether this
would affect juvenile nr^mbers seriously, having regald to the comPara-
tively low adult density (<5OO r-t). Previously rePorted occr:rrences
of adult interference with juvenile settlement, resulting in doninant
age classes of long-lived species, are fron dense populations (Woodin
Lg'16, Tinko 1979). Tim]<o (1979) predicted that intraspecies ooPhagv
was likely to be selecte{ against, but not larviphagy once dispersal
had occurred, whereuPon it beccmes a densitydependent control on re-
cruitment. Interestingly in this reg:rrd' Ln Arenicola mtt'na
feurales cease feeding for several weeks after spawninq, t}us per-
mitting their oun eggs and. larnrae to develop without risk of ingestion
(Farke and Berghuis 1979a). llowever, a negative adult influence on
t}1e O group was suggested by Beukena and de Vlas (1979), who found a
negative correlation between the annual density of 1l year old recruits
and the previous yearrs adult density.
SPAIINING AI{D JUWNILE DEVEIOPMENT
The aggregations of AriothelLa seruata luveniles found between
3 and 15 cm from the surface nost probably represent sibling grouPs
developed from egg nasses in the female tube. Spawning eggs within the
protection of the adult tr:}e is a reproductive strategY used by a
variety of Snlychaetes (schroeder and He:mans 1975) . In the
Arenicolidae Abarenieola paaifi.ea discharges oocytes to fo:mr an 'egg-
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tube ' within the burrow (Okuda Lg46, as Arewi'eola clqeedi't) , and
spavnring within the burrow also occurs tn Arenicola brasiliernis
(Okada Lg4L, as A. crtstata), ArenicoLides eeand.ata (Southward and
Southward 1958, as AyenieoLa ecand.atal , and A. marLna (Farke and
Berghuis 1979a). In A. bnasiLiensis the eggs end up on surface, but
in jelly nasses attached to the inside of the burrow (Okada 1941).
spawning strategy is knor'n with certainty for one naldanid
sp,ecies, and with some doubts for another two. At|othella mucosa
spawns its eggs in a surface jeUy nass attached to the inside of the
tube (Bookhout and llorn 1949) . Clynenella totquata and Euclynene
oerste&i (= Capsici?me negleetus) spawn eggs into their tubes, where
maturation processes occur before the eggs are fertilisable (Pilgrim
1954). Uncertainty exists as to when, and in what state, the e99s
Ieave the tr:be. pilgrin (1954) did not obsenre spawning in the field'
nor did tlewelL (1951) in an earlier study of Clymenella toryuata.
From ttre i.nfo:mation provided by Pilgrfur (1964) the possibility exists
that fertilisation and. some early developnent ruight take place within
the fenale tube.
Approxirnate early d,eveloprrent ti.mes of rnaldanids are kno$n
fron laboratory str:dies of three species. tn AsLothella rmteosa the
fi-rst forrr setigers develop three days after fertil'isation.and almost
simultaneously (Bookhout and Horn 1949) , in CLymenella toryuata t}l,ey
develop over the fifth to seventh days (Newell 1951), and in
Clynenuta eLypeata over the fourth to seventh days (Cazar::r L972) .
Six setigers had d,eveloped after about 4, 14, and 10 days respectively'
The four- to six-setiger AsLothella serrata juveniles for:nd in aggre-
gations might, therefore, be one to two weeks old. After lecitho-
tropic early developmen! feeding begins when juveniles reach the
surface at about the six-setiger stage, the same stage as feeding occurs
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Ln Clyrnenella toryuata (Newell 1951) . AstothelLa seruata juveniles
with 22 setigers were recorded in the field sosre 130 days after
aggregations tfere first found. In comparison, under laboratory
conditions the other species developed rapiclly. A. tmteosa developed
the full conplement of 18 setigers and 20 of the 22 segnents i-n 50
days, and. Clynenella toryuata developed L7 of 18 setigers and the
adult total of 21 segrments in 41 days (Bookhout and Horn L949,
Newell 1951).
The earliest Astotlella sercata spring spavtning recorded
was in the latter half of October 1978r dnd spawning in the first
half of Novenber was detected in L977, ',78, t79. '81. The 1978-79
juvenile sanPling showed that spawning continr:ed for about five
months, aPParently as a series of slmchronised events. It wiLL be
noted that no 4. sevrTta juvenile masses occurred in the February
1978 sarrplq although the subsequent studies showed that spawning con-
tinued ttrrough February in 1979. Possibly the sample date did not
coincide with a spawning event' or rpre probably aggregation density
was below the detection U-urit, especially if spavrning activity pro-
gressively decreases. The 1979-79 spavrning of A. sermta TT+
females spread over seven SeParate occasions would give an average of
six aggregations Per m2 each tirne, asslning each fenale sPaldns once,
wtrereas 15 m-2 were recorded for November 1978.
Nothing is knor.m of how AsLotheLLa se"vata spaYnring is s1m-
chronised. One possible mechanisrn is a Snriodicity entrained with
an environnental varj-able. However, Present data suggest spawning
does not occur at r:niform time intervals. More conclusive evidence
is required, but direct detection of spauning by sarrpling for A.
sercAta egg masses is impractical . Sarapling of surface juveniles
provides this inforrration indirectly, although daily sampling would be
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required to.establish spawning intervals with sufficient accuracy.
The search for external factors which nay 'trigger' or entrain
successive spawnings would be difficult in the absence of a regu-
lar periodicity.
Slmchronous spawning linked to environmental factors does
occur in other rnaldanids. AriotTpLLa mueoga is known to spawn over
several months, apparently in the early morning before sunrise' but
with r:rrrecorded periodicity (Bookhout and Horn 1949). ClyneneLla
tOrquAta and. EUeLymene oe"stedi, ao not have multiple spawningsr but
each spavms over a period of a few days coinciding with spring Uides
(Newell 1951, Pilgrin L964, Rone et al. 1975). Anong the arenicolids,
sparrring Ln Ayenicola marina'is slmchronised with tide phases (Duncan
1960, I'arke and Berghuis 1979a), and occurs over several months, witlr
geographic variations in ttre exact periods (Howie 1959, Duncan 1960,
pollack Lg7g, de Wilde and Berghuis 1979) . In Areni,eola brasili'ensis
slmchronous spar*ninlJ occurs at about fourday intervals over three
months (Okada 1941). Spalming periodicity in the other species studied
(.lrenieolides eeandata, A. brorchytaLi,s, and. Abatenicola pacifi'cd lt'as
not been noted, but they have extended breeding periods (Southward and
Southward 1958, Okuda 1945).
ZONATION
Agtotltella serntba age classes shoved more zonation ttran was
apparent for the population as a whole. Juveniles especially tended
to be more concentrated within part of ttre intertiilal, although adult
zonation also occurred. However, the disPositions sti1l aPPear to be
attributable to 'chance' events and not to the constraints of environ-
nental gradients. Apparently tJ:e zones where juveniles concentrated
varied year by year.
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The effect early AniotheLLa sercata zonation trends have on
subsequent adult zonation is r:nclear. The evidence frcnn study of
adult movement (r:npgblished clata) suggests that migration of adult
A. seTTAtA does not take place, so distribution patterns result from
either differential mortality in both juveniles and adults, or nigration
of juveniles. Possibly the initial zonation as shovn by the dense
early juveniles is relatively r:nimPortant, and it is the Iess apparent
zonation of older juveniles which detenrines later adult zonation' For
exanple, the early zonation pattern of the L978-79 O grouP had appar-
ently reversed by t{ay (Fig. 19c) to reveal the trend detected earlier
in older juveniles. The L977-78 O group zonation lasted longer'
although barely aPParent by Novenber 1978 (Fig. 19b). In February and
!,lay ttris pattern represented that of older juveniles because of the
sieve size (5OO Pn). Whether the uPPer shore concentration of adults
in Novenber 1977 resul-ted from early juvenile zonation is r.rnknor*n, but
in l,!ay and Augrust 1978 the reappearance of the Pattern was due to diff,er-
ential adult nortality.
Adult zonation at the time of spar.lning night affect early
juveniJ-e zonat.ion, although there is little evidence of this. llhe
1978-79 group were d,enser on the upper shore' cortesponding to adult
densities which were (non-sigrnificantly) higher on the uPPer shore'
In contrast the Lg77-78 grouP, denser on t}1e lower shore' had an
opposing zonation to the adults (but were nainly older juveniles),
arrd the zonation of ttre 1979-80 group in November L979 !,tas not reflect-
ing the adult Pattern.
The hydrodlmamic regime is a probable influence on ttre dis-
persal of juveniles. As previously mentioned, juveniles do not remain
concentrated around the tr:be of ttre parent female, notwithstanding their
apparent inability to swi:n attay. Wave disturbance of surface sediment
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does occur and. nay lift juveniles into suspension, and sr:bseguently
transport them together with other bed-Ioad rraterial- During strong
NNW winds at the Pauatahanui site complete sediment turnover occurred
to 10 rrr depth and sediment distr:rbance to 30 mm (technique of Steele
et al. 1g7o) . A.xiothelLa seruata luveniles were vulnerable to such
erosion because Decenber 19gl sampling showed that 988 of individuals
were within 15 nur of the surface. It is likely the tendency was for
shorewards transport of displaced juveniles at Pauatahanui as the
prevailing winds were onshore. Upshore accr:mulations (Novaber L978'
January Lg7g, Decenber 1981) are possibly accounted for by this nechanism'
Downshore accr:mulations (February and May L978, Noveober L9791 reguire
the influence of unknown local cr:rrents or other explanations, such as
differential nortality frorn increased upshore Physico-chenical stress'
and active att€mpts to enter the water rnFss on the ebb tide.
It has been previously observed that erosion and subseguent
transSnrt of benthic, infaunal, PolYchaete juveniles occur (Boaden 1968,
Shaffer LgTg'). Also several cases of apparent active migration via
the water mass have been recorded (Sircn 1968, Eckelbargex 1974, Farke
and Berghuis 19?9qp, Dauer et a1. 1980), although the circuostances
giving rise to these movements are ;norly known. The nost interesting
exa.nple for comparison wLt]5. AsLothella ser"ata is ttre recorded dis-
lnsitions of Arenieola marLna on the extensive intertidal flats of the
Wadden Sea and Brittany. Dense nearshore patches of juveniles occur
(Farke et aI. Lg|g, Beukema and de Vlas 1979, PolLack 1979) t because
larvae and subsequently juveniles tend to be carried upshore (Farke and
Berghuis 1979+). Ilowever, later as I grouP individuals their density
decreases nearshore and increases downshore (Beukema and de Vlas 1979'
Pollack Lg7gl. Individuals of this age occur in planJcton samples, and
so the inference is that passive transport downshore occurs (Beukema
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and de VIas 1979). The occurrence of movement both up and down the
shore appears to require a behaviour change from entry into the water
nass on the flood tide to entry on the ebb. However, the situation
requires more investigationi randon processes rnay suffice to give
the observed, dispositions.
SIZE ATID AGE ASSESSMEIIT
AsiotheLla set?ata and most other polychaete worms lack
structures from wtrich a direct age assessment of an individual can be
made, thus restricting population-structure analysis to size-frequency
data. Age assessupnt is hampered, by overlaPping size rangesof age
classes, as occurs in many anirnals, but with additional variation
present because the precise size of a soft-bodied worm is difficult to
assess. Setiger-one width measurement allowed separation of the O
group A. senrafu, individuals fron the adults, and also showed the exist-
ence of two adult age classes, which were distinct for part of the year.
From the decLine of the two-year-old grouP a maximum life strnn of three,
maybe four years appears probable. A conparable age structure has been
shown for ArenieoLa mwi.na (Pollack 1979) , but a six-year life span has
been observed in aquaria (lftrandrup 1935) .
llhe analysis of size in relation to setiger develoSment shosed
that width measurement was an insensitive index of early juvenile devel-
opment. Additionally, within a group of juveniles with the sane setiger-
total ttre enpected inverse relationship of length to width (due to
variation in contraction) was demonstrated. Calculated vohne gave a
better overall fit to setiger-cor:nt data than length or width separately-
Besides direct measurement the assessnent of size and age nay be
approached through counts of body parts. The number of setigers was the
best indicator of size and agre in early juveniles, but less advantageous
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for older juveniles because additions cane less frequently as the adult
total of 22 setigers was aPProached. For older juveniles the maximtst
nunber of nenrosetal hooks, possibly a furction of body diameter, showed
potential as an ind:lcator of normal width of a variably contracted in-
dividual. Ttis size measure could be extended to adults, although the
number of hooks becoms less readily assessed as size increases and
worrns becme more opaque, necessitating dissection and slide mounting
before exarnination. Seta1 counts have apparently not been previously
used for ttre purpose of age analysis in polychaetes. In the case of
Artoth.ella sewata the labour involved may not be worthwhile for study
of population age structurer but such counts could be a useful- aid when
the best assessment of the age of an individual was reguired.
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SECEION
POPUI,ATION Dt-![AI{ICS OF TTIE INFAUNA], POLYCNAETES
MICROSPIO SP. (SPIONIDAE) AT.IP CAPTTELI,A SP. (CAPIIEI,LIDAE)
ON A PAUATNTANUT INLET INTEFSIDAI, SAND FI,AT
ABSTRACI
The population dlmalqics of Mi,croslio 
"p. and cqiteLla sp.
lrere investigated fron seasonal samples, 500 Um sieve processed, from
a stratified transect pair, and from sore subseguent, nore finely-
sieved sanples during dense recruitment periods. Both species are
sal.l, surface-dwelling, short-lived deposit-feeders, believed to
reproduce near year-round but with a spring-suuner SnaJ<'
Miarospio sp. density 5naked in August (winter) at about
5 thousand ra-z and was lowest in February when estj-mated by 500 pn
sieve. Size-frequencies were uni-glodal indicating continuous repro-
duction, but changes jn densi.ties of widttr classes and shifts in tbe
mode suggested a pre-February settleraent peak and an August to February
aduLt decline. Finer sieve =*pf"" showed dense larval recruitment
occurred during spring, at first creating a seParate nodal group of
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spring recruits (to 3? thousand 
^-t), and continued through sumter
before an autumn decline. Width and setiger-total size measures,
having a direct functional relationship, gave sjnilar populat5-on
structure esti-nates. Size zonation, as well as density zonation,
shovred no pronounced trend.
CqitelLa sP. density peaked in May (autr:mr) at about
2.3 thousand m-2 and was lowest in February when esti-mated by 500 1tn
sieve. Size-frequencies leere again r:nimodal and, unlike Mi.erospi.o sp.,
showed only slight seasonal, shifts. Variation in settlenent was un-
cLear, but the nr:nber of egg masses produced was lower in autr:mn and
winter. Finer sieve samples showed juvenite settlenent increased to
form a modal grouP in late spring, while at first adult density de-
creased before renewing by JanuarY (ca. 7 thousand rn-2). A decline
in density and recruitnent had occurred by May, and lower densities
continued until late spring. Samples processed by 500 prn sieve pro-
vided scre indication of Mictospio sp. settlemeng but only indicated
adult changes in CqitelLa sp. because of smaller ltorm size.
INTRODUCTION
llhe small deposit-feeding polychaetes Mi.etospto sp. and
Cqi,tella sp., comnonest of intertidal macrofauna at the Par:atahanui
transect site, are short-lived species with breeding occr:rri.:ng more
or less continuously in the populations. As a result age classes as
such do not exist, so that size-frequency data yield less infomation
than can be obtained fron Long-lived species with discrete breeding
seasons. Nevertheless both the MLerospio sp. and Cqitella s9.
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populations had density and size-frequency changes wfiich can be
interpreted meaningfully. These two species are considered together
because of population structure and cycle similarities' and because
both were assessable by short cores due to their surfacedwelling
habits.
The biology of MicrospiO species, and of the related genus
SpiO, is little knor4n. However, descriptions have been qiven of
larval stages and develoixrent of MLez.ospio meeznikouvion (ClaparEde.
and Mecznikow 1869, Cazau< Lg/Ll , h|. atlotti,ca Glannerz 1956) r and of
Spio spp. (!4esnil and Caullery L9L7, Olcuda L946, Ilannerz 1956, Simon
Lg67t 1968, Guerin Lg72l. Spem nay !g in spe:matoPhores, but are
not necessarily transferred directly fron male to fernale (ClaparEde
and Mecznikow 1869, Rice 1978). After an initial develotrment period
wittrin an egg string, wtrich is a cylindrical series of capsules attached
within the female tube, the larvae become pLanktonic ofr in a second
tlpe of develoSment wittrout a pla4ktonic disp,ersal stage, continue to
occupy the egg string wflile feeding on nurse e99s. Both develognent
tlE)es occur in 5. maytinensis, S. Setosa and ,9. decovata (Mesnil and
Caullery L}LT , Sinon Lg67 , Guerin L972). lftre PoPulation dlmanics of
SpLo and Mi'erospio sPP. have not been previously reported.
lrtore is knorvn of ttre biology of CqitelLa spg. The Paua-
talranui Cqitella sp. is a rnenber of ttre d. eqit6ba species cortplex'
at present iL1-defined tanonomicalLy and not readily separable
morphologically. Grassle and Grassle (1976, L977, 1978), and Grassle
(1979) have used code numbers and letters to refer to ten Nortfi
American species they have detected. Further discussion of the tax-
onony is given in the APPendix. Literature relevant to the p'opulation
cycles and reproduction of what has previously been called d. cqi,t6bA
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is reviewed below and in the discussion. The citations may be con-
sidered as referring to several closely related species.
cqitella spp. have been widely reported and have received
special attention for their opportunistic capacity to become prominent
in organically polluted or disturbed environnents (e.g., Reish L960'
Grassle and Grassle L974, Pearson and Rosenberg L978' Gray L979'
,Janes and Gibson 1980, and references therein). Reproduction and
larval settlenenE Ln CqiteLla spp. continue all year in taperate
habitats, although seasonal peaks often occur (Rasmussen 1956, Grassle
and GrassLe L974, Watling L915, Dauer and Simon 1975, Foret L975,
warren I9?6a, Dauer 1980, Hannan 1981), and the species Ia and IrI of
Grassle and Grassle (L977, 1978) haye a more limited breeding season
in winter and early spring. In scme Populations hermaphroditisn
occurs (warren 1975b, Grassle and Grassle 1975, Grassle l'979). Afte!
culturing inbred lines, Grassle (1979) suggested the occurrence of
harraphroditisn increases under conditions that facilitate inbreeding,
such as during a recolonisation.
Early larval developurent talces place during a p,eriod of in-
cubation while the embryos are in an egg mass which lines ttre tube of
ttre feurale. Srcrm the trochophore stage development may continue as
totally benthic or include a planktonic Snriod of variable, but usually
short, duration (Eisig 1898, Rasnussen 1956' Reish L974, Foret L975'
crasste and Grassle 1976 , Lg77, Lg78l. Direct and planktonic devel-
otrnent may co-occur in one e{Jg rnass (Foret 1975) . The lanral
morphology has been described by a nr:nber of autfuors, anong them the
first four cited above. Some differences between t|e sibling species
in egg and larval morphology and length of oogenesis have been de-
tected (erassLe and Grasste 1976, Eckelbarger 1980, Eckelbarger and
crassle 1982).
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The nrmber of oocytes in each spawning is variable and
partly dependent on vrorm size. Warren (1976a) retrnrted about 101000
ooclrEes spawned per female, Reish (1974) 150-200 in laboratory culture,
and Grassle and Grassle (L974) at first reported 6-500 oocytes, in-
creasing in number with length of female, Iater giving an overall range
of 30-2000 oocytes, the nr:mber varying for each sibling species, delnnd-
ing on food supply (Grassle and Grassle L977't. Their species tlr5le IIIa
had the lowest nrutber, at 30-50 per batch.
The interval between generations in Cqitella is 25-50 days,
and is dependent on temperature (neish and Barnard 1960, Reish L974,
California; Grassl-e and Grassle 1974, I'lassachusetts; Foret L975,
Mediterranean France). The one-year interrral estimated for an
estuarine Devon, England, population (Warren 1.976a) lacks direct evidence.
Worms nray spawn tlro or more ti-mes (Reish L974, after 9-16 day interval;
Blackstock and Pearson 1979, after 35-43 day interval).
MElTIODS
Details of sample collection and statistical treatments have
been described in Sections I and 2. In brief, a zoned transect pair
was sanpJ-ed quarterly, Novenber 1977 to Novsrber 1978' using 15 cm deep'
50.3 cm2 cores sieved through 5OO ym mesh, and a further left transect
sample in Novenber 1979 was processed through 500 and 250 pn neshes, the
top 3 cm separately. Also additional left transect silPles analysed
for MLerospi.o sp. and Cqitella sp. were taken on 16 November L978,
30 January 1979, and 29 May 1979 (24, 24, and 40 cores respectively) r
using 3 cm deep, 9.63 @2, cores sieved through 250 Um mesh, and during
spring 1981 (15 September, 13 October, and 11 Decenber), using 3 crn
deep, 1.29 ctr2, cores (n = 56/transect) sieved through 72 Un mesh.
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Means of large sanPles (]AO cores) were compared by parametric test,
whereas the Marur-whitney u-test (MI,ru) , and limits cited as ! zsE '
were approPriate for otlrer samPle comparisons'
Ttrearralysisofthedeepcore'500pnuesh,samplesis
presented first, and provides information on changes in the adult
population, but little on juvenile recruitment rates in these two
species because of their small size. However, cosrbined with
analysis of recruitnent frm later fine-sieve santpling, an integrated
interpretation of Snpulation structure was possible'
Microspi.o sp. size was assessed frcm body widttr (excluding
parapodia) across setiger 6 naturaL ma:<imqru, using 25 Un size classes'
which trere later grouped into 50 lrn classes to stooth size-frequencies'
Setiger counts vrcre also used, especially when large nrnbers of complete
juveniles $ere present. MicrOSpio sp. Iess ttran about 250 pn width
\rele assessed under the compor:nd ,ni croscope, whereas larger worms cOUld
be examined pnder a d:lssecting rnicroscolE. Frequencies ltere increased
proportionately to equal the trr:e numhr examined under each nricroscope
to avoid bias in setiger counts towards ttre more frequently conPlete
small worms.
Cqitella sp. size was assessed fron the body 'width' (here
tlre dorso-ventral dept[) at setiger 3-4 natural mil(imum' neasured under
a compoqnd microscope using 10 U31 size classes, Iater grouped into 20 Um
classes. Thoracic length, used as a size index for C. eqitataby
Warren (1976a), couLd not be determined accurately for Pauatahanui
worms, which were much smaller than those in warren's study.
Morphometric relationships were examined by regression anal-
ysis of variance, and expressed in linear for:rr using t|e geometric
mean regressron equation (see Section 2, methods) '
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ffiSULTS
MICROSPIO SP.
POPULAEION DyIIAI"IICS FROM 5OO UM SIEVE SAI',IPLES , L977-792
population densities of Mierospi,o sp. in Novembex l-977, L978, and
Ig79 were not significantly different (3.5I t 0.41, 4.18 t 0.48'
and 4.56 t 0.75 (2SE) thousand *-2 t"=pectively), but during tlre
].;g77-78 year densities changed sigrnificantly between all quarterly
sanples (Fig. 23). After 3.61 t O.4I thousand m-2 in November L977
ttre potrulation \ras at a rinimr:m in Februar'y L97e Q'6O t 0'35
thousand,-t), then increased (!aay 3.g6 t 0.55 thousand ur-2) to the
Augrust maximum of 6.26 ! O.77 thousandm-2, declining again in November
(4.1g t 0.48 thousand *-2) .
The size distribution of t"liercspi.o sP. \tas unfurodal and also
relatively stabLe (fig. 24a) , suggesting recmitment, hence reproduction'
could be nearly continuous and life span sholt. Some consistent change
did, however, occur. !'or the three November samples ttre population mode
class was 450 lJn, but it dropped one class to 40O Um in February, then
rose by May to 450 UB, and to 550 Un by August. tlhen the population was
diviiled into three a ttend ltas more clearly seen (Fig. 24a, classes 400
to 500 pm inclusive conprise ttre shaded rniddle group). The density of
mallest individuals increased frc'n Novenber L977 lo Februarlz 1978 (750
to 1240 m-2), declined by haLf in May (5OO n-2) and further declined
through August and Novenber 1978 (580 a'd 380 n-2). Those of niddle
size declined by half from Novenber to February (2580 to 1320 t-2),
then increased through May and Augrust to Noveuber (2250, 3250, and
34OO n-2). The largrest declined (from 280 m-2 in November) to a low
of 40 *-2 i1 Februar?, but increased greatly in May and in August G010
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and 2430 *-t), before declining to 410 *-2 it' November 1978'
These changes \,rere consistent with progressive grovrth of a
d,ominant grouP formed frorn a pre-February settlement peak, some
ildividuals of which became large enough to be retained in the
sieve in February, before the group as a whole subsequently pro-
gressed through the size range and peaked in the 500 Un assessnent
in Augfust. The decline of larger adults from August through Nov-
ember, and inferred on to February, indicates continuous high
mortality of about 0.01 individual-l.day-l 
' 
even with recruitment'
POPULATION DY-I{A}IICS FROM 250 W SIEVE SA!{PLES , L978-79t
The population structute of Mien1spio s9. revealed by 500 ltrn lesh
processing was incomplete as this sieve size allowed a large proPortion
of snall individuals to pass through. The size rErnge of setiger six
widths, the widest part of ttre body, indicates that potentially more
than 5Ot of the retained PoPulaLion could have passed the sieve' In
practice in the Noyeurber 1979 sasrple 53? of individuals passed the
5OO Un sieve to be retained on the 250 l.m sieve' These rrere mainly
juveniles as the percentage of the total 9.73 ttrousand rn-2 population
retained, by the 5OO Un sieve for different size classes was 83t for
550 Un and above classes, 73t for 500 to 4OO lra classes inclusive'
but I7t for below 4OO Un classes and l1t for 250 lrn and below classes
(see fig. 24a1. The November L979 cores, divided as colLected into
o-3 sr, 3-15 crn depth portions, also showed that rcre than 99t of
MietosVto sp. were in the top 3 cm, even thouqh X-rays of sedi-ment
blocks revealed Microspio sp. potentially could descend 15 cm dor*rt
existing vertical burrows. Thus cores to 3 cn depth adequately
assessed the population.
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Fig. 23 Mienospio sp. seasonal mean d,ensities as
thousands per m2 t 95* lirnits, or t 2SE for 250 pm
series and Novenber L979. Dianonit(s) indicate
P <0.05 (P <0.01) sigmificant differences. Note
scale change.
Fig. 24 Mtcrospio sp. width size-freguencies Lg77-Lg?g
as densities per m2 for 5O Un size classes. Mode class
(dia^nond s1mbol), total population density, and nunber of
individuals measured al-so indicated.
a) Densities in 500 Um processed sanples as hundreds
per 12, with shaded classes (4OO-5OO Un) clarlfying changes
in size distribution, and Novenber L979 Z5O-5OO Lm sieve
estinate added (hatched).
b) Densj,ties in 250 I'n processed samples asr thousands
5r"= 12. November 1978 has the 5OO Un trnpulation estimate
superi.mposed, and inset for January is ttre setiger-total
size-frequenoir in 3-setiger classes.
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In November 1978 MLetospio sp. density was 23'38 t 3'14
(2SE) thousand *-2 fto* cores processed using 250 U111 sieve mesh,
compared with the 4.18 thousand m-2 estimate discussed earlier fron
cores collected alongside and processed using 500 1.tm sieve mesh
(Fig. 23). The difference was mainly due to a distinct modal group
of smaller juvenile individuals up to 300 1.tm class undetected when
ttre larger mesh was used (see Fig. 24b superimposed size-freguencies) '
with also some less important r:nderestimation of the older group'
Sgbsequently in a late January sanple the totaL population \tas at
about the sane density Q2.43 t 3.OO (2SE) tttousand t-2), the PoPu-
Iation S30O pm had increased slightly from I3.3 to I5.4 tbousand m-2,
indicating recruitment continued at the sane rate, white the November
adult population of >400 1rm class had decreased from 9.2 to 5.0
ttrousand m-2. A setiger-count size-frequency (Fig. 24b inset) rras
similar ln shape to the width frequency, suggesting ttre latter ade-
quately approxinated ttre state of setiger development (and presroably
of growEh or age) of inctividuals (see later).
BylateMaythepopulationdensitywasl5tlessttrarrin
January at 19.L4 ! 2.76 (2SE) thousand, m-2, (!lWU, a sigrnificant de-
crease, P (0.05). The size classes <3OO utrl had less than half the
density of Novenber and January, but all larger classes had increased'
fhis is consistent with a decline in the rates of reproduction and
settlement togettrer with progressive growth of spring-su@er settlement
peak individuals. By November 1979 a larqe population decrease had
occurred to 9.73 ! 1.33 thousand m-2 (Mwu'P <o'01), the size-frequency
was skewed towards a mode of larger, older worms and, unliJ<e November
1978, dense spring settlement had not yet appeared'
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POPUI,ATION DT'}IA!4ICS FROM 72 UM SIEVE SAIIPIJS' SPRTNG 198I:
To examine the effect on size-freguency of the spring period of re-
cruitment increase, establish the densities at settlement of the
earliest post-Iarvae, and compare the respective depth location of
adults and juveniles, a set of three transects was taken in september'
October, and December l98f in which cores were divicled into 0-15 mo'
15-30 nun depth portions as they were collected, and sieved through
250 um, then 72 1m mesh. Table 16 and Fig. 25 sr.unrrarise the density
estj-mates, and Fig. 25 displays the size-frequency distributions' in-
cluding depth-zone and sieve-mesh sr:bdivisions. The October transect
was to 15 nm depth only. Densities from an aPproximate division of
the trnpulation into adult and spring-recruit (juvenile) grouPs' the two
modal grouPs apParent in the size-frequenciesr €lr€ included in Table 16'
In naking the division overlaPs were assqmed to be egual, cancelling
out, an acceptable procedure where densities are high and overlaP com-
parativeJ.y small. Setiger-based estjmates vtere probably more
accurate due to less overlap, but those width-based gave comparable
densities of the two groups (Table 15). Consistent with the division
apparent in size-frequencies, the spring-recruit grouP was widened in
December to encompass the increasing size of older recruits.
In Septenber adults comprised about 64* of the 33 thousand
m-2, alttrough the existence of a distinct juvenile group showed
settlenent was occurring. Setiger and width frequencies showed a
spring-recruit mode at the I2-setiger, 2oo lrn classes' and an adult
mode at 33-setiger, 400 um classes (Eis. 26). The sharp division
between adults and juveniles suggests settlement rate had recently
increased, antd/or, coupled with high uortality, had been insuffici-
ently dense to produce nany survivors beyond the l9-setiger staqe'
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Fig. 25 MLerospio sp. mean density estimatesr spring
1981, for 0-3O, 0-15, and 15-30 uur depths t 95t limits
(vertical line). Shaded portions are >250 iln sieve
fractions.
Fig. 25 Mtc*oayio sp. spring J.981 size-freguencies,
as thousands 5nr n2, w-ith L5-30 m depth and 72-250 pn
sieve subdiv{sions indj.cated by shadings. For t}re wtrole
population widttr freguencies (to Left) are in 50 Un classes,
rdth setiger-total frequencies (centre) in 3-setiger classes,
and f,or ttre spring-recnrit population setiger-total fre-
guencies (to rigbt) are in l-setiger classes.
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In October the density to 15 mm depth was slightly (non-
significantly) Iower at l8 thousand m-2 (19 ttrousand rn-2 in
Septernber). Size-freguencies indicate adult densities may have
been dropPing, whereas there was little change in recruitment, and
an increased nunber of 17- to 2l-setiger older individuals (Fig' 26) '
On 16 November zones 1 and 2 mean density was 20 thousand m-2 to
15 mn depttr and 24 thousand m-2 to the full 30 mn depth (11 cores) '
A full transect was not Snssible due to weather conditions during
the spring tide period. Then by early Decenber density had increased
greatly to 35 thousand. *-2 itt the surface 15 nm (from October,
p <O.OO1), and 45 thousand m-2 to 30 nnn. Size-frequencies showed
the spring-recruit group had increased fron about ll t6ousand m-2 in
Septenber to about 37 thousand m-2, whereas the adult grouP had
declined considerabl.y fron about 21 ttrousand to I thousand m-2 (or
from 641 down to 18t of the total Population). The decrease was
apparent mainly in ttre near-surface adults (donn to about L thousand m-2
frorn 8-9 thousand m-2), whereas the droP in the deeper adult Snpulation
was less (down to about 7 thousand m-2 fron about 13 thousand m-2,
FLq. 26, Table 16). This apparent differential decline may have been
because the su:rriving september adults !{ere now older and located
somewhat deeper. By Deceuber about dogble ttre nrnber of just-settled
post-larvae (to l-5 setigers) and three times as many spring-recruits
as in September v,ere present. The r.mgrouped setiger-total freguencies
indicate larval settlenent occurs mainly at L2 anil 13 setigers' lhe
trend suggests that continuation of a high level of reproduction and
settlement will fill in the niddle of the size-frequency so that it
becomes a skewed, near unimodal distribution as in January and May L979'
As e:$)ected, recently-settled individuals htere near-surface
and older, Iarger individuals tended to occur deeper in the sediment'
No irunediate post-Iarvae (to t5 setigers) occurred below 15 mr and only
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Iow nr.ubers of older spring-recruits (about 6t of the group in
septernber, 9t in Decenber). Adults were denser below 15 mm, especi-
aIly in Decenber, and especially the larger adults' overall only
15t of individuals passed the 250 pm mesh, all yor:ng spring-recruits
(FiS. 25,26) .
Thenrgrberofeggstringswasrelativelylowinsanples
despite evidence of high reproductive effort (one in the septenber
sarple, two in December, i.e., L4O ! 340 m-2 and 280 t 430 m-2 te"5'"t-
tively). However, as egg strings night be located deeper in the
buffows than the 3 c.m core depth, their near-surface density nray not be
indicative of the relative spawning activity'
zoNATIoN z |,lLqospio sp. lacked strong density trends in
zonation over the intertidal (Section 1), but the density increase in
the near-shore zone 1, aPparent in lrtay and August' was markedly more
pronognced than in other zones. Size-freguencies shoned the zone I
worms were not from new settlement, but rather older individuals
si-urilarly present in zone 2 (Fig. 27d . As siae-frequencies \dere
si.milar, better sieve retention of larger individuals was not the
explanation of high zone 1 densities. Presrnably settlenent/sunrival
earlier in the year had been superior in that zone'
However,zonationof|,lLenospiosP.juvenilesdidnotshow
density trends or consistent Patterns in subsequent, fine-sieved
samples. Size-frequencies also indicated little zonal variation in
settlenent intensity (e.g., Fi9. 27b) '
REI,ATIoNSIIIP oF sIzE To sETIGER-ToxAl: The relationship
between the two size measures used fot MLerOSpiO sP., bodY width and
the total nr:mber of setigers, $tas investigated using data fron the
finer-sieve samples to give grood coverage of the range of sizes (Fiq'28) '
-r41-
Fig. 27 Mierosptio sp. size zonation.
a) Width size-freguencies per zone as percentages
for 5O pm classes; May plus August I97g conbined, 500 pl
processed samples.
b) Setiger-total size-frequencies per zone as
percentages for 3-setiger classesi Deceober 1991, 72 ttm
processed, sanrple.
8ig- 28 Mienoepio sp. width to setiger-total rerationship.
For crarity the width data are presented as mean and range
(a11 data used in regressions), ercept for the few data
points at the ends of the setiger range. I{idth data,
recorded, in 25 pm classes, were from January and Novenber 1929,
September to Decenber 19Bl samples (n = G9l).
rJeast-sgu:rres-regression lines of width on setiger-
total and the converse are shovnr (r2 = O.g6G5). The geometric
me€rn regression was
width = -6.02 + (12.18 x setiger-total)
where width is in um.
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Fegression analysis indicated the body width/setiger-total relation-
ship was close to arithrnetic linearity (lack-of-fit ratio = 2.62t
tabutated F = L.42). Figure 28 shows that the minimun39r650r0.95
widttr of the yor:ngest individuals did not droP below the 125 1tn class'
There was otherwise a direct relationship between body width and
setiger-total. This confirms size-freguency comparisons, wherein the
two size measures gave si-ltilar results-
I,ARVAI DEVEIOPMENT AI{D POST-LAR\IAL MORPEOI,OGY: lThC Egg
strings in wtrich early Mienospio sp. development takes place were
rarely retained in tlre deep, coarse-sieved cores (and there are thus
no data on their seasonaL occurrence), because, r:nlike nany sPionids'
the species has no sand grain tr:be in which eggs could be protected
and retained during sieving of saurples. frhe egg-nr.mber per brood was
not high as the largest string obtained had only 142. The stage at
uhich larvae leave the egg string is probably aror:nd 3 setigers, as all
eggs (about 1oo lxtr diameter) were developing in the strings exanined,
indicative in spionids of early hatching and a planktonic period of
several rreeeks (e.g., Blake f969), and also as the oldest larvae seen
in strings had 2 setigers. Develo5ment in ttre plankton was not
studied.
After settlement at about 12-13 setigers' Post-Iarval
Mlerospio sp. at first retain the pigrnentation pattern of a plank-
tonic larva. Pigrmentation consists of a bar of black pigment'
arising fron two adjacent chronatophores' present mid-dorsally on
setigers 2 to 7, a lateral series of black chromatophores on tlre
posterior surface of ttre setiger 4 to 6 notopodi-al lobes, and a
chromatophore pair on the dorsal pygidiun. Older juveniles and the
adults are unpigrrented. The group of post-larvae with pigurentation
in the December 1981 sample had a mean setiger-tota1 of 14-I' range
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g-1g setiglers, whereas for those up to 20 setigers without pigtent-
ation (17 of 89, or 19.1t) mean setiger-total was 18'0' range 15-20'
yolnrger post-larvae tended to have more comPressed segrnents' with
comparatively squat bodies and less pointed prostoraia than the com-
pletely metanorphosed individuals.
Post-Iarval setae are of the adult tyPe. The first
neurosetal hook vras present from setiger 8 or 9 i-n the yor:ngest' but
anteriorhooksr,vereProgressivelylostinolderindividuals'beginning
from setiget L2 on an l8-setiger ldorm, frour 14 in a 2o-setiger norm
and frost 17 in adults. the characteristic four anal cirri \'{ere Pres-
ent in all Post-Iarvae.
CAPIWLI'A SP.
POPULATION DSIA!4ICS FROM 5OO UM SIE\E SN{PLES ' 19'7'7-792
Seasonal density changes in the CqiteLla sp. PoPulation were all
s5-gnificant except between May and August (Fig' 29) ' From 2'54 t
0.43 thousand ur-2 in Novenber L977 ttre density dropped by more thart
half to L.Ze t 0.23 thousand m-2 in Februarl L978, then nearly
doubled by ttay (2.31 ! O.42 thousand t-'), declined slightly by
August (2.L2 ! 0.35 thousand t-2) , and firrther declined to Noyenber
l97g (I.32 ! O.27 thousand m-2. Annual population as assessed in
Novenber fell signrificantly between 197? and 1978 and then rose in
1979 to 2.18 t o.33 (2sE) tttousand m-2 (l4lilu' P <o'10) ' These
densities are means for the courplete intertidal strip, but the species
is more abr:ndant on the uPPer two-thirds of the shore (Section 1) '
Duringt}reperiodofstudysize-frequenciesrernainedrrni-
modal and more or less s nmetrical (rig' 30a) ' and the mode class of
the population barely altered. For the three November sanples and
-145-
also Augrust 1978 it was 22O W; in February 1978 it had dropped to
2OO Un and remained the same in May, The pre-February population
decline was spread over all size classes as was the increase re-
corded in May. By Augrust, despite a slight overall density drop,
ttrere vras an increase in the nunber of larger, older individuals
(:260 Um class). Then by November 1978 t'he poputation decline
was aga'in over most size classes 
' 
except density <200 1m slightly
increased. The lack of a pronounced seasonal trend in overall size-
f::equency suggests either that ttrere was no seasonal trend in recruit-
ment rate, and the density variation related to fluctr:ation in
nortality causes, or that recruits were nostly not retained by the
sieve mesh r:ntil they had nerged into adult size classes.
Ttre changes in density of the egg nasses females were in-
cubating ind.icated reproductive activity was higher in tlre spring and
sulmer samples than those of autunn and winter, deSpite lower adult
density, ffig. eS; egg mass density decrease February to May 1978
sigrnificant (P <0.05), Augrust to Noyenber 1978 increase aLmost sig-
nificant (P <0.06), ald May to Novenber 1979 increase highly sigrnificant
(Mwu, P <0.01)],
Egg masses of incgbating females had a mean of 15.3 embryos,
range 1-42 (SD 8.16, n = L22) r on€ of the lor+est recorded for Cqitella,
although it is probably an underestimate due to some losses by attrition
of the mass in processing. The earliest enbryos e{ere ovate, 90-160 Um
by 140-210 U111. Advanced setigerous larvae often occurred, the largest
of whictr had 14 setigers with a width of 90 pm. A planktonic dispersal
period \tas most probably brief or absent if larvae in alL egg nasses
developed similar numbers of setigers before leaving-
-145-
ELg. 29 eqi,tel'1;,a 6p. nean densities L97V-79 as tlrousands
per m2 t 95t linits, or ! 2SE for 250 lb Series and Norrenber
1979. Diamond(s) lndicate P <0.05 (P <O.0X) siignif,j'cant
diff,erences. EgE-massr dtensities are fror 50O lln processed
sanBJ.e.s in 19?8, and 25,0 un samples in 1979. Note tWO s,Cale
ehenges.
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Fig- 3o cqiteLla sp. size-frequencies as hr:ndreds per m2
for 20 pn classes (400 pn and above as roo lun classes).
ltode class (diaurond slanboJ.) , total population density, and
number of individuals ueasured also indicated.
a) Densities in 5OO !m processed s.qFles L977-79,
with November 1979 250-500 pm sieve estimate added (shaded)
b) oensities in 250 Un processed sa5lles, Novanraer
L978-79. Novenber L978 has the 500 llra sieve estimate
superi-nposed.
c) Densities in 22 Um prooessed s--Fles, spring I9gI,
with 15-30 m depth subdivision shaded (october sanpre to
15 uur only).
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POPUI,ATION DYNAII'IICS FROM 250 UM SIE\IE SA}4PLES, L978-792
Capitella sp. individuals remained. small polychaetes at the site,
and were retained in ttre 500 Un sieve partly because their bulk was
usually increased due to an attached sand grain and mucous tube'
Comparison of 250 Um and 5OO Un sieve results for Novembet L979
showed a distinct group of small individuals was not detected by
the 500 Un sieve assessment (Fig. 30a) I and when included raj-sed
the population density estimate by 57* to 3.63 t 0.63 (2SE)
thousand m-2. The 500 pm sieve had retained 93t of individuals
2200 pn class but only 18t of <200 Um classes (including 471 of
160 plus 180 pn classes, but 3t of s140 yn classes). The Nov-
ember 1979 samples also shoved ttrat aLutost all of Cqi.tella sp.
were in the top 3 cn of sedi-rnent (99.51), and thus t!1e population
was sanpled effectively by cores only to that depth.
The Novenber L978 transect using 250 Un sieve processing
assessed, density at 4.33 t L35 (2SE) thousand m-2 (1.37 thousand m-2
in 5OO pm sieve sample set collected alongside), and si'nilarly showed
a distinct rjuveniler modal group in the size-freguency (Fig. 30b) '
In ttris case the coarser resh retained 69t of the older grouP :200 Urt
class, but only 9t of juveniles in <2oo um classes (see Fig. 3ob
superiJnposed size-frequencies). By late January 1979 ttre population
density had increased to 6.88 t 1.15 (2SE) thousand m-2 (not sigrrif-
icantly, MWU, P = 0.06). llhe two size grouPs were still apparent,
but density in intermediate size classes had increased, partly filling
the gap between ttre modes, and adults had become more dense than
juveniJ.es.
By late May density had dropped to 4.70 t 1.06 thousand m-2
(MWU, P = 0.O7) , the two size groups had effectively merged, with the
-r50-
distribution sketed away from the smaller, yoqnger individuals, and
more of the largest size classes present. By mid November 1979 two
separate modes were again Present as noted earlier, surviving adults
exceeded juveniles in density, and density had droPped to 3.64 t 0'63
thousand m-2.
The trends indicate that reProduction and settlement rateg
were greatest in spring and sr.:mner of the Novenber L978-79 1r€d!r and
that restocking of the population proceeded at a lower level in auturnrt
and winter, with population structure shifting towards larger, older
individuals, and juveniles recruiting at an insufficient rate to
maintain a distinct nodal grouP.
POPULATIOnI DY-IiIAII{ICS FROM 72 uI{ SIE\IE SAI',IPIES 
' 
SPRING 1981:
As for MLerOspio sp., the effect on size-frequency of any spring re-
cruitment increase, the densities of ttre yorrngest settling individuals'
and the respective depttr locations of adults and juveniles, ldere ex-
anjned from transects in the spring of 1981 (October transect to 15 m
ilepttt only) .
In mid Septerrber population density was 2'64 ! 1'15 thou-
sand m 2 to t5 nn depttr (3,19 t I.49 thousa'd *-2 to ful1 30 rm depth) '
Then by mid october the 0-15 mu population decreased slightly (non-
sigrnificantly) to 2.36 t O.9O thousand m-2. Ttrerefore recruitment
qras occurring at a low rate in Septenber and October. The size-
frequencies were probably uni-modal, with the mode at the 200 pm class,
although ttre Fig. 3Oc size-frequencies have gaPS that are not meaning-
firl because the ilensity of CqiteLla sp. proved too low to obtain
adeguate numbers fron the samPles
By Deceruber the population to 15 nun depth increased sigrnif-
icantly (p <0.01) to 6.80 ! 1.72 thousand m-2 (7.34 t 1.78 thousand m-2
-I51-
to full 30 uur). The increase was in the snaller size classes with the
populationmodeatthel00umclass,andbothitandS0umclasses
present for the first time, whereas densities of larger classes 2260 ttm
decreased (fig. 3Oc). The 15-30 rur Snpulation remained unchanged fron
its Septe*ber density of 0.55 thousand m-2. No egg masses occurred in
the september sanple, and four and three respectively in october and'
Decenber, or about 560 and 42O m-2. Thus a Inpul-ation build-up had
occurred between october and Decenber. The juvenile and adult nodal-
srroup pair were not distinct in December as they had been in November
of earlier L978-79 sanrpling. This stage may be of short duration' thus
occurring between sanples on this occasion'
The percentage of Cqitella sp' in the surface 0-15 m
layer was 891, thus confirming the shallow-burrowing nature of both
juveniles and adults. The few that did occur deeper tended to be the
larger, older individuals (rig. 30c). In septarn}er and october samples
only about 3* of individuals passed through a 250 Um mesh' but in
Decernber, when recruitnent was heavier, the proportion increased to 26t'
Thus, as for MteroSVLo sp., 250 pm sieve processing still underesti'urated
the newest recruits.
ZONATION: Cqitella sp. has an uPPer shore orientated
density zonation, witb zones 1-5 regarded
(Section l). No indication was apParent
heavier settlenent continued in any one zone. similarly changes in
size distributj-on between zones I-5 were slight (Fig. 31) . lloviever,
in l-ow tide zones 7 and I a small nurnber of distinctly Larger individ-
uals was present. This was unexpected as zones of lower density should
have fewer survivors reaching the largest sizes. rn subsequent trans-
ects intertidal zonation persisted as in the pattern described for
L977-7A (Section 1).
as
in
the zones of abundance
Lg77-78 data that narkedlY
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Fig. 3l C_qitelrl,a sp. sizs-f,nequencJ.e,s lrer zone as
perEerleages for 20 Ue classes, using stal sf Nov,ember lg??
' to Novenber 1978 50O U0 lxroceased saaples. Ol,aoOqds
Lr,rdicate m€an siaes.
Fig. 32 cqi.tella sp. lengrt[,/wc.attb data for tie r'idth raage
of LOO to 290 Un (Ie!lg!h to 1og" scalel .
I€ast-squaaeE-regression 1ines of J.engrth on width
erlrd, the Eonv.Erse are showlr (t2 = 0.969l). lfhe gecmetrie
mean regtegsiosr was
Loge (trengtti) = 0.5?86 + (0,01379 x yldthl
wtreore lelngtlr is in Lh x 10,-a unitsr atrd widflr in Um.
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SIZE RELATIONSHIPS z Cqitella sp. Iength increased
considerably above about 170 Un body width. Regression analysis
showed the length/width relationship (fig.
(lack-of-fit ratio = 1.01, tabulated F
32) rras exponential
= 1.75). From18r58r0.95
tlre Fig. 32 equation the predicted length of an adult CapiteLla sp.
aE 22O Um width, the highest adult mode class, is thus 3.5 mt,
showing the sma1l size of most of ttre population. At 340 Um width,
the highest class to which size-frequency distribution was contilruous'
the predicted l-ength is L8.5 uur. A fe$r larger individuals up to 500 pro
class occasionally occurred.
DISCUSSION
MICROSPIO sP.
A consistent pattern of Mienospio sp. settleslent intensity
was shown in ttre three sa$pl-e series, and sone d,eductions can be nade
about the population dynamics of the species. Settlement, hence repro-
duction, probabl-y occurs year round but at a lower level in winter,
increasing during spring so ttrat a distinct nodal ifrouP of juveniles
appears, and continuing at the highel level through rnost of the sumer
before declining. Adult density falls during spring and early summer,
and recovers during autr:mn as the sprj.ng recnrits attain the adult sj.ze
range. The growth and density decline of the spring-srmer settlement
group indicates a life span of at most a few months beyond the next
spring.
There was no evidence from the lanra1 settlement of popu-
lation-wide synchronised spawning. Also ttre juveniles were nore or less
-r55 -
evenly distributed across the intertidal, unlike ttrose of Atiothella
sewata. Mierospio sp. adults and juveniles have swimning ability
and may continuously redistribute themselves-
Age structure of spionid populations has been studied
quantitatively rarely, and with little success (e.9.' Dorsett 1961,
Warwick et aI. 1978). Generally they are known from developnent
studies to grow raPidly, and to have generation tjnes shorter than
one year. Repeated spawning may occur during the breeding period
(Oean 1965, Blake 1969, Guerin 1973, Daro and Polk 1973, Myohara L979,
I98O) . Pseudopolydara pauaLbrotelt:Lata may sPawn at age one monttr
(Myohara 1980) , Polydom, etliata at lL months (Daro and Polk L9731,
and Malacoeeros fuLiginosas averaged a three-month generation tine and
a seven-month life span in culture, with less than five days betl'een
broods (Guerin L973, as SeoTzLeVts fuli.ginosa), PeqrLonospio sp. arrd
Boeeatdia probosei.dea had one- and two-year longevity respectively
(Kudenov L979, Tanai 1982).
Relevant life cycle information for genus Mictospio Ls
that M. neeznikoutidn lnad produced egg rnasses after less than six
nonths' recruitment into settlenent collectors (Mass6 and Guerin 1978) 
'
and its Larvae occurred in the plankton year-round at Arcachon with a
peak period from Jr:ne to September, i.e., sulmer to early autumn (Cazaux
1971). In the related genus E?LO poecilogony (pollmorphism of larval
type) occurs in ,9. setoga betrreen spring and autr,:mn spawnings on ttre
New flampshire-Massachusetts coast (Simon L967 | 1958) . The spring
larvae remained within the egg string, feeding on nurse e99s, and meta-
morphosed at 15-17 setigers w"ithout becouring planktonic (Si-non L9671 ,
nhereas 6-setiger larvae appeared in the plankton in autr:nn and, after
a planktotrophic period, metanorphosed at L8-2O setigers (Simon 1968).
Interestingly, in spring 5. setosa juveniles (to 96 setigers, 30 m)
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were found in large nr:rnbers in the plankton at night, showing
redistribution of the population occurred after larval settlement
(Simon L967, 1968) .
The life cycle characteristics ot fulterospto sp"
wittr its near-continuously reproduclng population, brooded early
development, seasonal settlenent Pe*, high rnortality, and probable
short f.ife span and generation time, are thus consistent with those
shown in ottrer sPionids.
CAPTTELLA SP.
fhe pauatahanui studies did not establish the presence
of a seasonal density and size-stnrcture pattern fox Cqitella sp' as
clearly as for Mictospi,o sp. This possiJcly rnay be because the pattern
is less pronounced or more variabler but is also in part because the
small size and narrotr rErnge of size rendered the species less amenable
to study. The 500 w Lg77-78 sanrple set always underesti'urated the
total population, and especially underestimated the youngest wolss'
In contrast to lrticrospio sp., the juveniles were not w'ithin the size
rErnge sanpled by the 5OO un mesh and, therefore, their recruitment-
rate changes lrere not apparent in that sample set' A second factor'
affecting all samples' was that the wicltlr frequencies ltere relatively
less sensitive to age-structure changes among adults thag in MicrOqiO
sp.. The adult width r.rnge was comParatively comPressed, as width
increase was slight with growth in length (an exponential relationship) '
whereas Ln Mi,erostrio ,p. widtfi increase was d'irectly proportional to
grorrth in length (as rePresented by setiger-total) '
Integration of results indicates tltat cqitelLa sp.
norurally has year-ror:nd reproductiOn which occurs at an increased rate
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in late spring and. stsrner, at first resulting in a juvenile modal group
in size-frequencies. The 1977-78 sanples taken witlr 500 pm mesh show
density changes ttrat may reflect those of the adult population but are
difficult to interpret in terms of an overall pattern of population
structure. In Lg78-7g samPles,using 250 Un meshrthe recruitment level
was high in November, the densest 'young adultr PoPulation occurred in
January, and the largest individuals occurred in May. Juvenile re-
cruitment apparently had continued at a high leve1 between Novenber 1978
and January 1979 but had declined by !4ay. Later in the year recruit-
ment rate was again high in November. The spring 1981 72 pm nesh
samples shoned increase in recruitment did not occur urttit after October'
and by December was accomPanied by a decrease in ttre adult density' The
data suggest ttrat mortality was high and life spatr was short, possibly
considerably less than one Year.
The CqiteLLa sp. population is more vul-nerable to short-
te:m adverse conditions than that of MLc'rospto sP- because a much higher
proportj.on of adults as well as juveniles is in the surface 0-15 snn
layer. Fluctuations in mortality rate corresPonding to short-tem en-
vironmental perturbations night partly obscure density effects of
longer-tom, seasonal, reproductive rate changes, and result in a
density pattern that is not constant frcm year to yeax. This nay
explain wtry February 1979 densities were low eortpared to November L977,
wtrereas late January J:979 densities r.rere high compared to November 1978'
To examine this, and the related probtem of how rapidly age structure
can change, a period of sarnpling more than once a month might be re-
quired. A population assessment specifieally for CapitelLa sp.
could be achieved efficiently using shallow core samPting linited to
the upper beach, since the species is near-surface, nore abundant up-
shore, and did not show age-structure zonation. To i-nprove
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age-structure resolution in future studies the use of body width as a
size measure might perhaps be augrmented by measuring lengtlr, or counting
capillary-bearing setigers (the nrsrber of which may relate to age and,
size). Counts of the total nurnber of setigers are inpractical as the
very stall posterior fascicles are difficult to detect.
In continuously breeding short-lived species such as
Capitella sp., and also InILctOSpio sp., the size-freguency structure shows
ttre changing rates of breeding and mortality. Unlike annual breedi-ng
species such as AriotVteLla seruatar modal groups do not necessarily repre-
sent age classes. Bimodal size structure occurs when settlement rate
increases rapidly, and continues until with ti.rne sufficient older juven-
iles survlve to fill the gap between adults and juveniles, or until the
settlement rate decreases. Modes move to ttre right wittr declining
settlement rate but ttreir movenent lags behind the real growth movement
of individuals.
To gain fr:rther infomation fron such size-frequencies
size-specific rates of mortality, fecundity, and growttr need to be
obtained. The problen is that laboratory rates are not applicable to
the field situation, and the conditions of the latter are difficuLt to
recreate in a manner that still provides the info:mation sought. It
is already known for exanple that Cqitella sPP. poPulations may in-
crease dranatically when they are initial colonisers, either in
sediment rendered artificially azoic, or after environmental distur-
bance (e.g., Eagrle and Rees 1973, Grassle and GrassLe L974, Rhoads
et al. 1978, Sand.ers 1978, Davis and Spies 1980, Sanders et al. 1980).
Problems wittr field experirnents begin with the destruction of the
initial sedjnent structure in setting up the experiment. Then the
experimental group is exposed to mixing with iumigrants of unknovJn aqe
if the plot has an open surface. Natural predators are excluded if it
is covered, and the physical environnent may also alter.
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Although CqitelLa spp. have been much studied elsewhere
in the world, there has been no rigorous investigation vitrich combined
size-frequency and density data. Warren (1976a) studied reproduction
and size-frequency of a CapiteLLa sp. on an unstable' organically en-
riched spit of the River Yeal-ut estualY, but did not follow density
changes because of the fluctuating and patchy occurrence of the poPu-
Iation. Size-frequencies based on thoracic J.ength shorsed recruitment
occurred mainly in spring (l'larch to June) , alttrough some reproduction
year-round was probable. Adults did not show consistent growttr trends
between sanples, and seasonal sexual maturity data were variable and
inconcl-usive. !{arren (1976a) suggested age divisions were apparent in
ttre adult population, but these were not convincingly established.
Foret (19?5) exami-ned density of males, females, and egg
masses nonthly in a sewer-outfall-associated population at Marseilles,
as backgror:nd to an exp,erimental study of detergent toxicity- He
for:nd autusur (Novenber) and early surmer (Jr:ne) ma:sima in density of
adu}ts, in each case following a high level of reproducEion two monttrs
before as esti-mated from egg-mass nr:nber. The peak in reproduction
during the density maxirna had no apparent subsequent effect on density
(Foret 1975).
Dense populations of colonising CqitelLa sPp. have ben
mentioned above. Cqi,tella speeLes I in particular has a raPid,
opporturistic res;ronse to disturbed habitats due to its short gener-
ation ti-ne, year-rognd reproduction, Potential for both hernaphro-
ditissr and short-tern adaptation, and ability to metanorphose shortly
after release fronr the egg mass (Grassle and GrassLe L977, Grassle 1979).
An gndisturbed estuarine population in Massachusetts had densities of up
to I5OO m-2 (Sanders et al . 1965, 2LO 1.tn sieve size), whereas popula-
tions to more than 200,000 m-2 l{ere recorded colonising similar habitat,
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both when oil-potluted and v*ren rendered azoic for experiment (Grassle
and Grassle 1974). However, these peaks were short-lived. In com-
parison maximum densities per zone in the non-Perturbed Pauatahanui
environment 1rere 5.84, L5.24, and ]-7.75 thousand m-2 for the 500 Um,
250 Um, and.72 Um sieve sanple sets respectively.
The near-surface occurrence of the Pauatahanui CqiteLla sp.
population corresponds to some CapiteLLa recorded elsewhere. Mayou and
Howard, (1975) reported dense networks of U-burrows just below surface.
t{hitlach (1980) found over 7Ot of individuals within 2 cn of surface,
and l4yers ([;977) fognd about 70t between I and 2 m depth. This
suggests tlreir size was small. In contrast, Warren (L977) found most
worms 12-18 csr deep in cores. lttre Pauatahanui !'toms rlere much smaller
tharr Warrenrs (Lg76a, Lg77) and Foret's (1975) speci-nens froro organi-
cally-enriched habitats but similar in size to the Grasslesr (L974)
populations. Burrow depth is likely to be Partly a fr:nction of wo:m
size, although as yet this has not been studied.
Crlrptic sibling species may or may not coexist at ttre site.
The larger size of a small nunber of zones 7 and 8 individuals is not
thought to be sigrnificant in this context as size relates to age and
nutrition as well as genotl4)e. It is reasonable to susPect, however,
that more ttran one species occurs in the various habitats and locations
wittrin New Zealand. The structure and density variation of Cqitella
sp. at ttre Pauatahanui site may not apply generally to populations
elsewhere. For exaq)Ie, the sedj.ment organic content is relatively
Iow (Smith and McColl 1978) and it is possible this restricts rate of
growth. If mean size is larger, as is the case at least at Kahao Bay
in the Inlet, then factors such as rmlnerability to predation may change.
Nevertheless the population is of particular interest because a
Cqi.teLLa fron a relatively stable, diverse, non-enriched habitat has
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not been studied in detail previously. rn such habitats the
Capi.telLa conpLex rdas thought 'non-competitive' (Oshida and
Reish Lg74). The results show that cqitelLa sp. density does
not nolllally fluctuate wildly, although it may have more short-
tem variation ttran in other Pauatahanui polychaetes.
SEASONAI CHAI{GES
SeasonalPatt,ernsinbothdensityandsize-frequency
proposed for Mierospio sp. and Cqitella sp. are si.nilar. In late
spring bottr have increased settlement of lanrae, and this dense
settlement continues ttrrough sguner wtrile at first an older adult
population decreases. In auttnn settlement declines and the prop'or-
tion of adults increases. However, reproduction appears to continue
year round, probably with short generation tinres.
The anount of reproduction and the resulting density
cycles are likely to be influenced by external environnental factors'
rather than sinrply related to the nrnber of reproductive individuals-
tn Cqi.tella sp. for exantple egg nass density was high wtren population
density was low. tn Mierospio sp. Peak adult ilensity was probably
about Augrust, roell before the peak reproductive outtr)ut. although for
both density cycles could occur if individual maturity was not reached
gntil near 12 months of age (very unlikely considering current knowledge),
wittrout feedback from the environment, cycles tpuld not be perpetuated
against natural spread in times of maturing.
Rise and fal! of settlernent intensity may have coincided in
timi-ng wittr temlnrature' in 1979 for exautple (Fig' 3) 
' 
with the nore
pronognced October-November rise in spring tenPeratures and the autluur
falL t*rich began in March. Tem5nrature is not necessarily a direct
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influence (see e.g., Guerin and Reys 1978) . Arnong possible environ-
mental influences on polychaete naturation and spawning, temPerature'
day length, or both together, have been demonstrated by experiment to
be important in several ways (e.g., clark 1979, Garwood 1980' Olive
1981). A multivoltine, iteroParous, continuously-breeding species
has yet to be studied. Eox Microspio sp. and. Capitella sp. a
relatively sinple mechanisn, such as increasing supply of food micro-
organisms as temperatures rise, nay be sufficient to produce the
obse:rred densitY cYcle.
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POPULATION DYNAI{TCS
ON A PAUATAI{ANUI
SECTIL)N
OIJ SOI'{E I}IFAUNAI FOLYCIJAETES
II{I,ET iNTES{TIDAT SAND FLAT
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SECTION 4
POPUI.ATION DIbIAIIICS OF SOME INFAT]NAI, POTYCXTAEIES
ON A PAUATATIANUI INLET INTERTIDAL SA}ID FI.AT
ABSTRACT
llhe population dlmanics of capitelf'jrd, Hete?onastl^g
ftlnfownLe (CtaparEae), nereidid, Nieon aestuwiensis Knox, and
spionid ScolncoT,erydes benharL Ehlers were investigated fron seasonal
sanples, 5OO pn sieve processedr from a stratified transect pair,
supplemented with subsequent finer sieve sa4rles.
Heteyanasfue fili.fom\s had a short stnmer spawning period'
later than previously observed in the Northern Hemi'sphere. Settle-
ment detected in Febnrary had, ceased before May, w?ren population
density lras up to 10 thousand n-2 (lower shotre, 250 Un sieve process-
ing) . I'terger of O group with the adults occurred in about one year'
and, life sp.rn lfas probably npre than three years . Density of recruits,
and subseguent adult density, varied between y""r=. Larger individuals
rrere deeper in ttre sedi"uent.
171-
Nieon aesktartensi.s :nad. I+ and older aqe groups at barely
detectable densities (to 10 n-2). Spawning was probabLy in late
summer, alttrough entry into the population of O grouP at about 5OO m-2
was not detected until May. Notable differences from a prior study
are discussed.
SeoTncolepides benhant density did not vary sigrrificantly
(remaining between 360-420 m-2 itt Lg77-78 seasonal sanrPles), and had
no aPPreqiable size-frequency changes. No new settlement was de-
tected and juveniles were not present. Possible e:<planations are
discussed. Larger individuals were deeper in the sedi:nent and a few
much larger individuals occurred on the lower shore-
Density changes of Paradpneis sp., Ci,rmktlus sp., and other
infaunal polychaetes Present at low density, are reviewed.
INTRODUCTION
The capitellid Heteromashs fiLifortnis (claparEde) , se
nereidid Nieon aestu.wLenszls Knox, and the spionid SeokcokVLdes
benhsnt Ehlers are the renaining three of the six infaunal 5nlychaete
species sufficiently abundant across the Pauatahanui sand flat for
population sturiles. This Section analyses the data on these species
from seasonal transects taken Ln L977-79, when 5O0 pn sie've mesh was
used during processing (Section 1). Subsequent sanpling using finer
sieves provided verification of the trends for:nd in L977-78' and did
not reveal previously sr:bstantially-undetected modal groups of juveniles'
in contrast to MLerospio sp. and CqiteLla sp. (Section 3) . The
density ranges of the less conmon species are also stmarised in this
Section.
Heteromastusfi,Lifoy,misLsadeep.burrowingdeposit-feeder,
of wide habitat range, and near cosmopolitan distribution' This dis-
trj-bution has aroused unconfirmed suspicions that, like capitella
capitata (section 3), Heteromastus filifownis night include crlptic
species (Kinner and Maurer 1978, Gray 1979)' It is ratlonal to
expect the species to be polytlpic at least' For reasons discussed
elsewhere, rnorphological variation is poorly known (see epPendix) '
therefore, compErrative morphometric studies as well as biochesrical
and life-history studies are needed' Meanwhile there has been
reasonable agreement that I/. fiLi,fonris as currently understood is a
comparatively long-lived species, breeding over a short Period when
twoyearsold,andproducingalarvattratisatleastintenittently
planktonic (see discussion). shaffer (1978, 1979) has given t'he nost
authoritative account of trnpulation dlmamics, but reproductive biology
hasnotyetbeenstudiedquantitatively,norislarvaldeveloSment
fully known.
NieOn Ae|tt),ayi.en8'i8, a New Zealand endenic species' is a
deposit-feeder and carnivore, restricted to u'aters of lorrered salinity
(section I). The la:nrae are lecithotropic, dispersing during a short
period in the plankton, and ttre species is monotelic, metalprphosing to
aheteronereidbeforespawning,altttoughtheageatwhicht}risoccurs
is uncertain (Estcourt 1966r and see discussion) '
SeoLeeolepides benhani" also endemic' a species attaining
largesizerelativetomanyotherSpionidae,isadeposit-feederthat
occursmainlyinestuarinesituations,andisabundantatthePaua-
tahanuisiteonlyontheupPeredqeofthesandflat(Sectionl).
Nothing is definitely known of its life-history pattern' observations
of Estcourt (1967) may indicate an extended breeding period'
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METHODS
Details of sanple collection and statistical treatments
have been presented in sections I and 2. In brief a stratified
transect pair was sanrpled quarterly, Novembet L977 to Novembet 1978,
using 15 crn deep, 50.3 cn2 cores sieved through 500 Un mesh, and a
further sample from the left transect in Novernber 1979 was pro-
cessed through 500 and 250 un mesh, the top 3 crr separately.
Additional 3 m deep sarrples processed through 250 pm mesh were taken
in November L978, Januar!' and May LgTg' as.detaiLed in section 3'
l.leans of Novembet L977-78 sarq>les were conPared by ParalBetric test'
rrrtrereas the t{ann-Whj.tney U-test (l'lt'{U) , and limits cited as t 2SE r w€r€
appropriate for other samples, which were less than 40 cores'
Size was assessed by measuring the qraximrn dorsal-ventral
depttr at setigers 2-3 Ln fleteromash,Ls filifoztrts, and at setigers 4-5
in Nteon oestztwiens'ts, using 25 lm size classes for adults and 10 pn
for juveniles. These 'wid.th' classes rdere smoothed by grouping i-nto
50 Un r:nits . Seolecokpides benhod body wiilttr including parapodia
was measured across setiger 10, and the 25 llut classes further grouped
ijrto IOO pn units. Positions chosen for measuteDent were natutal
ma:ri-sla in these three species. Separation of tl-e overlapping age
classes ln Hetercma,stus fili,fonnis by use of fitted gaussian ilistri-
butions or the equal-overlaP apProxi-matlon was inappropriate (see
Section 2, rnethods) .
Asaguidetothesextralmatr:rityoftheHeteromastt'ts
fnli,fomrLs population, nontlrly sanples of about 40 live individuals
were examined for gametes visible through the body wall. Garnetes
were not externally apparent in ttre other two species'
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RESULTS
HETE ROMA,STUS FT LI F ORMIS
The highest Heteromastus filnfornris density occurred in the
first sample in Novembet L977 aL 2.25 ! 0.24 tttousand m-2, and by
Febnrary the population had dropped sigrnificantly to 1.29 ! O.2I
thousand m-t, bot then rose sigrnificantly to I.77 ! 0.22 thousand m-2
by May. The further rise by Augrust to 2.0I t o.27 thousand m-2, and
fa1l by November 1978 to L.76 ! 0.23 thousand m-2' were not sigrnifi-
cant (fig. 33a). The population in Novernber 1978 was sigrnificantly
Less abundant than in Novenber L977, and, further decreased by Novenber
1979 to I.O5 t 0.25 (2sE) thousand m-2 (MWU, not significant). !!re
above densities are means for the corplete intertidal strip, but the
species was abrmdalt only on lorrer shore zones 5-8 (Section l) . lltre
November L977 zone na:rimtm was 6.34 ttrousand m-2 in zone g.
Oocytes were visible ttrrough the body wall from December to
April. The popuJ-ation contained its largest ProPortion of such obvious
adult females in January and February, consistent with late surmer
sparrring. This was confi:med by width freguencies, which shoved the
recruitment of a distinct o group began by February (FiS. 34a).
Earlier tfrere were two modal grouPs in the November 1977 poPulation:
a large aduLt group, and a less dense grot4) of ma11er !{orms infeffed to
be juveniles from the 1977 settlenent (cf. November 1978). Then by
February 1978 ttrere had been a general population decli-ne, with the 1977
class increasing size almost to merge into the adults. Ttre new settle-
ment of 1978, just detectable in Februaty, in May constituted a.bout half
the population, and peaked in Aug:ust, beginning also to overlap the de-
clining adult, group. In Novernber t]1e density in the modal group of
1978 juveniles had fallen, while the larger juveniles entering into the
'17s-
adult size range increased the class densities of snall adults-
Between November 1977 and November 1978 the mode class of the adult
group rose from 4OO-450 Um up to 550 Um, which suggests that the
abr:ndant November 1977 adults nay have been predominately still-
grrowing I group individuals, continuing to be nttrnerous as II grouP
by Noveurber L978, conpared to the small I group from the 1977 settle-
rnent, and so skewing the distribution. If this interpretation is
correct, they were then nearly three years old and naximr:m life span
could be longer.
In Novenber 1979 only 1* of the sample PoPulation Passed
through the 500 1tm sieve mesh to be retained by 250 pn nesh. I'lany
individuals were theoretically of sufficiently mall dianeter to
pass the coarser nesh given ti.me, and were retained during Process-
ing probably because their lengthy bodies and slow Eovement hindered
passage througrh ttre mesh. Hovrcver, underesti-rnation of juveniles is
J-ikely to have occurred in Febnrary and May sanPles, and Snssib1y
August a1so.
In Nove,mber 1978 a sanple using 250 le processed, 3 cn
deep cores, collected alongside the 15 cn deep, 500 Uil Processed
cores analysed earlier, gave an estimate of size-frequency
structure in reasonable agreement with the coarser meshed sanple
(rig. 34b). lttre population density esti-mate of L.08 ! O.29 (2SE)
thousaru:l r-2 was 39t lorrer, due rrainly to the non-collection of
many larger individuals presuted to be deeper-burrowing. That this
was so is shor*n by the November 1979 sample in which the 28* of the
population in ttre 3-15 cur depth zone were larger, oldellilorms, not
juveniles (Fig. 34b).
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Fig. 33 Heteromastus fiLifonnis density and size zonation.
a) Heteromastus filifornis mean densitj-es L977-79 as
ttrousands 5=r m2, + 95t limits, or + 2SE for 25O lrrrr series
and Novembet L979 (250 Urn series to 3 cm depth). Dianonds
indicate P <0.01 significant differences.
b) Heterotnastus filiformi,s sLze-frequencies per zone
as percentages for 50 Urn classes using srm of 1977-78 data
(totals measured for zones I-4, 5 1617r8 were 82, 282, 590,
43I, 482 respectively) .
c) Heteronwsfus filiformLs size-frequencies for zones G
and g as ttrousands per m2 for 50 Un classes, corparing Novenber
L977 Xo May 1978 size-strrrcture changes (see text; totals meas-
ured for zone 6 cf. I were 103 cf. 189 in Novernber, L25 cf. 62
in l,!ay) .
Fig. 34 Hetetana"sfue fi,Lifonnt,s size-frequencies 1977-79 as
hr.rndreds p.r 12 for 50 ym classes. Total population densities
and nrmber of individuals rneasured also indicated.
a) Densities in 500 urn processed saqrles, Novernber 1977-
November 1978.
b) Densities in 25O Um processed samples. Noveuber
1978 (to 3 cm depth) has ttre 500 Un sieve esti:nate superimposed
(separate sample, to 15 o depth). May inset shows ttre juven-
ile group (5250 Lm class) as percentages for 10 yn size classes.
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In late January 19?9 an estimate of the 3 cn deep popu-
lation (250 un processed) was, at 1.21 1 0.96 (2sE) thousand m.2,
alnost the same as in November 1978. The size-freguency showed
that recruitment had not yet begun, and the mode class had risen
from 250 Um to 300 yrn. Then by late May settlement ldas Present
at about 2.66 thousand n-2, with the node at the L5O-20O pm classes'
The population to 3 csr depth had sigmificantly increased (Mwu,
p <O.OI) at 3.43 t 0.58 (2SE) thousand m-2 (Fig. 33a), and nanci-r[:m
density per zone (zone 8) was 9.9? thousand n-2. ![ean setiger-
total for the May o group was 3I, range 2O-5O setigers (sD 9.3'
n = 221, and the width distribution lacked an outstanding mode of
smrall individuals, indicating settlement had ceased (rig' 34b inset)
The most-recently-settled individuals encountered were three Post-
larvae from the February 1978 sampler still with an eyespot and
witlr 16-21 setigrers, width 120-140 un. By Novenbet L9?9 the 3 m
deep Eeteromastus filnfornLs popuLation had dropped significantly
(MslU' P <O.Ol) to 0.75 ! O.22 (2SE) tttousand m-2'
Theadultandjuvenilepatternofabundarrceisapparent
frosr the sarirples. Precise estimates of seguential age-class
densities have not been given, as they would have reguired in sme
size-frequencies assr.rmptions on slender evidence concerning the
ftank shapes of overlapping distributions. Hostever, it is clear
that by late in 19?7 recmit density \das low compared to the exist-
ing adult group. Recruitment inproved in 1978, and again was low
in 1979. The adult population declined considerably between Nov-
enber 1977 and 1978, was stable between L978 and L979, and, as the
L919 recruit density \ras low, may have dropped further in 1980.
In the Lg77-78 year adult mortality rate was highest betldeen Nov-
]-79-
ember 1977 and February Lg7g, coinciding with the presuned spawning
period. Juvenile mortality between l"lay and November 1979 was
about o.oo5 individual -r.day-l-
The recruits were not distributed very differently from
adults (rig. 33b), although the pattern of initial settlement is
not knovn. Few adults night be expected to survive in ttre low
density upper shorer but in fact zones l--4 still had conparable
proportions of adults and juveniles (fig. 33b). Heterqnastus
fiLifomLs had initially high density in low tide zone 8, but abun-
dance later decreased there, and by May 1978 becane relatively luigh
in zone 6 (Section I). Fig. 33c shows that in November 1977 the
hj.gher density of zone I over zone 5 was noticeable in both adult
and juvenile groups. In May the zone 6 increase ovet zone I related
as expected to the presence of mote yogng recruJ.tsr but also adult
mortality/emigration had been less.
NTCON AESWAEMNSTS
The comparatively low densiXy Nieon aestuAnisTtszle popu-
Iation showed a Pronounced arnual eycle of abr:ndance (Fig. 12, 35).
It declined significantly (P <0.05) fron 119 t 35 m-2 to 63 ! 37 m-2
between November 1977 and February Lg78' then by t'lay had increased
nearLy eight-fold, to 492 t 90 m-2, decLining non-sigmificantly
(P <O.I) by Augrust to 388 t 58 m-2, and significantly (P <0.01) to
102 I 3I rn-2 in November 1978. The November 1979 population was
L24 ! 52 (2SE) m-2, and there was no significant difference between
the three November densities. The above densities ale means for the
complete intertidal strip, but the species declined in abund'ance
downshore (Section l).
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In Novenber L977 the population mode class was 300 Um
with most of the population between 250 and 450 Utrr classes, and
by Pebruary 1978 the mode was 550 ltm with the bulk of the low
density population between 450 and 700 Um (rig. 36). By !{ay a dense
recruitment into the sieve had occurred with rnode class at 300 llm.
In August, with growbh of this juvenile group, the mode was 40O pm,
and in November 500 lltrl.
In 1979 juveniles were not present by late January in 3 cnt
deep, 250 Un processed cores, but adult popuJ.ation vras 86 t L22
(ZSn) t-2. iluveniles had appeared by late May to increase popula-
tion density sigrnificantly (MWU, P <O.Ol) to 520 ! 22O (2SE) m-2
(Fig. 35). In Noveurber ttre density had decreased (M$lU, P <0.01)
to 174 + 62 m-2 (191 m-2 to 15 or depth). The mode class was 5OO Un
as in Novenber 1978 (fi.g. 36) , so the lorcr November 197? mode is
d.ifficult to explain. Note in November 1979 the top 3 cn contained
more than 9Ot of the population; also double sieving indicated that
about 35t of live ind.ividuals rdere not retained by ttre 500 Un sieve,
and the size-frequency of the escap,ees did not apparently d.iffer frorn
those retained (fig. 36 inset). This underestj-mation probably
applied to other months, and is likely to have been higher for May
recruits
Adutt mortality was O.oo55, and (abouQ o.oo7 individuafl.aayfl
for November L977 to February 1978, and Febrr:ary to I'tay respectively.
The May individuals in ttre 600 to 850 rnt classes, with total density
about 10 rn-2, can reasonably be regarded as I+ young adult survivors,
and the fewmuch larger individuals, at up to 5 m-2, as the II+ or
older adults. More of the larger individuals (believed to be two or
more years old) were collected during regular diggings at the site,
but no heteronereids or near-mature \dorms with oocytes were seen.
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Fig. 35 Nicon aeeAwsterzsis mean densities I977-79t as
hundreds per mz, t 95t linitsr or t 2SE for 250 Un series
and Noveuber 1979 (250 p1 series to 3 cn depth). Dianond(s)
indicate P <0.05 (P <0.01) siganificant differences..
Fig. 36 Nicon aeshteLensie slze-frequencies 192?-79 as
densities p"r m2 for 50 pm classes fron 5OO Un sieve pro-
cessed samBles (additional Novenbec L979, 250 
- 
500 ils
density shaded). Total population densities and number
of, individuals measured also indicated.
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Although o grouPs were first recorded in May' the settle-
ment had presumably occurred sone time before' The mode of the
juvenilegrouPinbothlgTSandlg7gwas3OOUn'althoughthe
smallest individuals undoubtedly were not retained in either 500 or
250 um mesh. In ttre May 1978 sample complete juveniles up to 350 Un
class had a mean of 46 setigers, range 35 to 57 (SD 5.4, n = 241 ' and
urean J,ength of 6.0 m, range 3.8 to 9'8 nm (sD 1'3) ' In the May 1979
sa.urple the smallest juvenile had 9 setigers but all ttre rest more than
40 setigers. It can be concluded ttrat, although true mean sizes nay
have been smaller, sPan*tring must have begr:n much earlier than !{ay for
individuals to 57 setigers and more to occur'
S COLE C OT'EP TDE S BENEUIT
The population density of seo'l.eeoTnpides benhanL did not
change significantly during the November l97?-Novenber 1978 sampling
period (Fis. 37a), varying only between 419 + 314 m-2 (Novenber L977)
and 35g ! L72 m-2 (Febnrary 1g7g). Also the November L979 density
of 232 t Lo2 (2SE) n-2 lras not sigrnificantly different (ttwu) ' The
size-frequencies r.ere also more or less static, with most individuals
ofconparativelylargesLze,andw.ithoutevidenceofsettlement
(Fig. 38). Sanples processed'with 250 Un mesh in t{ovember 1978'
January, May and Noverabet L979 had the sane Size structure as those
shorrn in Fig. 38, and aLso did not detect settlement. In November
1979on-lylotofthesamplepopul'ationpassedt}rroughttre500}in
sieve mesh to be retained by 250 llm mesh. The same sampre showed
that most of the large s. 
.benhqnzl 
were more than 3 ct below sr:rface
(rig. 38, 29t of the total popul-ation) '
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Fig. 37 SeolecoTnVides benh&ri density variation and
size zonati.on.
a) Seoleeolppides benhan| mean densities Lg77-Tg,
as hr:ndreds per 12 t 95t limits (1 2sE for November l9Z9) for
500 Un processed sanples. No sigrnificant density changes
occured.
b) Scolecolefid.s benhuri size-frequencies per zone
as percentages for 100 Um and 500 Un classes, using srmed
L977-78 ilata.
Fig. 38 seoTneoTprtdes benhqrrL size-frequencies as densities
per m2 for 100 and 500 luq cLasses from 5OO Un sieve processed
samples. Novenber 1979 hatched area is 3-15 cn depttr zone.
Total population densities and nrnber of individuals.measured
also indicated.
Fig. 39 Densities pe" n2 of Paradonezls sp. , Circatulus sp.,
Boeeudi.a syttis, and }rbinia paytLlosa, !97't-Ig7g, frm 5Oo pm
sieve processed samples.
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A few much larger ind,ividuals occurred, predominantly in
downshore zones 5-8 (FiS. 37b). Modal-group individuals from upper
shore zone I were larger than those in zones 2-8, an effect consist-
ent for a1l the component sanples sumed for Fig' 37b'
I'{INOR SPECIES
l,ficst of the minor species occurred in only part of tbe inter-
tidal (Section 1), had very lo!.t mean densities transect-w'ide' and were
present inter:nittently in sarrples (Table 17) . Seasonal densities of
the four most abundant minor species are shown in Fig' 39' The
paraonid Puadoneis sP. declined sigmificagtly (P <O.OI) fron 230 n-2
to 36 m-2 betteen Noveslbet L977 and May Lg78t and sgbsequent increase
to 6I r-2 in November l-978 was not sigmj-ficant. ALso between Nov-
enrber 1977 and Febl:ary L978 Ci.rnatulus sP. ileclined sigmificantly
(p <O.OI) fron 116 to 15 m-2, and !.tas less abr:ndant in subsequent
samples. Both species occurred predominantly in the lovler-shore
zone Srand so estimates are based on abr:ndance in relatively few cores'
llovrever, their density declines aPPear to be real events as the high
density had occurred in both of ttre transect pair. It is not known
ilhy ttre species were subsequently less abundant. Seasonal changes
in Boccatdia sarbi'l and' 1tbLnia papillosa were not sigrnificant'
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DISCIJSSICI{
EEW ROMA1TA S F I IT FOruTTS
At the Pauatahanui site Hefuromasfun fili,fortnLs spawned
over a short period, as recruitment had begr:n by February (Iate
sr.usrer) and had ceased probably before May. The resulting O grouP
did not merge into adult-grouP size classes r:ntil one year elaPsed,
and year gloups probabJ.y suwived for over three years. sexual
maturity was not reached before the second year. HeterOmaStttS
fi,Li,forni,s had alternate years of higher recruit density. These
were the sase ye€rrs as in the maldanid, Ariothella sercaf,a, agd lead
to speculation t[at ttre srn of climatic variation may haye sirnilarly
influenced gamete output or affected the sunrivaL of new settlerent
for both species.
The reproduction and deveLoP!0ent of Heterontaefuo fiLifozmis
is surprisingly little known. Cazaux (1970) and IacaIIi (1980) found
H. ftli.formts egg massesi Shaffer (1979) stas unsuccessfuL, but thought
ttris rnay have been because they deteriorated rapidly. cazaux (1970)
and Lacalli (1980) have described sme lanral stages' The few records
of planktonic E. fi.Ltfoynis larvae include maximum numbers of lanrae in
Jr:ne in the Bassin d'Arcachon (Cazarpr L973), and la:nrae fron April to
June in Passamaquoddy Bay (Lacalli 1980). An earlier reference (snidt
1951) uray be a misidentification, and an account of spawning and devel-
olment (Rasmussen 1955) was later referred to the species Me&LOmash'ts
fragiLt'.s Rasrussen (Rasnussen 1973) . For New Zealand Estcourt (1967)
had noted coelomic oocytes from october to February in the Avon-
Ileathcote Estuary (Decernber to April in Pauatahanu'i) .
-I89-
Population structure of Heteromastus filifonnis has been
analysed in the varying detail reviewed below. Shaffer (1979) nade
arr intensive study of intertidal fl. fnlnfortnLs in North Inlet
Estuary, South Carolina. Density in 500 lrq sieve estinates at two
separate 1O x 10 m sites ranged from 3-15 thousand m-2 with average
adult density 5.8 thousand m-2. Densities at the Pauatatranui site
were much lorrer overall, but more comparable within lower-shore
zones. Norttr Inlet adults were inferred to spawn in early spring,
most probably at the end of their second year. Ia,nrae, suggested
as perhaps having a demersal developnent tlpe, tere only once obtained
in planltton samples. A la:rra reared ax 2O-240c frm laboratory arti-
ficial fertilisations metanorSrhosed in about three weeks. Settlenent
at 9-setigers or more occurred over about a four-veek period in !{arch
and AprJ-1 at dail-y rates of up to 2.3 ttrousand m-2, giving post-lat:val
densities up to 66.5 thousand m-2. rnitial juvenile mortality was
about 0.03 individual-l.Cl"y-r, whereas adult mortality was mostly low,
rising in sprj.ng to 0.0O6 individ,ual-l.day-l post-spawning. The
O groupr ll0 Un nininun widttr at settlement, vras separable from adults
only for about four months in size-freguencies ccmpiled frm setiger-
two widths, compared with about one year at pauatahanui. Also the
adult node reached 800 lrm in winter (cf. 500 Un in E.ig. 34), and the
largest vrorms reached 1000 ttrn widttr. This more rapid growth and
larger size perhaps indicate that the Pauatahanui site sedi.nents pro-
vided poorer conditions for growttr, i.e., lor.rer temperature and organic
content.
Heteronasfus filifornris had, an annual density of about 225 m-2
off the Norttrr:mberland coast on an 80 m deep, sandy-silt bottom
(Buchanan and Warwick 1974). Over one year 50O Un processed sanples
were taken at 2-monthJ"y intervals. Inter?retation of size-frequencies
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compiled from setiger-one widths was of necessity speculative using
fitted gaussian cunles, because only in June (early srsruner) \,eere two
d.istinct modes present, and these were at about 550 and 550 1tn.
Frcm presence of ganetes spawning probably occurred in rnid spring' in
thro-year-old worms. However, first recruitment of the O grouP was
not detected r:ntil five months later in early auturnn at an approxi.nate
minj:nrst width of 300 pgl, and, by extrapolation from the previous year
grouP, their sieve density would not have peaked rurtil half-way
tlrough ttreir second year. The obvious points of contrast with the
Pauatahanui population are the lack of a large, clearly-seParated
O group, the very long sieve recruitment, and spring rather thart
sumer spawning. eopulation density was much lover.
Cad6e (f979) , as part of a study of Heterotnasfus fili,formis
sediment reworking in ttre Dutch Wadden Sea, analysed seasonal varia-
tion in faecal pellet size-frequencies in the e:<pectation tJlat pellet
size related to worm size. It proved difficult to interpret the
results unequivocally in ternts of population structure, but in two of
thnee years a ne\,t cohort had appeared by August. Density fluctuated,
w'ith a localised adult disappearance in two suu@ers.
other reports of population variation Ln fleteromastlls
filifonnts include Wtritlach (L977), lutro forsrd a relatively constant
population of IlO-370 m-2 in ttre intertidal of BarnstabLe Harbour,
I'tassachusetts (250 ttn sieve) , with indications of two year classes
and o group recruitnent in July-Augrust, and virnstein (L979) , v*ro
for.rnd trnalc abrrndance in early sulmer (June) in the York River,
Virginia, due to the appearance of 3-6 rnm juveniles. A11 the above
Norttrern Henulsphere accounts indicate spawning occurs in spring or
early sulrlmerr wtrereas it was late sumter at Pauatahanui.
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NICON AESTUARIENSIS
Adenserecruitnentoft)teNi'eonaeshl@iensi.sogroupat
the pauatatra'ui site at about 5OO n-2 was first noted in May in both
500 and 250 un processed samples. trhe size and setiger-development
of the individuals suggest that time eJ.apsed since peak sparrringr could
havebeenseveralmonths.Duringthesubsequentyearmortalitywas
probablygreatertlrarrgSt,arrdtheconseguentlowadultdensitylinited
further study of age structure to noting probable presence of II+ indi-
viduals.
Estcourt (1965) briefly described Ni'eon aesh)aniensis LartaL
develolmentfrcmartificiallyfertilisedoocytesrearedatroorten.
perature. Free-swi-nming larrrae had ileveLoped three setigers after
5days,becaneintenrittentlybenttricatgdays,arrdatlldaysbegart
feeding and assrmred a continuously benthic existence' The furthest-
develoSndlanraachieved6setigersafter2gdays.Estcourt(1966)
did not find post-Iarvae in ttre field'
ItisimportarrttoestimatethetimeelapsedsincespaYrring
before juvenile Ni,eon aestu.ti.ens?:s ,r,ere detected at the Pauatahanui
site. Hedi,ste &iUeysicoLor lras si-niLar lecl'thotrophic larval devel-
otrment to Nicon aestuwLenst)s and reaches naturity after two to three
years. For this species in a north-east England estuary three nonths
e]-apsed from spawning to rstren 18- to 34-setiger juveniLes appeared in
5OO un sieve sanrples, and juveniles were first obtained from the sedi-
ment by a decantation mettrod about one month after spawning (olive
and Ganrood 1981). However, rapidly-growing nereidid sPecies'
maturinginlessthanoneyearrmayattain35setigersafter30-50
daysr develoSment (Reish 1957) ' A conservative estimate of the
timespaninwhichpeakspawningoflll.aegtu.alri'ensiswaslocatedis
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thus two to four months prior to late May, and therefore no earlier
than the latter part of s13nmer (late January-February). In contrast,
at night-light samplings in the Heathcote Estuary' heteronereid swa:mr-
ing was at a maximr.ur in early spring (September-October), although it
continued at a low level to at least February (Estcourt 1965).
The density and size-frequency data of Estcourt (1966) are
not easily conpared or reconciled to Pauatahanui data. This is
because the Heattrcote population was saspled by hand-sorting from
Iarge cores taken in the zone of density, and lengrth was used as the
size measgre. Ni.eOn aestuafi.ensis less than 2 o long were not
obtained with the mettrod, but at the Pauatahanui site all were shorter
than this, excePt for ttre few individuals thought to be two or more
years old. The largest adults were about 5 cm long corntrnred to the
25 csl uraximrm at Heathcote. Age to size relationships probably
differed at the two localities, but, if they were si-milar' then
Pauatahanui wotms would be two years old before entering Estcourtrs
assessed popuJ.ation.
lltre Decesrber 1960-Novenber 1961 data of Estcourt (1965)
showed rnainly two size grouPs. The grouP o€ srnalter individuals'
w'ith a mode of approximately 7 ctr total lengttr, was discernible
throughout the year, and static in position; but, expressing
Estcourtts ra\t size data as relative densities, scme recruitment to
this group could have occurred frm Deceslber to March. The whole
population then declined from 1840 m-2 in April to an October low of
750 n-2 (subsequent to sparrning), and had recovered only slightly by
December to 1180 m-2, alttrouqh previously 1980 m-2 in peceurber 1960'
Froru June meta.morphosis was cormon in individuals over 10 crn long'
Worsts shrunk greatly as they netamorphosed' thus the lengttr-frequencies
contracted and distorted. Estcourt (1966) considered growth from
2.5 cn to maturity and spawning occured in one year.
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The important point of contrast established between
Heathcote and Pauatahanui populations is ttre much earlier spawning
period in lieathcote Estuary. Also at Pauatahanui growth for three
or more years before breeding is more likely than the two-year cycle
suggested by Estcourt (1965) . Aqe of maturity at lleathcote requ'ires
confi:rration. Ho$ever, like spawning period, this life history
trait may differ between ttre two isolated populations. Recent
studies of HedLste &iueysicolo? also show differences in traits be-
tween populations, although of incmpletely resolved extent (Olive
and Ga:mrood 1981r llettarn et a!. 1982). Knowledge of the population
structure of Nteon aestuayi,ensis ls stil1 incomplete at both New
Zealand sites. Study of I group and older classes
at Pauatatranui, and as ttre adult population density
1S
in
not feasible
the Heatlrcote
is vastly greater, exceedirrg ttrat at Pauatahanui by a hundredfold' it
is an obvious site for future research on the species. Horever, it
would be of interest to detemine more exactly ttre period of settlenent
and the size at settlement at Pauatahanul. llhere is a possi.bility
ttrat the N. aestuorienais at the site coul-d be juvenile roigrants frm a
denser breeding population nearby.
S C OLE COLEPTDE S BE NEAI'IT
Xhe SeoleeoleVides benha rL population remained relatively
static in density and size-frequency, without detectable rec:rritment-
In fact worms less than 450 Un class ilid not occur. Low density
innigration of the sizes recorded must be occurring from elsewhere if
the population is not being maintained by an input of planktonic
la:nrae. ttigration in the water mass of bottr ripe adults and juveniles
d,oes occur in 5. ui.ridis, an east coast North America estuarine species
(Dauer et al. 1980).
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Nothing is known of the reproduction of Seoleeolepides
benhqnL or of the tlpe of larval development. Gravid individuals
were not seen. The few much larger individuals occurringr mainly
dovmshore may be the only worms rrhich have reached the age of maturity,
as the bulk of tJ:e population were, ccutpared to them, of snall size.
A prolonged breeding period niqht be expected in 5. benhanL as in many
other spionids (Section 3) . Ilo$ever, in a Nova Scotia 9. uiri,dts
population there was a short March spawning follow:ing vrinter g:rnets-
genesis (Geotge 1956). Develolment was holoplanktonic, wittr larvae,
metamorphosing at 9-13 seti€lers, present r:ntil ttre end of !{ay (George
1966) .
In future studies at the site it would be of interest to
investigate possible ganetogenesis in the dense near shore population.
However, more potential lies in finding a dense trnpulation elservtrere
with a conplete size distribution, which would allow age structtlre and
period of recnritnent to be studied as weII as gametogenesis.
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SECTION 5
POPUI,ATION ECOIPGY STUDIES
ol{ INFATTNAL POLYCIIAETES OF PAUAEAHATiIUI INIET:
Atit o\lEBs/IEW
rNTBpDUqrroN
Preceding Sections have exained intertidal density Patterns
and popuJ-ation dlmanics of the abr:ndant polychaetes. soue linkages
between zonation a3d population dlmomics have already been rentioned'
Here a more general vierr of this aspect will be given as Part of
discussion of the Pauatafuanui polychaetes as an assemblage. Life
history traits, the sinitatity of density cycles, and possibJ.e adaPt-
ation to inlet life will also be discussed, togrether with ccnparable
studies elsewhere. Finally, problens in polychaete population studies
and their effect on the advancenent of knowledge will be reviewed'
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PAUATAHANUI POLYCHAETES A'9 AI{ A,SSEMBI,AGE
THE PAUATAIIATiIUI SITE AS A HABITAT: POSSIBLE COMPARTSONS
Pauatahanui Inlet is colrupnly regarded as an estuary,
fulfilling the necessary requirements when defined as 'a region
containing a vo|mre of water of mixed origin deriyed partly from a
discharging river system and partly from the adjacent seat the
region usually being partially enclosed by a land maEisr (Barnes L974')
Its waters a1'e not compara^ble with extreme estuarine environments of
steep, tidally fluctuating, salinity gradients. Pauatahanui Inlet
lies instead r*ell towards ttre marine end of the continuum (see
General Introduction and Section 1). It is an enclosed' shallow
arm of the sea, large enough to haye wave-structured beacheS, with
waters having much greater physico-chen'j.ca1 fluctuation tlran those
of the adjacent coast. The environnent is largely unmodified (see
Healy 1980), and the 'noderatel-y poltutedr classification in McLay
(f976) is unsr:bstantiated.
The site studied was a relatively unifolo, Iow gradient,
intertidal area of very fine salds. CdlParable sites occur in
various harbours and sheltered coastal areas of New Zealand' but
studies of their faunas do not provide sufficient iletail or tarconomic
rigour to enable extensive comparisons to be made. From the liter-
ature and personal observations the components of what nay be called
a harbour-flat, polychaete asseurblage change with locaLi'ty, or at
least vary in relative abundance. While some sPecies such as
Heterqnastus fi.Lifornri,s and. SeoTzeolepides benhant occur more or less
ubiquitously in the sane sediment tYpe, others may not. For instancer
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the large, bulk deposit-feeder Aniothella sevvata is limited to
central New Zealand; elsewhere Maeroelymenella Steuattensis ox
AbatenicoLa sgp. may be present. Mierospio sp. has not yet been
found to be as dominant outside the Wellingiton area. The relative
rarity of Aonides trLfida. at Pauatatranui is also of interest con-
sidering its high densities in similar habitats elsewhere (personal
records, and cf. Estcourt 1967).
Worldwide there are no similar studies of an intertidal
polychaete assemblage knorrr to me. Ilowerrer, two studies of sheltered
intertidal habitats do contaj.n elernents relevant to the present work.
Dauer and Si-mon (1975 , L976a,b, Simon and Dauer L977 , Dauer 1980)
report on the recolonisation of a subtropical, fine-sand beach in
Tampa Bay, Florida, after a red tide outbreak had caused defar:nation.
Polychaetes were ttre most rapid colonisers, comprising 80t of total
density in ttre initial stages, but only 17* two years later (Dauer
1980). Adult inmiqrants lrere inportant (Dauer and Simon 1976a) -
Unlile Pauatahanui, recurring seasonal density pattelns were mostly
absent. Instead, the nine most abundant species of the 54 PoIy-
chaetes recorded were di-visible into four groups, depending on ttreir
doninance at various times during ttre period (Dauer and Sinon L976b).
Initial wide zonations of some species l-ater contracted (Dauer and
Sinon 1976b). zonations of twelve species were rePorted, and' of ttre
five species with peak abr.rndance on the upper shore (intertidal
specialists?) , four were said to be estuarine or euryhaline; wtrereas
none of the lower-shore species r,,ere (Dauer and Simon L975, I976b).
The sigmificance of this is unclear as an intertidal salinity gradient
was not reported. Dauer (1980) considered 'potential competitive
interactions for food ... to be the most important factor explaining
the observed ecological patterns', and speculated extensivel-y on
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possible occurrences of this among the abr:ndalt polychaetes, all
deposit-feeder5 and,/or omnivores. However' no detailed c6trunent
was made on other possible explanations with greater emphasis on
Iife history traits, envi.ronmental preferences, and the influence
of non-polychaete taxa.
The other intertidal study of an assenblage is that of
Warvrick and co-workers on secondary Production in the nid-tidal of
an estuarine mud flat in Cornwall, England (Wanrick and Price L975,
Wanrrick et al . Lg79, Price and Wa:nrick 1980) . There were only lJ-
macrofaunal species but the two polychaetes studied were the most
abnndant. Nephtys hombergL, which had at least three year classes,
contributed, more ttran half the total production, and Atnpharcte
aantifrots, wtlich qtas €urnual, was ranked third behind a bivalve
(Wanrick and Price L975). In bottr .species variations in recruit-
ment changed annual- production, but less draruatically so in NephtyS
hOnbengi, probably due in parg to the buffering effect of multiple
year cJ.asses (Price and Wa::vick t98O) . Ttre production of four rneio-
far:nal-sized poJ.ychaetes was also assessed, but detailed population
data tras not given (V{anrick et al. 1979).
lltrere are also several studies giving population data for
subtidal, assemblages, Ernd a ntutber of single-species studies of poly-
chaete population dlmamics. Some of ttrese will be colsrented on
later. None of the single-species studies reports in detail on
temporal changes in intertidal zonation-
PAUATNIANUT POLYCHAEIE POPUI,ATIObI CYCI.ES
concordance of density cycles amon€t the csmon species is
apparent from Figrure 7 and Table 7, with peak density occurring in
winter (august) . Sqbsequent exan:ination of PoPulation structure
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sho!,red that this pattern represented densities of adults, and of the
o groups when older. A false conclusion would be reached from re-
Iiance on densj-ties in the 500 lrm Processed samples, without realising
these mainly reflected the patterns of the older trrclychaetes.
settlement (or setttement p€ak) and juvenile abr:ndance of
five of the ccrmron species rrere spring-suflner orientated. The two
multivoltine species, Mterospio sp- and Cqitella sp', had spring-
surngrer settlement peaks . A,riotlplla sefrata had a spring-stltmer
spawning season, and, Heteromastus filiformis 3urrd Ni'eort aestu'ariensis
did not spawn r:ntil the latter part of sumrer. seasonal density
cycles in other polychaetes were Probably absent (e.g. , Scokeolnpides
benhart" Opbtnia pqLLLosd, or are largely r:nknown. BoecardLa aeua
and 8. SyrtiS rnay have an autr.nn-winter peak in year-round breeding
(Read L975, see also Fiq.7, 39) -
The Novesrber 'adult' populations of Mi.c*ospio sp., Nicon
aestunyLens.Ls, and. SeoleeoLepides benhant were not sigmificantly
different orrer three years, whereas those of Asiothella sercata'
Hetenottasfurc filifonrts, and CqiteLla sg were. Exanination of
arrnual density dj.fferences in Capi.telLa sp. nay not be enlightening
since it is a multigoltine species, presgmably sensitive to shorter-
ter:sr changes, but the variation in AsiotheLLa serrata and EetetomastLls
filifamds may have uore imp,ortance. Years of higher recruit density
coincided for the trto species. As stated earlier, longer-term study
rmuld be required to resolve if the gnderlying causes were aperiodic
environnental ones, or linked to Sropu1ation structure.
Population fLuctuations of marine invertebrates have been
detected in most long-term studies (Boesch et a1. 19761, but as yet
tbe data base is poor. A distinction can be made between t}te in-
fluences that simultaneously affect the whole corurunity, and those
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that, by affecting the abundance of individual species, chanqe com-
mr:nity structure. Variation due to r:nstable or patchy substrata
(e.g., Rees et al. 1976) is perhaps of less interest than variation
in seemingly uniform habitats, where i:nportant influences might be
biotic interactions, or climatic variation at crucial tirnes, or long-
terur climatic trends (e.9., Buchanan et aL' L974' 1978) ' The
multitude of possible causes of population fluctuations range from
obvious catastrophes (e.g.r Dauer and simon I976a) to slmergistic
effects and sr:btl-e chain reactions (e.g., r'ewis L9771' Boesch et al'
(1976) and P6rEs (f982) review sore of the possibilities'
Fluctuation in Ast,othelLa setrata and, Eeteromastl^s fi'Lifonnis
nay !g due to adverse influences on earLy recruits; a contingency they
are r:nable to compensate for i-medj-ately because of their comparatively
short spawning periods. As Polytelic, or at least perennial sPeciesr
a comparative failure to recruit no:mally in one year would result
onJ-y in a reduction of abundance, and not in eventual 1ocal extinction
(the,bet-hedging' reproductive strategy). An exantple of the compara-
tive effects of reeruitment variation in an annual and a perennial
p,olychaete has been mentioned (Price and !{arwick 1980). Olive et al'
(f98f) discuss an interesting situation in co-occurring Nephtys spp'
with differing years of poor recruitrnent. Alttrough poor recruit
survival did sometimes occur, there was also occasional total repro-
ductive failure, despite presence of mature gametes. olive et al-'
(1981) speculated that, as rrell as possible climatic effects, sone
form of density-dependent influence on reproduction might be Present'
LIEE IIISTORY TRLTTS
' Concepts and hypotheses concerning life history tactics are
still in a state of flr-rx. The important assr:mption t'hat life
history traits of each species are being adjusted to optimise indi-
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vidual fitness, i.e., the probability of being represented in sub-
seqtrent generations, may prove less useful than previously thought
(stearns Lg76, Lg77). The most important traits are believed to
be reproductive effort, the age distribution of reproductive effort
and mortality, the number and size of young, and the inter-brood
interval.
scme of the life history traits of Pauatahanui trclychaetes
are now knor*n, at Least in outline, and they differ between sp'ecies '
An obvious trait is the season of breeding. As already mentionedr
breeding was spring-sramer orientated in firre species and perhaps
winter orientated in another tlro. Seasonal timing of reproduction
nay indicate the probable latitudinal range of temperate species,
with sr:lurer-breeding Species ranging into lower latitudes, ald winter-
breeding species into higher latitudes (Iiutchins L947, Moore 1972,
Bhaud1973).ForthePauatahanuispring-surmrerbreederst}rereis
sqne possibility of a linkage of peak juvenile recruitment with a
tjme of higher food avaitability in the sediment. Conversely this
rp6rns energry required to produce gametes must be gained during the
winter, and in AsLotheLLA set?6ba, for exantple, ganetes may con-
stitute about 25* of total weight (r:nPublished ilata) . Seasonal
variation in food available is largely r.urknown, but slightly higher
sedinent orgalic carbon and total nitrogen values were for:rrd in
sumer (Smiti and McColl f97g) .
The near-surface Mi,etospio sp. and cqdteLLa sp., breeding
apparently continuously, probably with short generation tirnes, heavy
input into reproduction, and high nortality' are well placed to take
advantage irmrediately of favourable conditions following any disturb-
elnces Of the surface. Hol\,ever, conditions on the PauatahanUi'flat
are seemingly constant and predictable for well-established adults
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of deep-burrowing species. ArLotTteLLa serrata and Eetetomastzts
filifozwLs €rre successful, with relatively low adult mortality, and
a delayed, smaller input into reproduction. Nieon apstttu"iensis
and Seoleeokpides benhanri, although present in moderate abundance,
are perhaps not reproducingJ successfully at the site. Ttrey nay be
migrants fron adjacent populations.
The range of develolxnent tlt)es of marine invertebrates,
from direct to holoplanktotrophic, will variously fulfil the opposing
requirements of dispersal to new habitats and maintenalnce of the
breeding populations in their favourable habitats. AsLothella
sernata, Cqitella sp., and probabry Heterornastus ftLifotwLs al-so Lf
it has a demersal larsra, readily rnaintain their Pauatahanui populations
because dispersal of offspring is low. In predictable habitats that
are of restricted geographic extent selection will favour low dispersal
(Jabtonski and Lutz 1983). Also loss of dispersal mechanisms peroits
maintena4ce of successful genomes in sma1l, cohesive, interbreeding
populations (Fauchald 1983) .
However, Mi,croepio sp. has a lengthy planktotrophic period
of develotrment, during which larvae will be carried out of the Inlet
and dispersed, into unfavourable habitat. One view of the constant
reproduction of Mierospio sp. would suggest it is partly an adaptatj-on
to counter this loss of tr)otential recruits (e.9., Woodwick L977) .
llowever, because the favourable habitat is an enclosed inlet' there
are possible ways to reduce loss. Behavioural mechanisms aiding
estuarine retention of bivalve, barnacle, and crab larvae have been
identified (Wood and Hargis 1971, de Wolf L974, Cronin 1982). This
aspect rernains to be investigated for Microspto sp. The existing
balance between ttre portions of development spent in the egg capsules
and i-n the planlcton (O-3 setigers:3-I3 setigers) suggests planktonic
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nortality of later larvae is not disproportionately higher than that
in tlre sediment. If it were so then the encapsulation period would
be expected to be longer (Caswell 1981).
POPULATION DYNA}IICS ATiID ZONATICEiI
Pronounced zonation trends indicate a species vitrich is less
successful in part of the intertidal, and thus one that has an effect-
ively reduced overall intertidal density. How has population
structure helped explain the zonation patterns? Hetenomash.ts
filnfornris in the low density, upper-shore population were shorrn to be
little different in size structure from those in ttre lower shore zones
of high density. Cqi,teLla sp. size structure was relatively un-
changed outside the zones of high density, except that a nr,:mber of
larger (older?) individuals occurred. The situation in both cases is
contrarlt to the reasonable expectation that i-n low density areas
adults should be proportionately few, because mortality rates are
higher in these Erreas. However, the explanation may be that re-
crrrits do suffer the heavy mortality expected at first, but once
established have no greater mortality ttran eLsewhere. In both
species J.arger,/older individuals were further below surface, and tltuS
more protected from stresses. As 500 Um processing retained only
juveniles that had been settled for some tjme, the apparent juvenile,/
adult proportions were more or less the sane in all zones. Sinilar
reasoning may explain why the high zone I density of Mictospio sp.
hras not associated with a difference in size-freguency from zone 2.
Hoerever, the oceurrence of a few much larger individuals dor*nshore
from the zones of high density Ln CqiteLLa *., and also in
SeoLeeolepides benhatt, 
"ti-tt appears to be anornalous and inex-
plicable at present. Strrith (1956) similarly reports large down-
shore individuals of Hediste diuersicoLor lsoLated from the bulk of
the Population.
Thus knowledge of population structrEe outside zones of
high density raised further questions. However, within the high
density zones the infornation was useful in, for example, underst'and-
ing the Heteyomastus filifozTrzls density changes in zone 8, and the
Nieon aesh,nriens'is zonation expansion during recruibnent. Study of
AsLothelLa. serTata age structure revealed that the apparent lack of
zonation was misleading, and ttrat age grouPs could at tj-mes show
zonation trends in opposing directions.
POLYCI1AETE POPUI,ATION STUDIES
lltre study of Polychaete Populations is in its infancy'
Comparatively few studies have been made with pri-mary aims of eluci-
dating structure and dynamics. More often the infornration has been
gained almost as a by-product of studies of reproductive biology,
ganetogensis, and larval development, studies of benthic comrunities,
and, most recently, attempts to assess secondary production.
Polychaete pogrlation studj-es are stilL unsophisticated, mostly due
to inherent difficulties in censusing, aging' and sexing that will be
discussed later. }lost attention has centred on size structure rather
than on the accurate density assessments that, conbined with size
structure, grreatly improve the deductions that can be made about PoPu-
lation dynamics. (Incidentally, 'population dynanics', as used here,
is intended to convey density changes in elements of the population,
and not merely population densj-ty regardles s of aqe/size structurq)
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Two early studies of trnlychaete size structure were those
of Newell (1948) on ArenieoLa mwina, and Dales (1951) on Hediste
dLuersieolor. George (1954) r studying Ciwtfornia tentastLata,
appears to have been the first to incor;nrate density' rather than
simple percentages, into a polychaete size-freguency report. I'e\t
studies had been done prior to 1970, but there lras since been much
greater research effort directed to the polychaete grouP. As yet
no review of pol.ychaete trnpulation studies has been published.
AGE AbID SEX
ASSESSI4BIT OF AGE AlilD SEx: Age assessment is a prinary
requirernent when the structure of populations is being exan'ined.
In a nr.mber of tora this is often possible through use of hard-
structure annual rings, fornted v*ren growttr rate changes. farniLy
Nephtyidae, in which the jaws can be so used (Kirkegaard 1970) 
' 
Erre
so far the only polychaetes this applies to; otherwise size measure-
nent must be used, with its inherent defect of develotrmental plasticity
in the relationsh5-p of size with age. Size ranges tend to expand with
age so ttrat older age groups overlap. The same problem appJ.ies to
weight, with the additional difficulty that weight changes wit}t con-
dition.
A major source of variation when measuring polychaete size
is the contractile nature of the soft body. Generally length is an
unsatisfactory measure, unless standardised conditions can be achieved
so that, lrcrms are in the same state of contraction (e.9., Hutctrings
1973). Length is particularty inappropriate in species that shrink
as they become sexually mature (e.g., Estcourt 1966). Also in pre-
served benthic sa.urples wonns are often fragnented or badly twisted.
width measurement near the head has the advantage that it can always
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be done, and will give an apProximation of size and age, more consi-
stent in species that have a rigid head structure, such as pectinarii'ds
(Estcourt Lg74), and to some extent also maldanids and other worms
that fit tightly into tubes. volume measurement may be appropriate'
although difficult to achieve, and various other body measutements
can be used (e.g., Self and Jumars 1978) '
Meristicdata,applicablewtrennunbersofabodystructure
increase with agel €t!€ an alternative to dimensions. The obvious
exanple, and one used herein, is setiger counts' Ho!"ever' they have
been little used except in studies of larval develoSment (e'g', Blake
1969), and only linited infomation is available on changes in the
setiger-totaL/age relationship (e.9., Itemplemann 1911' Blake L969'
Ake==on Lg76, Garrrcod 1982). Setiger-total size-frequencies for
adults have been employed by Dorsett (1961), Gibson (1977), and
Garwood, (1982). Setiger counts nay be relevant to juveniles only'
if adults have a fixed setiger-total (e.g. , Asiothella sevtatal ' {Ld
to Snlychaetes wittr relatively few setigers, as the labour involved'
would be prodigious for some nereids, egnicids, glycerids etc', witft
several hundred setigers. Possible use of neurosetal counts was dis-
cussed for A. seruata, and there are likely to be other suitable
moryhoJ.ogical features in various species '
Polychaetes of rnost families are not externally sexually
dinorphic, and identification of sex is limited to the proportion of
the population wittr developed gonads. only near-mature worms of
species which have free coelomic aanetes can be sexed without histo-
logical sectioning. This considerably restricts the extent to which
poPulation structure can be examined.
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CONSEQUENCES oF INADEQUATE A@ A}rD SEX INFoR}IATIoN: If,
when examining individuals, many worms calrnot be placed unequivocally
intoarragegrouP,thenonlystatistical.levelpartitioningofthe
population is possible. Consequently, other infotmation, such as
sex and teproductive state, has lower value' and desirable infor:nation'
such as confidence limits of age-class density and the spatial dis-
tribution of an age class, cannot be obtained. AniatheLla seftata
was the only Pauatahanui species that could be individually aged' and
then only into adults and o group. other taxa are age-assessed in
si-milar tdaysi the problems are not unique'
Theresolutionatthestatisticallevelofanoverlapping
age-class series was discussed in section 2, and some of the problems
were mentioned. rf age crasses can be distinguished, their rise and
decline in density can be followed, giving the essentiaL information
to arralyse life history, predict population charrges, and calculate
energy reguirements and production' Knowledge of density variation
and recruitment period may wetl give a more precise estimate of sPa\fir-
ing times than determinable frour histological sampling'
Ho!$ever,ifrecruitmentismoreorlesscontinuouswith
rapid gror,vEh into the adult size range, then size-frequency structure
in the sequence of samples will not show the fate of cornponents of the
population, but rather rePresent the shifting balance of recruitment'
growttr, and mortality rates, none of which can be preciseJ'y quanti-
fied. Increased recruitment wittr sr:bsequent high mortality may cause
a modat group ro be defined for a time (Mict'osplo sP. and cqitelLa
sp.). llhe information gained on density changes Ln Mi,crospdo sp' and
cqitelLa sp. enabled partial analysis of their population dlmamics'
Technigues based on matrix algebra are being evolved to analyse and
predict population changes when age cannot be assessed, or when it j's
an inadeguate variable
they still require some
fecundity.
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(e.9., Caswell 1978, HibY
independent knowledge of
and trlullen 1980)
growth and
SN,IPLING AIiID DENSITY ESTI}4ATION
trhe majority of trplychaete population studies have been on
infaunal s5recies, presumably because of ease of collection. Poten-
tially sampling of sedinents can be very accurate as complete counts
of all individuals within ttre sampling unit are possible' unlike
sanPling on hard substrates, and in epibiota growEtrs, wfuere quanti-
tative detection of serai-cryptic polychaetes nay be very difficult.
Also sanrpling to a chosen desigm is very much sinpler on a flat
surface than attenrpting the sElme on the complexities of a rocky sub-
strate. A disadvantaqe of sampling infauna is ttrat changes occur in
the habitat (sedisrent characteristics), that affect faunal abundances,
but may not be detectable a Priori.
Due to habitat differences, biological interactions' and
past events the abr:ndances of infagna vary spatially. It is well
knocnt that the dlspersion of any benttric 5ropulation is usually con-
tagious rather than randon or regular (e.g., Elliott L977). This
patchiness may occur at several scales (Estcourt L974, Rees et al.
L976, Findlay 1981). For this reason the use of grab sampling in
subtidal, population dlma:nics studies is best avoided if possible,
because santple placement is both poorly controlled and inadequately
known. Ideally, for density assessment in both the subtidal and
intertidal, each sample should come from within the same defined
area, and should be cornposed of large numbers of srnall 'randonly-
placed.' sanrpling-units to counter aggregation effects ()40 units for
paranetric statistics without transformations). Holtever' sampling-
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r:nit size should be large enough potentially to contain several
individuals of the largest species under study. Excessive nurnbers
of small fauna may be collected, and for Pauatahanui transect
samples this was resolved by sr:bsanpling the largest cores used.
obviously intertidal sanpling has advantages over subtidal
sampling in ease of access and sampling-unit placement. The major
complication is that an environnental gradient exists, necessitating
a sanple fronr the whole intertidal if an unbiased population assess-
ment is required. This approach was adopted for ttre Pauatahanui
site, and provided the best overall picture of the poPulations. It
allowed detection of anomalies such as the SeoTzcOLertfus berrhottt
near-shore density maximum, and the lower-shore large adults of
CqiteLLa sp. Sanpling of two sites at different tidal levels (e'9"
Garwood1982)islesssatisfactory,butprovidesanindicationofthe
variation, and nay be a necesgary compromise for very wide, non-
r:nifonr beaches. However, an intertidal flat four kilometres wide
was successfully sarnpled by Reading Q9791 for a study of ttre bivalve
Maeana balthica, using srall cores in stratified random desigm'
Anj.mPorfantdefectinnostpolychaetePopulationstudies
is poor assessment of densities. Few researchers apPear to have
alIorrcd for possible contagion or age-specific differences in the
dispositions of their animals. Studies liere exanined that made use
of density estimates for analysis of intertidal, infaunal, polychaete
population structure. only four out of 23 assessed density in a
statistically acceptable m.rnner (random sanpling in a defined area) '
and several recently pubLished studies failed to do so. Only one of
the four took into account chanqes in density with zonation (Charnlers
and Milne f975).
The exPlanation
partly in the fact that'
for low rigour in density estj:nation may lie
while processing and extraction of infaunal
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polychaetes fron sanples is sjlrple, it is also very time consuting.
Only relatively crude technigues are available for separating out the
fawta, and laxge anounts of sand and detritus nay have to be minutely
exasrined. Much detritus, from which the worms had to be painstak-
ingly picked out, was present at the Pauatahanui site. Because of
the tirne consumed in this, the large-core sanple series in 1977-78
was seasonal only, but successfuLly established the basic outline of
population dlmanics for most of the colunon sPecies.
choice of sieve mesh in benthic sampling is a trade-off,
as mesh size decreases, between the increasing sorting time, and the
higher efficiency of retenti-on of meiofalrna .urd ttre sualler 'macro-
fauna' (see Reish 1959). Exanrination of Fig. 5a suggests that, for
ttre Pauatahanui site, 250 pm mesh (2 Qt up to 10t of sedi:nent re-
tained) would be borderline in acceptability for processing large
cores. Mesh with 500 pn openings (1 0l was used for the L977'78
sanple series, and successfully retained the adults and ol-der juven-
iles of most sPecies as expected. Subsequent sanpling for juveniles
used 250 lin and 72 W meshes. Two species ttrat barely reached macro-
faunal size were less successfully saropled by 500 1.tn nesh.
A high protrnrtion of the pol-ychaete population is near the
surface but some adults nay !q deeper. In a retrospective desigfn for
a3 improyed sampling prograure, the sarne quarterly, large-core samples
and 5OO Um nesh vtould stifl be adequate if, in addition, the suTface
3 cm was processed through 250 irn mesh, with a small sr:bsaq>le also
through 72 Un mesh. To study juvenile recrrritment, and also to de-
tect possible short-te:m changes in M|enospio sp. and CqiteLla sP. ,
a separate set of more frequent, fine-sieved, near-surface samples
would be appropriate.
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CONCLUDING MMARKS
This study has examined several polychaete sPecies wtrich
show some of tlre variety of tife history Patterns knovrn for Poly-
chaete worms. Abr:nclant species were nultivoltine or perennial, and
no annual sgreci.es vrere detected. Density cycles were seasonal .
Alttrough the situation for SeoTceolepides berfuod and lfteon
aesfu)trtensi.s Ls unclear, AtiothelLa sernqta' fletercmasA$ filifornt's'
MtcnospiO sp., and Cqitella sp. apPeEIr to have 'robustr life history
traits drich will enable ttren to persist if the habitat is mildly
perturbed. Howe.ver, it is a colmonPLace of benthic ecology that
hr:nan influences causing PenEnent changesr €.9., prolonged silta-
tion or eutrophication of the Pauatahanui Inlet, will greatly alter
previously-existing abr:ndance rankings and species composition (see
e.9. r Gray 1981) .
Asagroupofdeposit-feeders,thepolychaeteassemblage
is not necessarily a highly interdependent one. The manner in wttich
the fauna partition the available resources is not relevant to poPu-
lation dlmanrics, excePt where density-dependent nortality and growtlr
effects occur. Correlations did not detect evidence of potential
interactions. fiowever, these may not have overt effects. Also'
as suggested by Peterson (1979) and others, biological interactions
at the level of colonising larva versus established adult may be
the most imPortant.
some avenues for future research' or points that need
further clarification, have been mentioned in previous sections'
These include the slmchronous spawning of Artothella sernata, and'
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aspects of the population dlmanics of the two multivoltine species'
Long-tem monitoring of Novenber populations to study density
trends and age-group fLuctuations would be of value (see e.9.,
Price and Wanrick 1980) - Knowledge of adult-larval interactions'
and also of the variation in settlernent and mortality of the young-
est recruits with respect to adult zonatLon, may clarify the
structute of the assenblage.
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APPENDIX
TA)(ONOII{IC NOlrES ON
PAUATAHANUT SIrE POLYCII4EIA
Table21p.23)includesallt}reco[Inonerintertidalinfaunal
polychaetes of the Inlet, and almost a1I the polychaetes noted at the
site. Ttre twenty-two species do not comprise a comprehensive list
for the intertidal; the Inlet fauna becotes richer in species at the
seaward end. References to the descriptions and New zeaLand records
of nost of the Table 2 species not mentioned belolit can be obtained
from Day and llutchings (1979), and, fot spionidae, from Blake and
Kudenov (1978).
llhe pauatahanui site paraonid confo:ms best to Peod,oneis
according to Dr J.P. ttartley (OiJ. Pollution l{esearch unit, orielton
Field Centre, Wales), who will publish a description of the species'
cirnaktlua sp. may be C. tutelnLis ehlers. ceratoneveis sp" rvtrich
is sinitar to a grouP of Australian species resenbling the Madagascar-
ian C. erytlwaeezsis Fauvel (see llutchings and Turvey 1982) , may be
endemic and undescribed. Ttre three other taxa identified to generic
level only, na-nely, the sabelLid, Desdenorn.-s9'' the syllid fulnero-
sylLis sp., and the goniadid, funtada sp', do not confoltn to species
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previously reported from New Zealand, and presented
cation problems that were not pursued because of the
importance of the sPecies.
najor identifi-
low numerical
FAMTLY SPIONIDAE
I,{fCR1ffif0 sP.
DIAGTOSTIC DESCRIPTION: Length to 15 mn for 55 setigers;
body without pigrrnentation pattern. Prostomiun pointed, with rounded
tip. No nuchal antenna; two pairs of black eyes. Caruncle, witb-
out defined end, to post setiger 1. Branchiae, absent setiger 1,
full-sized from setiget 2, present to near end of bdy; attached only
basally to notosetal lobes. Notosetal p'ostsetal lobes auricular'
largest anteriorly, but snaLl on setiger I imediately posterior to
palps. Neurosetal postsetal lobes saller, more rectangular, re-
duced posteriorly. Notosetae capillaries only; neurosetae capill-
aries to setlger L6, with bifid hooded hooks present from setiger L7,
occasionally setiger 16. Hooded hooks up to 9 per fascicle' with
com5nnion capillaries reducing in number posteriorly. No sabre setae'
Pygiilir:n with 4 anal ciri, the ventral pair largest'
RE!4AR!(S: This previously unrecorded srall spionid has been
found in a number of estuarine areas in New Zealand. Dr J.A. Blake
(Bate]Ie, New England Marine Research Laboratory) is publishing a
description. MLcrcspi.o, formerly a subgenus of Sfro, comprises a
sra}I group of about 10 species, and is in-need of revision to clarify
its characteristics and relationships.
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S11LE12LEPIDES BENfl AMI EIIIEEq
SeoleeoLepides benhani shLers r 19o7 :
Estcourt, 19672
SeoLecoleyt'des s9. Estcourt, 1967 z
14-16, text Fig.4-6, Moeraki N'z'-
73, Fig.5, Avon-Ileathcote Estuary'
7 4, Eig.5' Arton-Heatlrcote Estu€rty'
m!,lARKs:Needle-likenerxrosetalcapillariesreportedpre-
viously anterior to setiger 30 (ghlers Lgo7, 'nadelformige';
Estcourt Lg67, fig.S, ,acicular') were not often observed. Estcouft
suggested these setae were a juvenile character. The Seoleeolepides
sp. seP€rrated by Estcourt' Lg67 , arrd said always to ].ack acicular setae'
nay be an ecophenotype. However, variation wittrin ,9. ben'harri, both
between habitats and over its distribution in New Zealand' merits study'
Dr J.A. Blake is currently investigating this species, and also relnrts
(pers. com.) that the North llnerican s. tumdtg nay be trc species'
both referable to another genus. ,t. aciaulatus BLake and Kudenov
from Australia rsouLd then be the only other member of ScOLeeoLeyt'deS'
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FA!4ILY CAPI1ELLIDAE
twrgnoMAsyu s yt fi tonwrs rcr'?El:qfior,l
CqitelLa fi.Lifortni,s claparEde, 1864: 509-510' PI '4' fig'lo '
Port-Vendres' France'
Heteyomastus filiformis. Eisig, 1887: 839-846, Pl.27,28,32-35'
GuIf of Naples. 
- 
Estcourt' L967t 76-77 
' 
Avon-
Heathcote Estuary' N'Z'
DIAGNOSTIC DESCRTPTION (PAUATNIA}IUI SPECIMSiIS) : LCNgth
to 50 mnr with >120 setigersr blood-red colour in life. Prostorniurn
ttrin,pointed.Eyespotspresentinjuveniles'rarelyinadults'
Svrelve thoracic segrrnents, the first asetigerous. Thorax tapering
posteriorly, tfioracic-abdominal junction often indistinct' but
anterior abdominal setigers larger in cross-Section, especially dor-
sally.setigersintatrnringposteriorbodytlrirdcamPanulate'
trapezoidinsectionrwidestventrally'Parapodialbranchiae
variably developed dorsal to notosetal fascicle' Pygidiun with a
long, ventrally displaced, thick-based, cirrus'
AduJ.ts with capillaries only in both rami of first 5 seti-
gers, to I per fascicle; multifid hooded hooks thereafter, Poster-
iorly decreasing to l-2 per fascicle in notopodiun' about 5 in
neuropodiunr. Hook secondary teeth a descending series of transverse
rows of very fine teeth, fewer in shorter abdominal hooks' capillar-
ies may be absent or mj:red with hooks in s-etigers 4 and 5 of juveniles'
Juvenile 12tb segment may be transitional in character betvEen thoracic
and abdominal.
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REMARKS: claparade's (1864) description vras incomplete in
several respects. However, the first four anterior segments were
stated to have capillary setae and the next six to have long hooks.
This conbination fits no known genus, although if an asetigerous first
segment was also present Me&tomastas Hartnan would be appropriate.
Eisig (1887) erected Heterornastus as a monotlq)ic genus. He re-
described H. fi,Lifortnts (claparEde) on the basis of his own material,
noting the more anterior occurrence of hooded hooks in juveniJ.es (up
to setiger 41, but not including this in the generic diagrnosis. His
rationalisation was that ClaparBde had described juvenile setal dis-
tribution (and also miscor:nted the nunrber of thoracic setigers?).
This is unlikely as ClaparEde (1864) noted specimens were up to 5 cu
lenqth. Only recently-settled juveniles consistently differ in setal
Pattern fron adults (see below). Both Eisig's and ClaparEde's
naterial is presrmted lost, as is tl4)e material of the four nomj-nal-
species listed by Eisig (f887) as F. fi,Lifontrts subjective slmonlms
ffie Hutchings and Rainer 1982).
Eisigrs (1887) desigrnation of Cqi,teLLa filifomri.s ClaparEde
as Heteromasf,zs tytrn-sp,ecies lras erroneous because ClaparEde's (1864)
description lras at variance with Eeteromastus. Since then conflict
betueen the t1rp,e-species and Eisig's (exact) diagmosis of Eeteromashrc
has assrned greater inportance. Small changes in the nr:mber of thor-
acic seguents and in the thoracic setal pattem encompass several
subsequently-erected capitellid genera. Under Article 7Oa of Stoll
(1964) Eisig's misidentification of the type-species must be resolved
by referring the case to the International Corurission on Zoological
Nomenclature. Under Article 75c(4) of stoll (1964) a neotype conform-
ing to H. filifornis sensu Eisig cannot be validly designated for
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CqiteLla filifoyni.s ClaparEde (cf . Hutchings and Rainer 1982) ' ro
maintain the existing widespread usage of Eeteromastus fi'Lifottnis
sensu Eisig a suitable course of action would be to reguest the com-
mission ro suppress the specific nene filifonnfs Clapardde, as
published in the binomen H. filifornrLs, and to desigrnate Notomasttts
fnlifornns Verrill 1873 as the type-species of Eetenomastus.
VerriLl's nominal species is the earliest-Srublished with extant tlPe
material which conforms Eo Eeteromastus filiformis sensu Eisig ffi'fu
Hutchings and Rainer 1982) . Meanti-me //. filifomrts (ClaParade) re-
mains the appropriate nale to use.
Ostensible E. fi,Lifortnis material from the Cieltuan North Sea
coastrEgYPtrAustraliarandttreU'S'A'norttr-eastcoastwasex-
,mined by Hutchings and Rainer (1982), who found no consistent differ-
ences, and apparently clid not encor:nter any variation in setal pattern'
Interestingly, branchiae were stated as notopodial in ttreir generic
*iagnosis, in contrast to diagrnoses of neuropodial- branchiae in Fauvel
(Lg27), Day (1967), and Harturann-Schriider (1971), and also to Eisig's
(1887) H. filifonrts descri-ption (PL.27,28). Hutchings and Rainer
(1982) do not coment on this point, although by wrstated inference
only notopodial- branchiae occurred in the material they ex^mined'
Hutchings and Rainer (19e2) believed it was highly r:nlikely
that juvenlLe Hete?omastus fiLifornrLs had a different setal pattern
from adults. Ito\rever, an ontogenetic setal change does occur' with
important conseqluences for diagnoses, and for identification from
existing keys (shaffer Lg7g, Fredette 1982) . Individuals without
capitlaries after setiger 3 were considered as newly-settled by
shaffer (1979), who used the increase in nurber of capilla:r'ir-bearing
seti-gers as Ern index of age for early juveniles. At the Pauatahanui
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site the yor:ngest fl. fi.Lifotnis obtained, a l6-setiger stage, lacked
capillaries after setiger 3. The largest r,{orm stilt to have capill-
aries on fewer than five setigers had developed 73 setigers.
Ttre extent of natural variation within capitellid species is
almost unknown, but, with comparatively few external characters avail-
able, emphasis has been placed on the obvious meristic characters when
defining genera and species. The nr:mber of valid genera is r:nclear'
as Fauchald (1977) and Hutchings and Rainer (1982) have already com-
rnented. The generic-level character of thoracic-segment-tota] does
seem constant, irrestrnctive of size and age, in the strncies where j't
is readily apparent. In order to clarify existing clrssification
it r+outd be of great interest to determine if this character has bio-
logical im5rcrtancq and if it indeed defines phylogenetic groups'
1he ta:ron known as Heteromaetus fi.Li,fomi's is widely dis-
tributed, and is regarded by llutchings and Ra'iner (1982) as cosmo-
politan. AIso, on the basis of published descriptiong perhaps only
two of the five other Hetenomasf,as species subseguently described nay
be sonndly differentiated from fl. fi.Lifonnis. There is as yet no
evidence that sor:ndly-differentiated H. filiforrnzs sgbspecies occur'
However, its morphological variation needs to be more thoroughly in-
vesrigated. The possibility of crlPtic d. fi.Liforrris species has
been advanced, most recently by Gray (1982). While this could prove
to be the case, it is only speculation at present'
In the past rnisidentifications between lieiLi,omastrts spP. and
Heteromastus fiLifotnris may well have occurred (see Warren 1979) '
Potential for confusion of juvenile E. fiLifonnts with co-occurring
MedLOmastas spp. continues, but workers aware of the possibility have
been able to distingruish them (shaffer 1979, Fredette 1982) '
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CAPITELLA SP.
DIAQ{OSTIC DESCRIPTION: Lengt}r to IO urar and 50 setigers',
rarely larger. Adult, setiger 3-4 widttr (Iargest dianeter) about
220 um, rarely to 500 pn. Distat prostonir.m oval , eyespots rare in
adults. Nine thoracic segments, all setigterous. Thorar< usually
tapering to prominent pre-abdominal intersegmental division' Abdoninal
setigers longest in mid body, short posteriorly, with setal fascicles
on slightly raised ridges. Pygi.diwr an inconspicuous rounded pad'
CapiJ.lary setae curved, li-nbate' uP to 5 per fascicle'
usually restricted to first 5 setigters only, or less often only on 4
setigers, but may extend to 7th setiger, or only to 3rd setiger'
capillaries may, be urixed wittr hooded hooks on the last one or two
capillary-bearing setigers, and nay be absent in one fascicle, usually
neuropodial. Ilooded hooks only on remaining setigers (except 8 and 9) '
to 4 per fascicle. Hooks typical, with main fang plus rows of minute
secondary teeth. Nototrpdial genital spines of setigers 8 and 9 rarely
present, males only; 2 pairs on setiger g, I pair on setiger 9'
REMARKS z CapitelLa sP. collected frmr two other Inlet sites
and from some other New Zealand localities were also examined' Capill-
ary setal distribution in 5oo um processed' transect site sanples was
as follows: r individual with capillaries to setiger 3' 30 to setiger
4t 46 to setiger 5, I to setiger 7 (n = 78, Feb'r May' Aug' 1978)'
specirnens from Mana flats had simitar sizes and setal distribution
(n = 18, Dec. 1975), but at Kahao Bay there was a higher proportion of
uorms wittr capj-Ilaries to setiger 3 only. and these were not juveniles
(13 to setiger 3, mean width 289 Un; 30 to setiger 4; 32 to setiger 5;
1 to setigex 7; overall mean widttr 269 Um, n ='75' Au9' 1975) '
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Specirnens taken by 500 1tm sieve from three estuarine sites elsel*rere I
had similar setal distribution to those of the Pauatahanui transect l
site [Ofri-wa Harbour, Lg79, n = 7, mean width 240 Urn: I with capill-
aries to setiger 3, 3 to setiger 4, 3 to setiger 5' Moncks Bay'
christchurch, Dec. Lg76r r = 8, mean width 405 um: 3 rdith capillaries
tosetiger3,4tosetiger4,!tosetiger5.Waikouaitiniver
Estuary, Dec. 1976r r = I8, mean width 289 um: 2 witl. capillaries to
setiger 4, 15 to setiger 5, 1 to setiget 6']'
Specimensfromorganically-enrichedsitesinWellington
Harbour (five outfall and dock-area sites, L966-78' sanpled by 1 tm
sieve) were clearly ilifferent and utuch larger (nean width 1800 un,
to 60 nur length and g0 setigers). capillary setae were Present on
the first 7 setigers, less coumonly only to setiget 6, ot 5' or up to
setiger g, to 2o or more Per fascicle (n = 62; 2 witlr caPillaries to
setiger 4, 3 to setiger 5, 13 to setiger 5, 32 to setiger 7' L2 to
setiger 8). NotoSndial genital hooks of males were a set of 6 pairs
on setiger 8, and 4 pairs on setiger 9. Hooded hooks per fascicle
nr:mbered up to 15 in the ttrora:c and 20 in the abdonen. Hovtever,
these setal differences from PauatahanuL CqiteLLa sp. night sti1l
relate only to the greater size.
It is not known to what extent setal-pattern differences
w"ithin cqitelLa spp. reseurbling d. e4itata depend on environnental'
nutritional, and age differences rather than on genotyPe. Individ-
uals of the sten subspecies C. eqitata eqi'tata (Fabricius) , sensu
Warren (1976), as adults usually have only capillaries on ttre first
seven setigers. Ilowever, there is believed to be a direct relation
between age and. increase in nunber of captllary-bearing setigersr
not necessarily ceasing after formation of genital spines at sexual
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uraturity (Warren Lg76). Reish Lg77) found variation (capillaries
to setigers 4-7) in a population reared' from a single CapitelLa sp'
(as C. eqitatd. For CqiteLla from the Pauatahanui transect site
and from Wellington Harbour there was some direct linear association
in least-squares regression of size on the number of capillary-
bearing setigers (for each n )50, t2 >0.4) 
' 
suggesting age/size
differences, but not for ttre Kahao Bay sample (n = 76, t2 O.OO5), in
which a si-urilar size distribution occurred for each setal grouP'
warren (1976) recognised eight species of CqitelLa'
Three of ttrose species were distinguished froo C. eqitata marnLy
on the clistribution of capillaries, and the separated subspecies
c. cryitata florLdm,a Hartman was a very small cqitelLa wirJt
capillarj-es to setiger 4 only, described (as was C. hernqhtodLta
Boletzky and Doyle) from the transient habitat of sqluid egg masses'
Grassle and Grassle 1976l did not report ontogenetic or other setal
variation within six crlrPtic species detected in one area froB electro-
phoretic patterns and sone life history study. All except one had
capiuaries to setiger ?. The one aPparent variant J.P. Grassle now
accepts is Cqitella ioneszl ttartnan (Eckelbarger and Grassle 1982) '
Gtassle and Grassle harre not yet sought status for the
cryptic species they have found, but their discovery has now to be
considered in any biological research ot CqitelLa spp. Currently
sone researchers anbiguously continue use of the nane C. cqitata
(fabricius), although aware of its uncertain validity (e.9.' Tenore
1982). Tfrere is both norphological and life-history-trait variation
in the confused concept of C. eqitata. For furttrer refinement of
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CqiteLLa taxonomy all means of differentiating the species should
be consid,ered together. I suggest on current knowLedge species
distinct only in setal pattern from C. cqitata Sensu Watren
should be regarded as part of a C. eapi-tata species corylex.
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